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AB8SACT

Ia su4pjort of a theory for maanuel control disp2.ays, and, in particular,
-Por inte&-ated displays, a series of two pilot experiments vrere performed to
enlarge the dasta b-ase for the theory. A single-a-xis tracking experiment was

S1. przformeed with twc different controlled elements and four differe-,nt display
f orm-ats.- The effects of display forzmat were separately evaluate.* fromn tasK
difficult*,i and task L-erfor-mance w-ith a particula-r view tovar'1 quantification.
of the pilots' Darafoveell perce~ ua2. abilf ty. In the second experiment
four different- integrated displays w~re te."ted in a precision tracking task

wiha -view toward qu-artifyirg the effect of integ'ration in. the display.
Different furms of integration of the display were found to strongly influ-
ence the Dilots' excess control capacity which is the com.±emeent of vorkload.
Describng f-waction-s, remant, eye-moavements. ean. pilot ohc aawr
also recorded in these exterimzents. Intercictation and .he conclusions to

be drawn frro: all these- data are presented in the report.
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a Displayed error of item a aong several displayedd quantities

AFCS Automatic FIigbt Control System

SA T Attittue display

thAi Amplitude of the i sinusoidal component in thequasi-random command velocity input

b d Displayed error of item b among several displayed
quantities

B Longitudinal cyclic pitching moment control displace-
ment in rad (see also bb, )

c Pilot's control action

c Pilot's control action in resrinse to displayed
•%• aerror of item a

Sab Pilot's control action in response to displayed
error of item b

S•CRT Cathode Ray Tube

C(,3) Laplace tray-sform of control displacement

d Glide slope displacement guidance beam command~c

SD Director display format without any confidence-
'i inspirii•g situation ixformation

•DF Describing function

DFA Describing function analyzer

e Displayed error signal; also Naperian base 2.718628..,

e •'•Mean-squared error or time variance of error

2-() Square of the mean error or sqiare of the time-
k• •averaged error

e Error criterion
c

e Displayed error

eff Efeetive vf1hke

€ W.-i



EFR Eye-Point-of-Regard

e Scanned and sampled (displayed) error

E, E(s) Laplace transform of displayed error signal

FD Flight Director

Mean fixation (scanning) frequency in Hz.

Mean fixation frequency on the displayed airspeed
u igtnal

g Gravitational acceleration

GSO Glide Slope Deviation display

h Altitude

h Vertical velocity

h Altitude error

HSI Horizontal Situation Indicator

Hz Abbreviation for Hertz, a unit of frequency measure
equivalent to one cycle per sec.

Command input signal or forcing function symbol;

summation index

I, I(s) Laplace transform of command input

IAS Indicated Air Speed

IE Time integral of error

rE2  Time integral of error-squared

IYR Instrument Flight Rules

ILS Instru•'.ent Landing System

Im Imaginary part of ...

IVSI Instantaneous Vertical Speed Indicator

SPitchi�ng ?uwtet of inertia of controlLd element

in slug-f tx

suimmtion index
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ar-e tr -z:-m

JzOper at!.orl argzeat. of t!7.- Fnrerts-r
...al.o iaýtnari part of the :ccrsplex a-x_=ent off
the laplace tramsfzr=

k Suzmt ioz ind1ex

K Gain of a tafP.-: .-n.ton or of a describing
functIon

K. Controlled element gain in the roll axis

K Controlled element gain in the collective axis

K/s Velocity controlled element transfer function;
an integrator of control input with gain K

K/s 2  Acceleration controlled element transfer function;
a double integrator of control input -with gain K

Kf Pilot's foveal describing function gain

Kh Pilot's perceptual gain cr otýenuation factor

K Pilot's gain in response to motion cues, usedm for lead equalization - T
L

-K Pilot's adaptive gain in general; parafovea,. gain
p

K_ Pilot's compensatory gain

SK Pilot's gain in response to the displayed
longitudinal error signal

1C-ie Longitudinal cyclic pitch control stick gain

Ko Pilot's or flight director gain in response to
pitch attitudc deviations from trimmed attitude

K Pilot's gain in resronse to roll attitude deviations
from trimmed attitude

0 Im Controlled element state variables or output
motion signais; mass of the helicopter in slugs

"M Pitching mconient applied to controlled element;

W( 9) Laplace tran,;fona.r of controlled element motion

NI )(3!'7 Ij) In

' 1 • '&1

q}• 18z-



M q(1/)(W/7 ) in sece-

M Scanning workload margin

MU Y)/W()/U) in ft- sed

n Equivalent "observation" remnant associated with
displayed error of item a

nb Equivalent "observation" remnant associated with
displayed error of item b

n Pilot's remnant associated with control action, c

np "Processing" remnant, i.e., portion of pilot's
remnant dependent on error level

n Constant residual level of pilot's remnantr

n "Scanning" remnant, a special type of processing
remnant, np

N Integer

Pc Crossover period, 29/wc, in sec

q Pitching angular velocity in rad/sec

qlj'qJi Fixation transition probabilities (lint values)
in the direction i j j and J - i, respectively ;

H Pilot's perceptual rate weighting coefficient

Re... Real part of ...

rms, RMS Root-Mean-Squared value

s Complex argument of the Laplace transform

S "State" display format without rate (no longitudinal
error rate symbol)j also a dimensionless scanning
frequency ratio, ap/c(1 ai) g/

Signal-to-noise power ratiu

a + R "State and Rate" display format (longitudinal
error rate symbol added to 8)
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t Time

Tc dEye fixation dwell interval in sec

Td Mean value of fixation dwell interval in sec

CT Mean fixation dwell interval on cathode raytube display

TD Effective display lag time constant in sec

Ta Human operator's effective internal dwell
e interval given by product ieTs

Tde Effective average dwell interval in see

T hof Mean fixation dwell interval on altitude and
vertical speed displays

TI Lag equalization time constant in sec

TL Lead equalization time constant in sec

T LX Value of TL adopted for longitudinal (x-) position
regulation in sec

TN Effective neuromuscular lag time consa'ant in sec

To 0Lower bound on the domain of To in sec

TR Rolling subsidence time constant for the helicopter

To Fixation (scanning) interval in sec

To Mean fixation (scanning or sampling) interval
in sec

TA, TA Mean fixation interrupt interval, p

u Deviation in the longitudinal component of inertial
velocity from trimvmed value in ft/see

ur. Coimand velocity in ft/see

ue Velocity error in ft/eec
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Ug Random longitudinal gust velocity in ft/sec

VFR Visual Fligat Rules

'Wg Random normal (vertical) gust velocity in ft/Sec

Xe, Xe Displayed position error in ft

X Longitudinal force applied to the controlled
element

XB, ( i / m )( OX/bI ) in ft/sec2

Xq (1/m)(ýX/ýq) in ft/sec

Xu 
(1/m)(ýX/ýu) in sec-I

YcI Yc(ja,) Controlled element describing function

Yd Display describing fun'.cion

Yh' YH' YH(jw) Pilot's perceptual describing function,

representing operations such as observation,

scanning, sampling and reconstruction

YOL' YOL(J j) Open loop frequency response function

Yp, Y (J0) Pilot's adaptive describing function, representing
operations such as equalization and summing

Y Pilot's describing function in operating on
Pa displayed error of item a

Y Pilot's describing imnction in operating on
displayed error of item b

Y P Y pe(jO) Pilot's compen-atory describing function in general

YPO Pilot's pitch attitude describing function

YPp Pilot's roll attitude describing function

1 - •Mean fixation interrupt fractioa

l - W&Man effective interrupt fraction

1 - f Mean foveal intorrupt fraction



a Effective low frequency phase coefficient in the

extended crossover model;

S( M, an integer which reflects
- i the number of lower frequency

leads and lags

Value of a computed near unit-gain crossover from
describing function measurements

8 Normalized lower bound on the domain of Ts, To/Ts

ba. Lateral cyclic rolling moment control displacement in
rad

5 b Same as be

bc Collective lift control displacement in red

5e Longitudinal cyclic pitching moment control
displacement in red

Incremental low frequency phase coefficientp e.g.,
such as that caused by parafoveal perception

Incremental time delay which is a function of (...)

t~rs Pilot's incremental time delay caused by ýcannlng,
sampling and reconstruction

AT IPilot's incremental time delay caused by low frequency
lead equalization

Damping ratio of a second order dynamic system

Damping ratio of a second order lag

Dampiog ratio of a second order lead

Me, • ean fixation dwell fractionp Td/¶,D fractional

scanning workload, probability of fixation

ICRT Value of I for CRT ¶isplay

101 lye Mean affective dwell fraction Ta /T

If 0f Mean foyeal dwell fraction
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qFD Mean fixation dwell fraction on flight director

Ih, •Mean fixation dwell fraction on altitude and
vertical speed displays

11 Mean fixation dwell fraction on airspeed
display

0 Pitch attitude angle

e Pitch attitude commandc

Oe Pitch attitudo error

X Invrse time constant of the first drder
divergence in the controlled element of the
(unstable) subcritical tracking task

C Critical limiting value of X

XCA, X Cross-adaptive or subcritical value of k, when
the subcritical tracking task is employed to
measure excess control capacity by adapting
as a function of primary task error

k h' h Altitude divergence parameter

X Roll attitude (spiral) divergence parameter

p h' )h Altitude divergence parameter

Y Fixation or look fraction

V CRT Fixation or look fraction on Cathode Ray Tube
display

Vh, j Fix',tion or look fraction on altitude and
vertical speed displays

V Fixation or look fraction on airspeed displayUAB

3.14159...j also used for look fraction in some
of the original literature

2 ~ Error coherence, ( o/oy

P 2 Velocity error coherence'ue

2 Signal variance in time
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Si in
S2 __2

Stea,-~d dcri~t~tn (E-1 valuse) of 'cesr :aar&

2 a. Ti_= Tb.liaflces of the (displayel error) dis.i-ace-
Se --eent and its fl2-3t aer!;vat!'e -o vhich the huzan

operato? i• re id-rg

r7
2
CY TpIL --c r~. st,.ed error Nrariane

a `•-corrx-lated error variance (caused by re_ -nant)

n

a Cc--and input or forcmg function variance

a-• O~Human operator's TI fixation dwell interval or
Td stazrdard deviation in Td

a, 1, Eaman operatcor's R!'F f'ixat ion s canning ox
s sampling interval or standard deviation

•'i~c2 elocity error- varianceee

a Command velocity input variance

. •'• •S*.aodard deviation (RYE value) of longitudinal
--j 1Ug gust velocity in ft/sec

I• qWg Standard deviation (MI value) of normal (vertical)
r7"•"It.9 gust ielocity in ft/sec

Pilot's time delay, sec, due to latenAies In
Q•, perception, neural conduction, and coding

I e Effective time del ty ii the crossover moeel,

i ';• •+ TD + TN + I(TI T) + " -

M, N, are integers whih reflect tne number of
higher freq,,ency 1#: awd slag contributions frn,
the eispliy, pilot, and -ontrolled element



i;V:_lz of re computed near unit-gain crossover

from descrilh ing function measxezents

. Effectire time delay for response to moti,)n .z

T%:• •o Value fe 'or zero forcing function bandwidth

Roll attitude angle

F •e Roll attitude error

91 P*i •ne angle of the ith sinmsoidal component in
the qvasi-random command velocity input; also
used for probability of fixation in some of the
origiaial literature

Phase, margin

Computed value of the phase margin at unit-gain
LIC•: crossover from desc-'bing function measurements

0, 0( ) Power spectral density in (units) 2 per rad/sec

Occ, Occ(w) Total co-trol output power spectr&ul density in
(iu(s)2 per raw/sec

- ee, 0ee(at) Error power spectra) density in (units) 2 perS~rad/sec

-e Portion of , which is input-correlated,,=•. •eeiee

0 eez Portion of 0 ee which is uncorrelated wit' input

4 '4i' 0ii(W) Input power srectral density in (units) 2 per

"rad/sec

Po'"w spectral density of aural tracking remnantaa in (units) 2 per rad/sec

- (nn", @nn (d)) ?emiant power spectral density referred co the
opei.tor'k6 input

Normaliz, power spectral density of processing

t /Ce

nn. n



ý Power spectral density of motion cue remnant in

uni (units)2 per radisec

4ý• ¢Power spectral density of residual remnant in
nQ (units) 2

Power spectral density of processing remnan-.

in (units) 2 per rad/sec

(b Power spectral density of scanning or sampling

remnant in (units) 2 per rad/sec

DL.•ns Normalized power •pectral density of scanning or

sampling remnant,

co mCircula. frequency in rad/sec

• Unit-gain crossover frequency; crossover gain

Computed value of wc from describing function

c meagurements

Crossover frequency "dth c:)n',inuous foveal
attention

SwCp Crossover frequency w!,'h c, iuýicu. , al
P "attention

'1 aMi Forcing function bandwidth 'n rad,,seci &Iso
circular frequency of the I Qnusoiai,.• :,ot'cent
oin the quasi-random commend v, h Uity ioput

Undamped natural frequency of a _'.n ) order la.,
in rad/sec

Undamped natural f.requency of a second ,-e' i.ao•,• -;-in rad/sec

LI) Unstable frequency in rad/sec

.ahc Computed value Q: 1u7• •cs Circuler fixattoui knt) frequency in rad/sec

"'s'..• "•FD F'ixation scamning fre'queiie'y m , h, flight •trt tor
in fad/sec



Effective parafoveal-to-foveal gain ratio,

1TieKp)!Kf t

Mathematical Symbols

< Less than

> Greater than

<_ Less than or equal tc

> Grepter than or eoual to

<< Much less than

>> Much greater than

Not equal to

"Approaches; approximately equal to

Identically equal to

-4 Fed to; approachec

=> Identified with

(raised bar) average value

(raised period) d/dt

d Differential operator

Partial differential operator

Sf Integvation operator

Summation operator

o Location of a transfer function zero in the
complex s-plane

x Location. of a transfer function pole In the
complex s-plane

+ Alddit, ~n upcrntor

(hIyvhein) subtructfon opcerator; negativwe value

• i pi f'x

2 .r'



SECT~TO1 I

IMTIRTCTIOON

The ability to describe in a predictive model the various ways in

which a human pilot can ftnction as r- controller and instrtuent nmonitor

will achieve direct and important savings in the design anl evaluation of

displays. Figure T-1 shown a framework for such a description. The entire

display-pilot-conirol-vehicle combination is c.onsieered as a multiloop

feedback control system. One or more controlled eler~,nts correspond to

the ,ynamies of vehicle response to control. Controlled elements are sub-

jected to environmental ard internal disturbances, d, such as wind gusts
and hydraulic power supply fluctuations. A human operator will pilot the

contrclled elements through control actions, c, by perceiving several

loop cloqure possibilities. These possibilities may be both directly-

controlled outputs, m, and displayed inputs, commands, or implicit environmental

functions, i, such as intruding aircraft or terrain height along the intended
flight path (pursuit displays); or the possibilities for display may represent
only differences between i and m called errors (compensatory displays).

The displ-ky/control system for the vehicle is to be synthesized so is

to improve piloted system performence to a point where a se• (or subset)

of missiomn requirements can be satisfied. In system engineering terms, the

improvement of I~rformance implies greater frequency bdndwidths and cortespond-

irwgly reduced clc.~ed-loop system lags and errors Jn following commsnda and

suppressing disturbances. In terms of pilot behavior, the improvement of

performance implies reduced effective time delay, reduced p17'ot-generated
noise; increased allowable range of pilot-gain variation consistent with

closed-loop system stability; and reduced workload to a level where he is

efficiently and gainfully occupied, yet able 'n cope to a prescribed degree

v'ith the unexpected while he obtains and maintatns the system perfurmane

required by the ,tsk,

In previous reports in this 3eries (Refs. I and 2) t wa, shown, in
connection with both fixed ving and rotary win!. ai!-orait, how a displ1y/conLz-t
_systn aight be 6y heized for the "nventiural cae of a ae d intrum .

I. n Pai'ti uir, calcuiatinnrs were 'ride of.
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0 the quantities which, of necesaity, had to be displayed
to enable the specified missior. phase (instrument approich)
to be performed

* the pilot's appropriate dynamic behavior in acting on the
displayed quantities

0 system performance ideasures, such as rms errors and pilot

workload dat:. including fixation times and frequencies on
each instrument

* the preferred arrangement of displays

Considering the relatively undeveloped state of theoretical knowledge on

which the calculations were predicated, the dwell fractions and link

probabilities resemble later measurements in the case in v!,ich there has

been a direct conmarison to be made between the predictions and the results

of experiment. (See, for exsinnle, Fig. 3, Ref. 3 which is incorporated

here as Appendix A.)

The prediction of system performance, workload, and preferred display

arrangement for separated displays dces not, however, address a contemporary

question of practical interest. Thnere exists a conviction, supported by

both theoretical and exnerimental evidence, that for high precision tracking,

such as in landing approach under instrument flight rules (ITR), it is

4 necessary to combine or "integrate" displays. While the conviction is

commonly held, there does not seem to be any commonly understood definition

of an integrated display, nor any accepted answer to the question: "How is

the display properly integrated?" A brief survey (Ref. 4) shows a tremendous

vexiety of "integrated" displays even for the single mission phase of instru-

=m nt low approach. This tremendous variety is very likely, in part the result

of a technique in experimental display research. For example, system performance

measures such as mean square tracking errors and pilot workload measures such

K•; as neen square control deflections are often used to evaluate the relative

merit of displays. Yet These same measures do not necessarily vary appreciably

with large variations in the qualities of the display. On the other hand,
S jthere may be at the same time a strong preference on the pext of the 8,ftjects

r* of an experiment for one form of display over &nother. An claogy to the

fzeld of aircraft handling quclities research atrc,,3ly suggests that such

t0ihsmeaes In pilot preference or opinion are correl1*.ed with changes in beravior

r",equl.d to maintain the cpecifcld performance by worku•q to contro! iII !ip!1te-

rh,. Iof va.rlationa in ckzly.~it p~r4,r)U~y vr lW'c ot~k fkor sucii c'lan,,es

.•¢ o



in the pilot's behavior when using var'at-ions in the information which is

displayed.

Curiously, perhaps, in view of the large amount of experimental work on

displays, our ability to postulate perceptual behavioral models far exceeds

our ability to generate believable experimental evidence which would tend

to validate them. This incongruity is for the reason, described above,

that very often the onl~y measurements which are made concern mean squared

tracking errors and control displacements. Such measurements are, of course,

necessary (but not sufficient) for determining whether a particular system

is, in fact, satisfactory. Mean squared error and control measurements

alone leave much to be desirpi in determining the causes of and corrections

for difficulties, except by ad hoc adjustments which may in themselves

be influenced by some artificial characteristics of the simulation.

Therefore, no improvement in the display design process, nor Indeed In the

more general problem of cockpit layout, is to be expected until we have in

hand a validated theory for cause and efftc+ in percep-'ual behavior in

particular, and workload in general.

Such a theory of perceptual behavior, if it existed, would never

completely replace expeiimentation in display design, development and

evaluation, but it would enhance the efficacy of these processes by helping

one to:

0 Predict experimental possibilities which, in turn. help
one to:

4>• (I) suggest relatively critical experiments
(2) guide the experimental design

* Interpret experimental findings

0 Discover limitations on experimental results by
..dentifying task variables which would change the
results

"0 Provide a basis for extrapolating experimental findings
to different app~ications

It was to the elaboration of such a theory of the effects of format

and content on perceptaal behavior in using "integrated" displ]ays cnd to

", fJ• ,the acquisition of a suitable data base that the reseaA.h reported •ekre

was addressed.

O'rK



In particular, it was hoped to:

0 Answer four questions posed by the JANAIR Committee
in 19,6 when research on the theory of manual control
displays was first initiated, viz.,

(I) What ic an integrated! display?
(2) How may the proper signals for manual control

of a task be predicted end verified?
(3) How is the display properly integrated?
(4) How can the display be evaluated?

* Separate the controllability and precision of the task
from the attentional workload in using the display by
using special measures, such as:

(I) pilot's describing function gain
4 (2) effective time delaey

(3) error coherence (relative remnant)
(4) excess control capacity
(•) display ratings
(6) eye-point-of-regard

e Quantify measures of attentional workload as functions of:

(1) display size, subtended field of view, and
density of symbols

(2) form of the symbois
(3) display content (e.g. "quickeued" command,

situation, etc.)

* Codify 'he empirical results in a theory having predictive
value for new tasks and integrated display designs.

More specifically, we note that in performing precise compensatory

tracking tasks such as, for example, in lending approach under instrument

flight rules (IFR), pilots should be provided with preferably only one but

not more than two distinctly separate displays for the purpose of flight

control. It has been shown by theo, '-'-Pl reasoning (Refs. 1 and 5) and

experimental measurement (Refv. 6, 7 and 8) that in a landing approach under

IFR there is sufficient time to fixate on not more than two separate displays

with sufficient probability or dwell fraction to suitably suppress scanning

remnant. More than one symbolic signal may, however, be presented on each of

two displays to take advantage of pilots' parafoveal perceptual ability.

Each display may then be called a "combined"' or "integrated" display. Inte.

grated displsys have necessarily evolved from the pilot's inner control loop

displays, such as the gyro horizon and compass, because the pilot must mon-

itor a half-dozen or more rultiioop situation varialcs even to nrutain

,TR2



confidence in using a r'o-a•.s flight director display. In real-.ty, of

course, especially in V'/S'.OL a.oproaces, there are three axes which recuire

precision contr!, vi__•z , longitudinal, as well as vertical azd lateral, so

that an integrated display for precise approach control urder IFR is then

-ýA most esse".tial to maintaining a ttolerably unsaturated level of pilot voek-•ad.

Provided that it does not becom "cluttered", the combined presentation of

signals in a single display i•l! allow the pilot to increase his effective

dvell fraction on any partic.ular displayed signal by using parafaveal per-

ception. By helping the rAlot to increase his effective dwell fraction,

integrated displays can have a profound influence in reducing pilots' mon-

itoi ing workload, and this may possibly be measured in terms of a reduction

in the task-related scanning remnant.

]Reference 9 shows that relative scanning remnant power or relative
incoherent error power is directly proportional to the effective fraction

of time between "looks" at the given displayed error. It is desirable to

keep the tracking error coherence as high as possible (or to Keep the error

incoherence as low as possible) to achieve the best task performance within

the constraint of attentional workload, of which scanning workload is one

measure. One way is to increase the foveal dwell fraction on each object

of fixation, but this is limited by the physical upper bound on scanning

workload, which cannot exceed unity. The other way for a pilot to increase

tracking error coherence is to increase his average parafoveal. tracking

gain up to a level where the closed-loop reuanant is not amplified. This

can be successful if the display format allows the pilot to maintain an

average parafoveal tracking gain which is a large fraction of his foveal

0I. gain.

It was vith a view toward a better understanding of interactions among

parafoveal perception, error coherence, display format and attentional

workload that the experiments reported here were conducted.

The baiane of the report is divided into three techinical sections.

The first of these reviews the tentative mathematical models and some

new definitions of terms whlch provide the framework within which the

expýeriments were plane6 and 1.prformed. Here the reader, perhaps unfamiliar

with the previoues res8ts of research sponsored by the Joint Army Navy
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SECTION I1

MATMA•ICAL MDLS AND N0IuITIONS

A. IOSW FOR HUMAN PILOT DYNAN1CS

The human attributes of perception, response, Judgment, and adaptability

lead to a great number of possible loop structures for a given control task.

To cope with this variety of possibilities in advance of any experiment, the

theory of manual control displays (Ref. 1) first postulat s possible interpreta-

tions and organizations of the input data available to the pilot. Then the

theory postulates that the pilot will establish appropriate organization and

adaptation of his behavior so that the data may be used for effective control.

In preliminary design, manual control display theory can serve as a tool

for the pilot-vehicle system analyst by providing the set of rules for select-

ing the mathematical pilot model appropriate to a particular situation.

However, in the application which concerns us here, the theory is being tested

for its ability to predict and explain attributes of human behavior observed

in controlled experiments. As a result of these tests, we may be able to

extend or improve the characterization of a sample of pilot behavior in terms

of task variables, operator-centered variables, and/or procedural variables

in these specific experiments.

Manual control theory characterizes human behavior in terms of 1) mathe-

matical models which express the dynamic motor response of the pilot to

various sensory stimuli and 2) verbal-analytical models which express the

adaptation of the pilot population to the task variables. Not all of these

models, however, are based on sufficient experimental data to be definitive.

This does not mean that these models lack usefulness. In all cases, the

models are sufficiently developed to permit relative dynamic performance and

workload estimates to be made. In these experiments, we are simply trying

to characterize more definitely the dependence (or independence) ot pilot

behavior on properties of display format. Pilot models are described and

reviewed in Refs. 1, 10, 11, 12 and 17. Only a synopsis of the simplest

of models for compensatory single-loop control will be given here so as to

introduce the reader to the form of the models and to some of the terminology

used in describing the models.

TR 183-2 8



In a .losed-loop compensitory control task (Fig. 11-i) the pilot responds

to the displayed error, e, Taetween a desired command input, i, and the comparable

vehicle output motion, m, and produces a control action, c. The control

3ervo actuator, vehicle, motion sensor, and display dynamics are combined

and represented by the "controlled element" transfer function, Yc(s), which

expresses the Laplace transform M(s) in terms of C(s). Compensatory single-

loop pilot models comprise both a describing function*, Ype(Jw), and an

additive "remnant" power spectral density, Onne, as shown in Fig. II-1.

The portion of the pilot's control action which is liaearly correlated with

the input is represented by the quasi-linear describing function Ype(JW)

operating on the error signal, e. It also includes the effects of the

control manipulator "feel" characteristics. The remnant is defined as the

portion of the pilot's control output power which is not linearly correlated

with the system input. As shown in Fig. II-1, the remnant can be repre-

sented by an additive noise, characterized by a power spectral density,

Onne, in the quasi-linear pilot model. The total control output power

spectral density, Occ(w), is thus the sum of two linearly uncorrelated

Quasi-Linear Pilot Model

Onne is the power spectral density of the remnant

referred to the operator's input

Figure !I-1. Block Diagram for the Compensatory
Quasi-Linear Pilot Model

*The term describing function is applied to emphasize that this is not
a "human transfer function". The remnant must be added to complete the model,
and the describing function is appropriate only for continuous random-appear-
ing signals of relatively low bandwidth. It is strictly valid only in the
frequency domain and should not be used, without appropriate modification, to
compute the system response to a deterministic input.
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,i4r6: input p-cier spectral densety

_ the re_.ant p.rd-e-r spectral density referred
to the operator's !2u~t

he remnant has been measured as a zontinuous and smooth power spectrum

in tracking experiaents of a tire duration sufficient to define the

operator's iescribing function over a broad trequency band. Sources of

remnant may not .be uniq(uely determined us'.tag only two-terminal =easure-

ments. h ¢wever, one car. infer the dominant sources of remnant from contrived

experiments ;--i-h particular task variables such as continuous attention,

scanned PMd r.lec. att.ention, displayed signal threshold s and quantization,

low-freqpency L-.ed equalization, unstable coutrolled elements, and non-

stationazy analo. pilots. Inferred swtrces of tnh, remlant in ascending order
of importance for single-axis tasks are believed to be: pure noise
injection, nonlinear ,t:tinn, and non-steady operator behavior.

For examples of lure noise injection, Ref. 30 suggests two models for

generating low frequency lead equalization within the human operator which

inherently produce noise, although the subject may appear to devote- continuous

attention to his 3ingle-axis "'racking task. In some multiaxis tasks, as we

shall subsequently discuss, pure noise injection caused by scanned and sampled

attention can become dominant.

A model for the remnant can satisfactorily be taken to be a signal with

"a power spectral density which is a function of the pilot's lead equalization,

the error v&riance, and the "difficulty" of the c(ntrolled, ejement. Reference

32 has shown that the power spectral density of the human operatQr's remnantK for certain (single-axis) tracking situations can be represented simply by

injecting white noise processes at the operator's invuA wheie each state

I • variable is perceived. The power spectr--X density of each injected white

no&.se process is proportional to the vari,:Lrce of the (error) signal being

perceived. As explained in Ref. 33 a number of quasi-random sampling, recon-

struction, and derived-rate processes ,z ýIl as Weber-Law errors in tracking

control action all lead to wlde-band remnant wh,,se power epectral density is

uniform at low Lrequencies and proportional to the varlanee of the error



s-gnza! displayed to she ln-an a-eratsr. Therefore, t..e =st consis-.ent

rxesuits seem to be obtairned if the re•ant is taken to b%, injected at the

pilot's i nyut (see Fig. IT-I), althcugh in special cases dLcussed next it

q is prefersble to inject the reomant at the vilot's output.

if all sources of remnant vower were p.ropotolional to the disDlryed error

Svariance, the remnant should disappear when no exteernal input (and, htnce,

no input-correlated error) is present. Howevei, the experiments reported i

Ref. 51 show that s&3-- output remnant is present in the absence of any

external input. The cause is the clmulative effect of the "residual" ssurces

described in Ref. 19. Hence, the name "residual remnant" is given co that

noise which is present in the human operator's ccntrcl output even without

ary external input and without the need for low-frequency lead equalization.

It is prezferable to model the residual remnant by injecting a noise process

___ at the pilotVs output. (Vide Ref. 19.)

The describing fmction comprises two parts:

(1) a generalized mathematical operational form

(2) a set of r.iles which sp3c:.fy how to select the
parameters in the generalized form so that it
becomes an appropriate, albeit approximate,
model of human behavior for the particular
task )f interest.

The linear theor,[ of servomechanisms suggests that, for reasons expleined

4 in, Ref. 12, the describing function of the pilot ought to be adjusted in such

a way that the open-loop frequency response function, Y J), of tle single-

loop compensatory system in Fig. II-1 will be

O W) = (jW)Yc(j0) = - e ;o near c'•c
OL Pe

•jjo)

. This is called the "extended crossover model" (See Refe. 10, 11, 12 and 13).

The unit-gain cruasover frequency, ak, is equ'valent to the loop gain product

peIc: "e is the offective time delay, and a is the effective 1:w frequency

phase 2oeffi--Lnt, all in the open-loop describing function Y Y (See F)

""The difference between 1800 and the phase angle of the (complex) Jescrlbitg,

.unction at tne crossovor frequency, a),,. Is Lhe phase mwrgin, q",. The frequency,



U) at which the Ihase angile of the describing fmnction is -1800° is called
the unstable frequew.'zy. When the controlle&, element demands lead equaliza-

tion by the pilot below the crossover frequency, a - 1/TL,

• whe7e TL is the lead equalization time constant. Otitc.-ise, ax represents
the influence near the .rcssover frequency of very-low frequency lh-ad-lag
dynamics with amplitude ratio br--ak points which a,,e below the measurement

•+• bandwidth in many experiments.

The display designer will rarely need a model more precise than the

extended crossover model, even for analyzing multiloop tasks. With the

extended crossove- model and the set of rules for adjusting its parameters,

the designer can make valid forecasts of pilot equalization, effective time

delay, crossover frequency, stabllity margins, tracking performante, and

pilot opinion rating, in manual, compensatory, single-loop tracking tasks.

Before we proceed to show how the extended crossover model can be applied

6; in multiloop control tasks, we shall digress for a moment to define some

new terminology which arises to describe the pilot's visual scanning and

sampling u•havior among the various sources uf displayed inputs required in

a typical multih'Is control task.

B. $?"IUIAXI SCANMflG BEhA-.VIO-YR

I. Scainng Pnenomena to be Descriied

Several examples of pilots' scaiming pheiomena are shown on the eye-

point-of-regard time traceb in Fig. 11-2 for variuos experimental conditions
%++ i to be discussed subsequently. ha-h trace records a pil.t's eye saccade

r. between the central cathode ray tube t.ttitude director display (CRT) and the

"altitude display (left of center), or the airspeed display (right qf center).

After a saccade, denoted br the abrupt steps in each trace, the eye ft,"ates

or dwells on the lisplay of concern for a brief interval before the next

eaccade. We often speak of the pattern of naccades and fixations as

genexating e pattern of trneaning "traffic" or fixation transitions among

,+instruments or displays. The circled eplargements of portions of the t accs

K •+ show that secondary fixation transitions also occur between symbols withi>

y . ,
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the central, integrated CRT and between tht. altitude and altitude rate

meters left of center. Reference 3 also presents several examples of

pilot's scanning patterns on different panel arrangements. Obviously,

however, one must speak of a foveal scanning pattern among "symbols" in

the case of an integrated display, rather than among "instruments" as we

shall do in most of what follows.

Furthermore, an observable foveal* scannirn pattern may be accompanied

by' a parafoveal scanning pattern which is not directly observable b, measur-

ing eye movements. However, the presence of parafuoval awareness sa tndiirectly

observable by its influence on the pilot's describing function. We shall

return to discuss this effect subsequently.

Although we shall be speaking primarily about the visual modality, the

pilot can also choose to use or ignore motion and aural cues. While this

• is not quite like sampling, 6he more or less conLinuous use of the vestibular

or aural modality is akin to a process of selection when these cues reinforce

the visual modality.

Scairiing of an instrument panel permits the displayed information to be

sampled foveally during a varnable foveal fixation dwell time interval on

the order of one-half second or more. Between fixations the information

4 may perhaps be observed paa'aZoveally. Each saccade in Fig. 11-2 describes

the direction of a foveal fixation transition between two instruments, after

which the visual axis of fixaclon will pause or dwell on at. informative part

of the instrument (e.g., the tip of a pointer) before beginning the nExt

transition. Measurements have shown variability in the time interval which

elapses between successive fixations on the same instrument. This time
interval is called the scan interval or sampling interval. It will, in gen-

era), exhibit a different ensemble average value for each instii-aent.

Besides 4nstrument to instrument scans, scannirg occurs among the

elements of combined dioplays. For instance, secondary fixation transi-

tions within the two-axis Lttitude director on various symbols, indices, ard

scaJes have be• observed, but not yet !.nalyzea, L the experiments of Rd', 6.

*Foveal OcroeEtAiCn ts "seeeig where , u ar • f!xailog," Cooloquially,
parafovtu~ *percrptton 10 "Pv`kz 4,U!JoLL look 1ng ,' b',i, mu~ uTa t ;3
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Thus, the addition of a third axis to a f1ight director for direct lift

c mntrol which re-uires a separate foveal fixation may deprive the pilot

of time wihich ould otherwise be spent monitoring the situation information,

unless a three-axis director presentation can be contrived to convey three

commands in one fixation through foveal and parafoveal channels of

awarenes.,

1T1e average number of fixations in a unit of time which fall anon a

particular irmt:umnent is called the average fixation frequency, scan rate,

or sampling frequency. The arithmetic average scan rete will be recipro-

cally related to the harmonic mean scan interval.

The proportion of the total number of fixations which fall upon a

particular instrument is called the average look fraction for the instru-

ment. Its upper bound is one-half, which implies that e:very other fixation

or look is on the instrumeat with a look fraction equal to one-half,

The proportion of the total time during which fixations dwell on a

particular instrument is called the average dwell fraction for that inst:u-

ment. Since the cumulative sum of all dwell fractions, including blinks

and dismractions, MiLm. equal unity, by definition, the dwell fracý.ion is

also termed "fractional scanning workload" or "probability of fixation".

• The proportion of all fixation transitions which go in the same direction

between a pair of instruevitr.3 is called the "one-way link-value" in the

specified direction. The sum of the two one-way link values between a lAir

of instruments is called the "two-way" link value.

Since the scanning statistics are quite stationary over measurement

intervals as short as 100 sec, differe-t one-way link values between the

same pair of instruments would be indicative of determinism in scsn patterns.

iThe results in Ref. 6 snow no evidence of determinism in one-way link values.

•j.4 pThus, it seems that ptlots' scanning behavior can be characterized as a

zero-ovder Markovian p,'ocess, i.e., that, given a 'ixatlon on one instru-

ment, the conditional probability of transition to a particular different

instrument is independent of the present (and psst) fixation. This

si:mplificattou rroves uselful in making predictions tf slcanning bftiavio .

?, ' I'



A summary of properties of foveal and parafoveal scanning behavior,

most of which we have just discussed and some of which are not yet

observable, except in contrived experiments, is presented in Table =1-1.

Symbols; nomenclature, and some of the interrelationships which follow

by definition are also given in Table 17-1, together with a qualitative

indication of ways in which scanning affects the pilot's multiloop

describing function.

2. Describing Function nd Remnant Phenomena Accompanying Saning.

As far as we can tell currently, we have not discovered a uniQue rela-

tionship between observable foveal scanning statistics and the accompanying

pilot's describing function and remnant. Instead, as we shall describe in

the next topic, two different limiting forms have been discovered for multi-

loop pilot models in control tasks (Refs.1 and 14).

In experiments in Refs. 9 and 14 the foveal input information samples

are obtained from a finite dwell period, with an average minimum dwell

time of about 0.4 sec. The pilot's effective time d'.ays in closing

several loops increase only Slightly (on the order of 0.05 to 0.15 sec)
because of the necessity for scanning, although the pilot gains are

reduced from thoce that would be expected on a single-loop basis. This

is not what one would obtain with a simple zero-order-hold sampled-data

system, so the sampling and scanning theory requ.red to describe the

pilot's eye movements has been quite elaborate.

On the other harA', among flight test results from Gemini X during retro-

fire in Ref. 15, the pilot is controlling the attitude of the vehicle about

three axet. ' and the measured yiw axis describing function exhibits the

rather large time delay predicted in Ref. 1 from an intersample "reconstruction-

hold" modk 1.

With the empiricel facts as starting points, two likely mental processes

have been proposed, called the "switched gain" model (Ref. 14) and the
"reconstruction-hold" model (Ref. 1). For the switched gain process the

quasi-linear describing functions in the several loops incur no time delay

because of the scanning and sampling processes, although the gain switching

(multiplexing) from loop to loop reduces the effective gain in each. In the

reconstruction-hold model a sampling delay is incurred, but may be largely

offset by lead equalization as part of the signal reconstruction process.

TR 183-2 16
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The principal performance penalty caused by the scanning, trampling, and

reconstruction (or switching) behavior iB an increased "remnant." This

remnant depends on the sampling frequency, fixation dwell time, and sampling

frequency variations, as well as the signal variance. The remnant acts like

an injected noise, and is the real cause of saturation in multi-instrument

displays. So, as we said at the outset, measuxment of eye fixation is cer-

tainly connected with pilot inputs and workload but the connection is by no

means simple.

Remnant is so important in both scanning and workload considerations

and has so many different sources that, before presenting analytical models

of data for simplified situations, we shall summarize below the diverse

physical sources of remnant. First off, remnant sources in general are those

items which contribute, under varying circumstances, to pilot control movements

which are not linearly correlated (via the describing function) with the

externally imposed forcing functior•.3 The remnant sources are:

Observation Remnant due to poor coupling between the displayed
signal and thr, eye. Resolution, retinal rate thresholds,
saturation le,-els, and refractory delay are of key rele-
vance to instrument design.

Scanning Remnant due to scanning and saripling of multiple
instrument displays or symbols. To the extent that para-
foveal information can be used for nonfixated instruments
in an array or for symbols within a display, the parafoveal
display perception is of interest because it can reduce
scanning remnant.

Equalization Remnant due to asynchronous, discrete mental data

processing to derive rate (le-I equalization), time and
smplitude variations in gain, and intentional dither,
Except in properly designed flight directors, these are
dominant remnant sources, and can affect the remnant result-
ing from use of a given instrument design (e.g., if low

enc lea eneration is required, the instrument must
provide smooth data in the low frequency range).

Motion-Cue Remnant due to vestibalar feedback noise.

Crosstalk Remnant due to neurormuscular commands for other axed
in a given control action (e.g., some aileron control
showing up in elevator control inputs).

Neuromuscular Remnant due to neural and muscular nonlinearif'es
and tension (gain) variations. An import'tnt remnant source
is residual neu:al rDotse and tremor which. remin ýŽven when
no comaand is being followed.

TR lq;21



In a particular two-termina. man-machine measurement it is impossible

to separate out most of these sources of remnant because they dc not have

narrowband spectral "signatures," and any distinct waveform effects are

blurred by the limited nearomuscular response. Furthermore, the central-

limit-theorem principle, coupled with the feedback around the loop, acts

to blend the diverse remnant contributions into a fairly wideband sta-

stionary random process. This has the important implication that a simple

power spectral representation is well suited to represent most remnant

(dither excepted), while attempts to model it with an ensemble of nonlinear,

time-varying deterministic elements will never be efficient; however,

"analog" models may be useful to check out 2cvmplex aspects of power spectral

models.

Rather than attempt a detailed buildup of remnant contributions from

each of the sources listed above, we will take a more practical

approach. Rf-cent analyses have suggested that the observed rcmnant

in the error signal is fairly smooth, broadband, and can be considered as

resulting from an injected error-remnant source (Onne). In turn, the

measured injected error spectra are remarkably similar for a given-crder

controlled element. Onne seems to consist of two basic components: a

"residual remnant," Onno, which exists and .7orces the system even without

external forcing functions, and a "processing renuant, "nnp e0nne,

which scales with the displayed error variance. Thus:

Onne = Onno + 'Drnp = Onno + Oerine

where Onne is defined as that part of Onne which can be normalized by the

displayed er3or variance. (See Fig. I1-I .)

Scann.ng remnant is a particular form of procnssing remnant. It is

given the symbol Orls to distinguish its wiique spectral banduwidth, which

depends on the effective fixation dh-ell interval rather than the lead

equalization time constant (See Table III.)

As it now stands, the theory of viultiaxis scanning can be used to

estimate fixation probabilities ,vd ins trument-to-instrxlent lirlR proba-

bilities fairly accurately As an example, Fig. 11-3 shous Some prdlic-

tions made with the reeonstruction-held vers~ton of the theory (Ref. I )

TfR 18 -2
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for a landing approach using Boeing 707 aircraft dýmamics, as compared

with measurements (Ref. 6) made using the DC-8 landing approach simulator

at the Ames Research Center. The resemblance is quite good, especially

considering the infant state of the theory at the time.

This concludes a review of the inspirations for eye movement studies

in flight control and monitoring tasks, a description of scanning phenomena,

and a summary of the relationship to pilot describing functions and remnant.

In the next topic we shall discuss two limiting forms of multiaxis scanning

models.

3. Multiaxis Scaraing Models for Control Tasks

In this subarticle we first review the basic concepts of scanning during

multiloop control tasks and then give an overview of two limiting forms of

our model for the scanning, sampling, and perceptual reconstruction process.

a. Review

1) Scanning During Multiloop Control Tasks. We are concerned with

the class of pilot/vehicle situations characterized by a closed-

loop piloted multiloop regulation or tracking task, having more

rn than one display, and requiring manipulation of one or more con-

trols. The pilot's selection of preferred display feedbacks from

the presented array has beer, found to be governed by a set of

"Multiloop Feedback Selection Rules" which have been evolved pre-

viously an1 verified experimentallv for integrated displays (Vide

Ref's. 1, 11, among others).

Past work shows that in the process of extracting the feed-

back information from the displays: 1) a fairly stationary

scanning and sampling strategy evolves for a given task and

"instrument array, and 2) the control motions are much more

continuous than the discrete sampling would seem to imply from

a pure stimplus-response sequence. Furthermore, most of the

information used in aircraft maaeuvering is of an analog nature,

displayed as the motion of a moving pointer or scale. These

facts indicate tnat a form of sampled data feedback theory is

apprcpriate to model this process. The facts further imply that the

il k



K ( display feedbacks Ultimately selected would be affected not only
by vehicle and task criteria (as with the integrated displJaz

case), but also by penalties from the required scan.ning and

sampling operations.

Before proceeding let us clarify s.ue terms that ire used

' frequently below:

Scanning is defined here as the pxrocess of selecting
Mand fixating each I.nstrament in an array of, or specific

portions of, a ccwplex display field. For the mFiual
control tasks a "scanming trafific pc-.tte-tn t.s evolved,
causing a given instrument to be exanined fran time to
time.

Samling covers the perceptual acts of: focusing on
Sa dislayi interpreting thiB as an appropriate command
or error signal; and perceiving its displacement, rate
(or direction), and, possibly,, acceleratior during a
sequence of fixations. In the p:-esent context, the
sampling does not havw to be impulsive or periodic.

Reconstruction covers the process of e, i2p.lting a
A hrpothetiCal ontinuous signal usin, the series of

samples available fram each display, plus p~rafoveal
(nonfixated) information "hich may be perceived
between samples. Reconst'rction provides the mental
signal upon which the subsequent pilot equalization
operations are assumed to operate.

2) Descriptim of the Model. The developTient of a display scanning

and sampling model for multiloop manual control tasks is reported
in Ref. 1. Basically, it treats the complex processes involved
in scanning, selecting, ssn.pling, and reconstructing internal

signals fran an array of dials as an added "perceptual" functional

block in a quasi-linear description of the pilot. Figure II-4c shows

the assumed basic model and Fig. II-4b Its simplified equivalent.

The latter represents the simplest form that can be measured fran

inputs and outputs external to the human operator.

Let us review the key elements in the basic model before

"presenting its two limiting forms. The bwuan display contrcl

behavior is represented by a series of functional blocks, loosely

labeled "Pci -tual," "Adaptive, and "Neurctriumcuia-" in Fig, I-

e .i "
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The signals shown connectlng the blockq are unmeasurable pract -

cally (being locatea in the central nervous system), and, in fact,

the functions may overlap. It is useful to consider the percep-

tual block as ani additional serial element, and to define the

scanning and sampling effects as the ratio betwdien behavior under

continuous, Afl_!-foveal tracking and the actual sampled tracking,

in each of the multiple loops. We will not dwell further on the

adAptive block (feedback selection, equalization, summing, etc.)

or neuremuscular block (manipulator interfacing and actuation:),

These have been well documented in recent years (e.g., Refs. 1, and

10 througb 13).

At this time the conceptual model is still, quite general, and

any of several mathematical or physical models could bi used to

describe the above pý'ocesses. :Because of our interest in the

overall• closed-loop performance of display-pilot-vehicle systems,

we need a form of analytical r•odel canpatible with feedback analy-

sis. After much investigation (much of it based on the backgroand

information reviewed, previously), wd have made the following

assumptions and choices of ;nodeC. form,, and have accepted certain

limitations in consequence:

Q The basic analytical models are extensions of the quasi.-
linear descriptions presently used for nonscanned multi-
l•op cases (i.e., adjustable, random-input describing
functions, plus a remnant for the incoherent effects).
Although the fine-grain scanning and sampling processes
are difficult to model this way, the resulting pilot
oItput is sufficiently continuous so that describing
functions can still account for the major closed-loop
effects.'

"e It is assumed. that the pilot's learning process has
stabilized so that scannirg behavior is staticnary (in
the statistical sense). Sampling of a given display is
assumed to be "almost periodic," with appreciable sta-
tistical fluctuations which randomize the data. The
model then treats the average properties of ttis scanning
during typ~cal task intervals. Although sampling effects
on loop closures and scanning statistics are ýell repre-
sented this way, It is not possible to accouni for the

K •prticular order in which th, displays are sctnneid.

'•'<'" T•ei ; 8 '-?,'



a The detailed high frequency effects of the scanning,
smpling, and reconstruction are circulated around the
closed-loop system, giving rise to a broadband "samapling"
remnant. This is modeled as an injected noise at the
pilot's input (i.e., "observation noise"). The sampling
remnant is a function of the scanning, sampling, W.
reconstruction processes, and M& strongly affect which
physical loops are closed, the choice of equalization,
and closed-loop performance.

a The resulting model for scanning, sampling, and recon-
struction ccmprises:

a) A quasi-linear, random-input "perceptual
describing function," denoted as Yh(jw)
which multiplies the human operator's
continuous describing function, and

b) A broadband sampli remnant, n., which
adds to the baaic remn•t, and is des-V cribed as a spectrum nns of wideband

? observation noise injected at the pilot's
perceptual input.

SExamples of two limiting forms of these sampling and recon-

struction models will be irl roduced, for cmipensatory tracking loops.

Either li-miting form of the multiaxis scanning mod-l is comtpatible

with the existing multiloop pilot model for integrated displays.

For clarity in presentation we shall use the modified crossover

model (YdYhYpYc), to represent the display describing function

(Yd), the perceptual describing f1'mntion (Yh), the pilot's des-

cribing function (Ypa YPb, "" ) from Fig. II-4b, and the controlled

element describing function (Yc). We shall ask the reader to

visualize without benefit of repetitious illustration the several

additional (sometimes coupled) :loops among which the pilot raust

scan hir ,ittention in the relevant modalities.

We shall now illustrate one of the limiting forms of the

!I miltia.xts scanning model by incorporating a ningie-axis model in

each of two (among several) sensory chnmels: a loveal channel
I and a parafoveal chasaiel.

-I
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S"b. A_ "Britched-Gain" Hodel fcz kiultiaxis ac ,mn n This for-m of the

Smodel is termed "switched-gain" because it incor,.porates a quasi-random

finite dwell sampling or swit-ching process between the pilot's foveal gain

and his e!ffective parafoveal gain on each of the several displays involved.

Figure 11-5 illustrates the model with a block diagram. The foveal path is

Sclosed 6ring the foveal dwell interval, and the parafoveal path is closed

during the foveal interrupt interval. Each of these paths will, in general,

exhibit different gains, equalization and effective time delays before the

4paths nre combined in the higher neural centers to send a signal to the

!4. actuation describing function.

1 •The conceptual block diagram in Fig. UI-5 can be remarkably simplified

by recalling (Ref. 16) that • quasi-randomly sampled and procesbed signal

can be modelled by 1) replacing the sampling or switching process by a

continuous transmission path and 2) adding an uncorrelated wide band noise

process whose power spectral density is proportional to the variance of the

(displayed) signal before sampling. Since the quasi-random sampling process

has a finite foveal dwell interval, the wide band noise process will exhibit

a low-pass lower spectrum with a first-order break frequency which is inversely

proportional to the average foveal dwell interval (Ref. 9). The power

p ectral density ol this foveal-parafoveal switched-gain sampling remnant is

described in Table, 11-2. Measurements of this switched-gain remnant in Ref. 9

have shown that it so predominates over the other sources of remnant that thae

other sources cannot even be identified. This makes for great simplification

of the remnant in the equivalent switched-gain model shown in Fig. 11-6.

Represen'cation of the pilot's describing function in the switched-gain

model can also be greatly simplified. The foveal gain exceeds the para-

foveal gain in all measurer -,ts which have been made (Refs. 9, 14 and 17).

This is probably because of the large displacement and increased rate thres-

holds in parafoveal perception by comparison with foveal perception. The

switched-gain model is represented simply by multiplying the ratio (0) ofU:• parafeveal gain to foveal gain by the interrupt fraction (i - q) and adding
the product to the dweli fraction (Ti) to obtain the effective dwell fraction,

V r
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Remnant

I Modified Crossover Model

9 type =e-c-

Norirxlized Power Spectral Density of Sampling Remnant.,

aTs(1 - lie) units2

(j+ (aTd,/2)2 ] rad~/sec

Standard Dev~.ation of Sc~anning Yiiterval a ~ 0.5 T5

Mean Scanning Interval s5 , ee

~>jEffective Dwell Interval Tde T ,ey see

Effective Dwell Fraction Q 1+ 0l(1 i)

where W f l= uf ratio of crossover gains for continuous para~foveal

relative to continuoua foveal ti,%cking (0 < fl < 1)

Y=dipilot' describing function

Y otole element describinj t\.nction

(,,c =crossover gei±n
= effective t4ime delay

a ow frequency phase approximation paxasieter

Api e ->6. Sipifit:3 uJt Erp1-alent, "Switebý!d-Gtkin" Multi c.Xi am Scnn
wad. Trxý -kinx Mode)- for C o-aeriatur- Tasks
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TABLE 1i-2

SAMPLING REMANT POWER SPECTJ•AL DENSITY

0

SDefinition of sampling remnant power spectral density:

Ts(1 -ýe (1'.-8) 02  units2 )
nS (de)2 ~ rad/see~

\o2/

where o2 is mean-squared signal to be sampled
T is mean sampling interval

is effective 'dwell fract.on i, e

Tde is effective dwell interval

0 is normalized lower bound on the domain of TO: To0 /s

(1- 8 is approximately aTs/Ts, the sampling variability ratio

7ý 
as is standard deviation in T.

Assume saMpling variability ratio (OTs/TS) , 0.-5 for skilled pilots.

Effective dwell fraction is related to foveal dwell fraction, ýf, if para-

foveea. perception is possible during interrupt fraction, i-•if, by the

express ion

e p ie if + (1 -W f ) - = f + ( f )o

where w is crossover frequency with continuous paraeoveal
attention and

'%f ia crcssover frequency with continuouz foveal attention

pf

Typically, • for K/s controlled elenent ilth separated displays

(Refer to Ref. 18 for complete theory of samp. ing remnant applied to

croseover model of human operator tracking.)

'i•" 2 •" -. ., r 1 '3 - 2 P



where fl = c/f= ratio of crossover gains for continuous parafoveal

tracking relative to continuous foveal tracking. (0 < n < i)

The effective crossover gain for the equivalent switched-gain model in

Fig. Ii-6 is qeacf, where %f is the foveal crossover gain in continuous

aingle-axis tracking of the same display and controlled element constrained

by the same task variables. The low frequency phase approximation parameter,

a, will, in general, account for differences between foveal and parafoveal

equalization. There are no apparent phase penalties associated with switched-

gain scanning as long as parafoveal perception is not completely inhibited.

inhibition can occur either by requiring a multitude of different widely

M separated fixations with a time constraint or by inducing "tunnel vision"

on one or two displays. Even so, measurements reported in Ref. 9, where

parafoveal perception was inhibited by blanking tne parafoveally viewed

__ display, show only sruall effective time delay increments (ATs) on the

order of 0.05 to 0.15 sec attributable to scanning as the parafoveal-to-

foveal gain ratio (0) approached zero.

A .The switched-gain inodei has been quite successful in modeling beh~svior

on a m•.in task in laboratory experiments with induce' natural scanxinr,

between a primary tracking task and a secondary subcritical tracking task

(Ref. 9), and on foveal and parafoveally viewed displays (Refs. I4 and 17).

c, A "Reconstruction-Hold' !!d--el for Multiaxis Scanning. Consider

{ next an alternate form of the model for the effects of perception in sean-

ning and sampling. The notion of intersample extrapolation or reconstraction

of the displayed signals and their rates of cb-nge from primarily foveally-

derived samples (still with possible help from parafoveal visi'n) is emphasized

in this model, Scanning and sampling remains a quasi-random finite-dwell

process with the additional h~potiesis that somewhere in the mental proces-

sing of perceived signals during the foveal interrupt fraction there is an

intersample extrapolation process acting on retained foveal samples. The

extrapolation process serves- to attenuate the dcnning rem-nant at the expense

"of a small incremental time de'ay.

-•• ~ ~ 1'••83-2 5
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$• One unique feature of the "reconstruction-hold" model is t•mt it can

•? account for much larger effecti•-e time delays that •au the "s•tched-galn"

•<• •el. These delays• still conpatible •tb •canning behavior• arise in
connection with extrapolatlc• of samples of displayed error. The "recon-
struction-hold" model incorporates first-order extrapolation based on

weighted displayed error rate which may largely offset the effective

Sincremental time delay accompanying a zero-order-hold. :• e effective

incremental scanning time delay for the zero-order-hold is equal to
Sscanning time delay for the flrst-order extrapolation process with a

(•s-Trl)/2, or one-half the average foveal interrupt interval on the

Sparticular display of concern. In contrast, the effective incre me ntal

• partial.._rate-•ightlng__., coefficient, R, (0 < R < I ) is equal to

S(I - R)(Ts - Td)/2, which can be msde very small as R -• I. Since R

• • cannot be measured directly, there is only inferential evidence that the
•:.• pilot m•v increase his foveal dwell interval above 0.4 sec in some direct

• p- •ortlon to the desired partial rate-welghting coefficient for recon-

i• structlon between foveal fixations (Refs. I and 9).

,i• Another unique feature of the "reconstruction-hold" model for multiloop

•/• scanning is that it can explain a greatly reduced sampling remnant level

•:• • below the one appropriate for the "swltched-gain" model. This fact is

•$ portrayed graphically for a single slnusoidal component in Fig. II-7

• (from Eel. 9). This shows the relative remnant contributions by the

j• shaded differences between the original and reconstructed s•.nusolds. In

S• the case of purely finite dwell sampli• shown in part c of Fig. II-7,

Si there is no intersample recoustruutlon, no incremental scanning time delay,

• and the remnant is the largest as we would expect. The gain is lo• s• is

•J" evidenced by the small amplitude of the deocrlblng function approximation

•/ • sinusoid. With the zero-order-hold (part d), remnant is reduced, an In:.re-

•.°• mental tin• delay, A•s, is incurred, and gain is increased. Remnant i•

T• further reduced and gain is further increased by a first-order-hold, and
;£;• the •ncremental ti•e delay Is reduced (part e). The renmant here is called
?• processing noise. The observed half-power frequenoy of •.he norms!fred

processiug noise referred to the o•ra[,or's input will be Invo.rsely propo•-

•2"• t!onal •o the ,-atio of rate-to-dlsplacement gain in ,';he first-order

"• q L
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extrapolator. The rate-to-displacemnent gain ratio is the human operator's

lead equalization time constant, TL. The power spectral density of

processing noise can be represented as shown in Table 11-3.

Table 11-3

PROCESSING NOISE POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY

0G

a2  f 0(w) do,

Definition of processing remnant power spectral density for single-axis

compensatory trackingf:

•i • (1 + ) raa/se2

where is the square root of the operator's samplings interval variance. It is about 0.1 see

;<:. e is the human operator's effective dwell fraction

on the order of 0.1 or 0.2 in single-loop tracking
tasks

e are the variances of the (displayed error) dis-
and placement and its first derivative to which the

human operator is responding

T, is the lead equalization time constant in sec

"• o

0 .



A limiting form of the "reconstr.action-hold" model for multiloop

scanning is shown in Fig. 11-8 for the case without a parafoveal input.

In Fig. 11-8, the quasi-random finite-dwell foveal sampling process is

replaced by its continuous equivalent plus additive sampling and/or

processing noise whose power spectral density scales with displayed error

variance. A simplified equivalent modified crossover model is shown in

the accompanying Fig. 11-9. In both figures an additional "2residual"

remnant is also shuwa. ^IC zemplng-and -reconstruction describing func-

tion (Yh) precedes the pilot's equalization-and-actuation describing

function (Yp) in Fig. 11-9. Yh consists merely of an attentuation factor,

Kh and an effective incremental sampling-and-reconstruction time delay &T,:

yh(JW) h K -

Sampling-~and-
Reconstruc.;ion Signal Attenuation Reconstruction Delay

Displayed Signal

-;- ~The values of Kh and AT depend on the average scanning interval, T., the

-Al foveal dwell fraction, q, the rate-weighting coefficient, R, and the type

of intersample reconstruction weighting function.

The "reconstruction-hold" model was used in early 1967 to make the pre-

dictions (shown in Fig. 11-3) of scanning behavior for a precision instrument

approach in a jet transport (Ref. 1). Althojgh some evidence for this model
A

is offered in Refs. 15 and 35, this model remains to be more fully validaved.

This concludes the discussion of the two limiting forms of a multiaxis

scanning model for the trecking control-display tasks.

0, DISlAY MWIN OM

In addition to the background in the mathematical models which has been

presented in the previous subsections) it is necessary for an understanding

of the subsequent sections for us to offer some new definitions. Thus, we

wish to define the elements of a display, the display content, and the display

format.

• 2' 4
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HUMAN OPERATOR
- - - -- ATs= Sampling and

'Residual reconstruction time
"I"Processlng Noise" Remnant" delay
I eae, On

nn + Modified
nCrossover

Onne Model

i e _w

•!Injected Remnant 0 nne: Primarily residual and pr( -- ss!in

• ~noise in Table 11-3 by virtue of intersample reconst ,iction
i vwhich suppresses sam~pling remnant.

S- Figure 11-9. Smpllfed Equivalent "Reconstruction-hold" Multi-
axis ScinnTng and Tracking b idel for Compensatory Tasks.
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The elements of a display (not all of which are necessarily presented)

comprise:

* forcing functions or command-input signals, i

0 controlled element state variables or output
motion signals, m

* error signals, e = (i - m)

0 references or background

The display content represents the specific elements which are present

and which are either required for guidance and control of a task or are

I required for monitoring task performance.

The display format is the symbolic code by which each member of the content

4 •can be identified. It can be characterized by describiig the display in

4-• such terms as separate or integrated, symboliz or pictorial, quickened or

"deadened", as a flight director and so forth. It can also be characterized

by describing the number, size, type, color, contrast a I separation of the

symbols.

It was with the primary intent of investigating the most prominent

• effects of display format in integrated displays that the e;Cperiments

described in the next two Sections were performed.

01
K.



SEOTIOj III

M SINGLE-AXIS E M ETMM

A. PEPO'SE OF THE SIMLE-AXIS EXPERIMNT

The purpose of this set of "pilot experiments" was to establish

baseline descrfoing functions and levels of remnant and intern '. atte-n-

tional workload under foveal and parafoveal viewing conditions for

each of four different practical tracking display fcrmats appearing

individually in a single-display single-axis cockpit scenario. A plan

of the experimental design is presented in Table II:'-i.

Four display formats were used in the first set of vertical speed

tracking experiments. The four formats were 1) a thin moving luminous

line with a fixed scale on a cathode-ray tube (CRT), 2) continuous

moving vertical bar with a fixed scale on the CRT, 3) quantized vertically

moving bar with fixed scale on the CRT, 4) moving pointer, rotary dial

flight instrument. In presenting results here, we shall abbreviate ref-

erence to each format as Line (L), Bar (B), Quantized (Q), and Dial (D)),

"I respectively. The four forma':s are illustrated in Fig. 111-I. The

display formats were selected from the survey in Ref. 4 to include stereo-

types from past, present and proposedýexamples of instruments and integrated

displ.ays.

Tne influence of display quactization was investigated with the RMS

error comparable to the displayed quantum. The influenace of parafoveal

viewitg angle was investigated with all four formats. Two parafoveal

viewing angles, 10 and 20 deg, were employed during the training sessions

":: with the two pilot subjects. Eye-point-of-regard measurements were taken

to insure that the subjects maintained parafoveal viewing angles of 10 deg

Sand 20 deg. These two angles were representat.va of eonditions under which

a pilot might view an integrated display format.

SThe controlled elcmett, K/s(a 2) was selected for the extensive

investigations of format b-cause Its baseline attentional, workload is

.eaeonably high; hence, either increases or decieaAesshould be meeasurable

K <' •,1_thout -xtreyoe overloed~ri,• or- undo,-lof)ixg t the exp';rt-nt.s, wad
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Viewing Angle
Parafoveal

Independent Variables 00 Foveal 160 200

"11LINE11 CRT Line
(standard)

"BAR" ~Bar444

"DIAL" Dial-Pointer

"Quantized
(1 4-Bars)

with displayed quantum on
the order of RMS displayed
error.

In Each Tested Cell!

2 ReplM .ations
2 Pilot Subjects

TRACKING TASK SCENARIO - vide Fig. 111-2 (p. 45)

MEASUREMENTS:

Pilot Describing Functions (e.g., gain, effective time

delay, equalization)

Serial Segment Rermnant Power Spectra

Error Coherence and Signal/Noise Ratio in.Error

Error and Error Rate Variance

Mean Error

SPECIAL MEASUREMENT APPARATUS:

Describing Function Analyzer (STI/NASA Mark II)
Eye-Point-of-Regard Instrumentation (STI/NASA Mark I)
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because it induces pilot lead qualization at 2 rad/sec, which is well

'dithin the spectrum of remnant power measurement.

Since the first set of experiments was planned and executed jointly

with an experimental investigation for the U. S. Air Force Aerospace

Medical Research Laboratory (AMRL) of the effect of single display format

on the character of single-axis tracking remnant, the reader interested

in the full details of the experimental design may refer to Ref. 19. We

shall summarize here only those results which have a bearing upon a theory

for integrated display format.

TJ. SCENARIO

A single-axis tracking task was both necessary and desirable in order

to keep the experiment simple and economical, but we wanted to create an

aircraft piloting scenario having more face validity than the usual

laboratory tracking task in an arm chair. To achieve some degree of

validity, we employed actual experienced pilots as subjects in a fixed-

base aircraft cockpit with a center stick for pitch-axis tracking.

C. .IMULATION

The e.pparatus included:

1. A modified fighter aircraft cockpit, with center stick
and instrument panel.

2. An analog computer to provide the controlled element
dynamics, display signal processing, and some perform-
ance measurement capability.

3. A Describing Function Analyzer that provided the input
disturbance to the simulation while simultaneously pro-
cessing data from which dynamic response and remnant
measurements were obtained.

4. The Eye-Point-Of-Regard measurement apparatus.

These are described in more detail below.

1. Cockpit

The STI fixed-base fighter cockpit facility was used. It included

the standard seat and center stick and a special-purpose instrument panel,

described later. The stick had negligible friction and viscous damping,

and a force gradient of approximatelo 15 Newtons/em (8.6 lb/in.). The

TR 133-2 42



instrument panel was approximately 57 cm (23 in.) from the pilot's eye,

so that 1 cm of display travel on the panel equaslcu2 I deg of visual arc.

The stick grip center position was 17 cm -it of the instrument panel plane

and 25 cm below the pilot's horizontal line of sight.

2. Displays and Viewing ronditions

Two basic dlzjplay devices were used: (a) a low persistence 5 in.

CRT, and (b) a rotary dial meter. The CRT was used to present the three

vertical movement display formats shown in Fig. 111-1. These include'd:

a. A thin horizontal LINE, 10 cm in length 8 0.1 cm thick.
There were no dynamic lags in this displa,

b. A VERTICAL BAR format 0.5 cm in width extending from
the bottom edge of the CRT as shown in Fig. Ill-lb. The
height of the bar relative to the CRT reference line
represented the tracking error.

c. A QUANTIZED format consisting of a luminous horizontal
bar 1.5 cm long and 0.25 cm thick that moved in 0.25 cm
vertical steps. Fourteen segments (seven above and below
null) were available but were seldom used. The quantiza-
tion logic for this displaj was mechanized using comparators
with millisecond switching times.

To eliminate subjective brightness of the various formats as a con-

founding experimental variable, each pilot was asked to adjust the CRT

brightness control such that a particular CRT format gave the same "apparent

brightness" as the adjacent rotary dial's mechanical pointer.

The CRT display/stick relationship was such that moving the stick

forward caused the CRT mark to move up. This relationship is consistent

with aircraft gunnery tracking and with conventional artifical horizon

instruments ("inside out" view).

The rotary DIAL meter shown in Fig. III-Id was an aircraft instrument

quality voltmeter (galvanometric movement drive). The pointer was 3 cm

in length and 0.25 cm thick. The basic response of the meter was second-

order with a natural frequency of 1 Hz and a damping ratio of 0.35. This

response was too sluggish for the purposes of this experiment, so the

meter was compensated to provide a flat response over the input bandwidth.

For small angles, the meter sensitivity was scaled to give arc length

TR 183-2 43



deflections at the needle point equal to vertical deflections on the CRT

for corresponding error signals.

3. Controlled Elemnt Dynamics and Input

The controlled element dynamics, K/s(r, + 2) were selected as being

intermediate in leei equalization required of the pilot (TL - 0.5 to 1.0 see).

The dynamics were mechanized on an EAI 231R computer.

The input was a sum of five randomly phased sine waves with amplitudes

inversely proportional to frequency. To produce roughly equal RMS displayed

signals, the input RMI amplitude was set at 0.75 cm. This resulted in RMS

errors on the order of 0.3-0.5 cm. The input frequencies were approximately

equally spaced logarithmically and span the frequency range important for

human operator dynamic response measurements (i.e., 0.5-10 rad/sec). The

sine waves were genereated by the Describing Function Analyzer. The input

spectral shaping and frequency spread was designed to give display

motions subjectively equivalent to gust disturbances in an airplane, to

allow accurate measurement of pilot dynamic response and remnant behavior,

and to avoid excessively high displayed signal peaks during adverse display

viewing conditions.

4. The Describing Function Analyzer

An electromechanical Fourier analyzer, STI/NASA Mk II Describing

Function Analyzer (DFA), was used to obtain dynamic response measurements.

A thorough description of the measurement technique and functional mech-

anization is given in Ref. 20. Basically, the analyzer generates a sum-of.

sinusoids input which is provided to the tracking loop as shown in Fig. III-2,

and computes the Fourier transform of the system error signal at each of the

input sine wave frequencies, referred to each component sinusoid.

5. Eye-Point-of-Regard (EPR)

The EPR equipment consisted of three units: i) spectacle frame-mounted

transducers and associated electronics for measuring eye angle with respect

to the bead; 2) a goniometer gripped in the mouth for measuring head angles

with respect to the display panel; 3) a special purpose analog computer for

combining the head and eye angles to give voltage signals proportional to

V ln3-2
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the eye-point-of-regard on the display panel. This system is More fully

described in Ref. 21.

D. CE ER

The fashion in w'hich the performance measures and describing function

parameetere "twere obtained is illustrated in Fig. 111-2. The describing

functic~n analyzer generates a sum -f sine waves which is the input to the

tracking ]Loop. Fror the loop tracking error signal, it ýompates the

Fourier coefficients at each frequency present in the ilp t. The corres-

ponding input-referenced Fourier transform of the input is known a riori,

so that the error-to-input transform ratio or describing function,.

can be computed. Given this describing function, it is a

simple matter to compute the open-loop and closed-loop descrioing functions

using tho vector relationships:
LA|

a)jw 3
E jw = -7 1 (open-loop Dk')

•/••,• • = I - (closed-loop DF)

Since the controlled element, Ycj(,), is known (and calibrated), the pilot

describing function can be computed as well:

•%•.'• YpD(.jW) ="YcI (a))

frY A time shared compater system (Tymshare) was used to reduce the analyzer

data. In additlon to des-ribirg function and performance measure calcula-

tions, the program also included interpolamion and curve fitting routines

to interpolate (between adjacent frequency points) the extended crossover

model properties s Th as open-loop gain and phase crossover frequencies

Gc(wc, c), phase margin (Tn.), and equivalent operator time delay (-red.

See Ref. 19, Appendix B, for the mathentatical details. The other important

parameter, the parafoveal to foveal gain ratio, Q was o'omputed from the

describing functioa parameters as desoriLtd above in Section II.

In addition to E(Jw) the DFA computes tht Integral squared value of

system cror and tht mean valve of erro•r. These d1ta wer- used lo 'alculate

' I-p i"



the vari.nee of error, e-- (e2" ost relevant to tracking tests

is the normalized tracking eiror, . Error rate variance was also

measured. The DFA fi4-ther yielded data giving the input-coherent error

variance, ae., and this permitted computation of the important remnant

er--or poverr, cr2 = a - U 2 A final measure of overall error performance

was the error coherence, +, -ihich is the ratio of input-coi.erent error

variance to total error variance. The various relationships of interest

here are:

I Error coherence: E e1

Relative remnant pover frAction in error: ael~ = 2 -2

-Al Signal/noise ratio in error signal: = ::2-.... .- •.•e Oae2u 1 21

E. 8UD-JECTS

Two pilots weie selected to participate in this study. Both pilots

had extensive flight experience. A resume of their experience is given in

Table 111-2.

K' PILOT BACKGROUND

Pilot I (R•) ( Pilot 2 (DH)C

Aeronautical Airline transport pilot Military transport pilot
Ratings Flight instructor

Total Flight 3150 2180
Hours

Hours By Student, 150 Student, 260
S•Duty First Pilot, 1000 Copilot, 570

instructor, 2000 First Pilot, 1260i]2; Ins tructor, 90

Hours By 2650 Single Engine; 550 High Perf. Jut;
Aircraft 500 Multit-Engine (All 920 Piston Engine Trans-

Light Aircraft) port, 1 Miqsc.

Instrurnen' 200 ,75
Hour3



F. IYORTANT RESULTS OF THE SINGLE-AXIS EXThRI W8 WITH DnFFERMf DISPLAY
FORMATS

The principal reduced experimental results are summarized concisely in

Figs. 111-3, 14 and 5. Each graph presents foveal results on the left side

and parafoveal results in the center and on the right side. Each figure

includes results for the Line, Bar, Dial and Quant(ized) format in that order

from left to right. The results for each pilot's tracking run are coded

symbolically in the legend on each figure. Replications are tagged. The

20 deg parafoveal results are training data.

In Fig. 111-3 both pilot-subjects in these single-axis experiments

exhibited an incremental effective time delay with the Quantized format

on the order of 1/10 sec more than that delay (about 1/4 sec) with the other

formats under foveal viewing conditions. Since quantization alone will not

produce the increase in delay, whereas internal reconstruction or extra-

polation and smoothing among quanta to derive rates of change can produce

the observed increase in delay, the effect would seem to be perceptual.

This result is relevant for raster-scanned displays.

Smaller average increases in effective time delay on the order of 1/20

sec resulted for the Line, i•dr and Dial. formats between foveal and para-

foveal. viewing. This small time delay increment is consistent with values

observed while tracking with the Line format in previous experiments. It

may bu "explained" by association with the differential difference extra-

polation model for higher frequency lead generation (Ref. 22). One pilot

subject exhibited a further increment in time delay of between 0.15 and

0.20 sec under 200 parafoveal viewing conditions.

The results under parafoveal viewing conditions are particularly

re]evont to a theory of Integrated display format. Those formats which

induce marked changes in behavioral properties, coherence, or error scores

between foveal and parafoveal viewing conditions would soem to be inferior

candidntes for an integrated display application with respect .•o those

formats which induce few and/or lesser changes.

TPhbnre single-axis baseline results offer no clear distinction in measures

Tf 1 P 4-28
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of behavior, coherence, or error scores between foveal and parafoveal track-

ing with the Line and Dial formats. With both Line and Dial formats,

however, measures of behavior, coherence and eiror scores deteriorated

relatively more at 20 deg than at a 10 deg parafoveal.vipwi' angle. For

example, a display designer might be impelled to increase the field of view

of an integrated display format to improve the piiot'd basis for monitoring

I• the situation. Altexrratively, the designer might want to increase the

displayed field of view to reduce foveal clutter among symbols in a dense

format, if the content must be preserved and the field of view scaling does

not otherwise have to be in the ratio 1:1 with the real world. However, the

results of the single-axis experiment imply that increasing the field of

view of an integrated display format greater than about 10 deg will ptoduce

diminishing returns through the relatively greater deterioration of para-

foveal tracking ability.

The only format for which the single-axis baseline results offer consistent

evidence of inferior suitability is the Bar. This is exemplified by a rather

large reduction in average parafoveal gain at 10 deg in Fig. III-4 and by

consistent increases in relative and absolute remnant power and total error

variance. The results for relative remnant and error coherence are shown

in Fig. 111-5. The Bar format was found to be unusable for tracking at a

P 20 deg parafoveal viewing angle. It should be emphasized that these prelimin-

ary results suggest inferiority of the Bar format under parafoveal viewing

conditions only in a closed-loop tracking Context.

Quaalitative analysis of these single-axis experiments and several past

experiments shows that many of the parafoveal viewing effects (e.g., relatively

greater higher frequency gain, relatively less low frequency phase lag,

increased normalized injected remnant power, etc. could be "e'Tl~ined" by an

increase in the displacement perception threshold relative to the rate

perception threshold under parafovevi viewing conditions. A model of this

effect, however, remains to be validated,



SpCTION 37

AN MEXPLOATORY &MNAT= INRUM

A. PUWPOO TM KTAXI1 MMRX*M i ITHDIEBT DTSPLAY FORMATS

As indicated in Appendix A, the arrangement of information displayed to

a pilot can have major effqctU on the pilot-vehicle system performance (in

terms of dynamic; response and injected noise) and on pilot workload, in

terms'of the pilot's excess available capacity for handling other tasks such

as emergency situations as well as the psychological stress level associated

with the task. The preliminary-experiment discussed here is an attempt to

devel6p and test a variety of quantitative techniques for measuring the

Vt above effects in conjunqtion with integrated display formats. In addition,

we hoped to quant:.fy some of the characteristics of display integration to

guide future display research, development and design. We wished to quantify

a definition for an "integrated"' display in terms of measurable (and pre-

dictable) properties of format and content, which are related to the pilot's

workload in a realistic cockpit scenario. Table IV-I outlines the experimental

design. Tie plan and procedure for the multiaxis experiment will be presented

next. This is folloved by a diecussion of thu results which were obtained.

B2 S16NARIO

In this experiment, we attemted to set up as simple a sumulation as pos-

sible and yet achieve an operational relevance that would be motivating to

pilots and which would provide results that could be extrapolated to more

complex simulations and operational situations. A helicopter formation

"flying task was chosen that required both cyclic and collective control.

The pilot's primary task was to control the longitudinal displacement errors

of hie ship from a commanded positi"n behind a manuevering lead aircraft.

It was in thia task that the differe,•÷ display formats described below were

evaluated.

rThe lateral cyclic and collective control tasks were somewhat abstract

in that they were uncoupled from each other and the primary task (so as to sim-

plify the measurement of descitbing functiors). The vehicic response to

control iiputs, however, was judged to be -:alisti,. The lateral task was
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to maintain a level roll attitude with slightly unstable roll response, and

the co.lective task was to maintain a command altitude, again with slightly
divergent dynamics.

The lateral and collective control tasks were used to represent the

comlined workload a pilot might encounter in an operational situation when

combined with the longitudinal task. The lateral cyclic and collective

control tasks might be viewed in the terms of experimental psychology as

classical subsidiary or secondary tasks. See Knowles (Ref. 23). Then the

worklcad demand is a direct function of the level of instability of the dynamics

(Ref. 241 This technique has been used very successfully in the past (Refs. 9, 25).

It is relevant tc vehicle control simulations which mainly involve continuous

control tasks.

C. SIMULATION

The simulation consisted of a cockpit with display panel and ccntrol to-

gether with an analog computer which was used to mechanize the control task

dynamics. Additional measurement equipment included a Describing Function

Analyzer ()FA) which was used for dynamic response measurements, and an

Eye-Point-of-Regard (EPP) system for measuring the pilot's eye movements.

1. Control Tasks and Dynamics

a. Primary Task. The pilot-subjects' primary task was to contivl longi-

tudinal position deviations of his aircraft from a commanded position behind

a manuevering lead aircraft. A compensatory display was used so that the

pilot was aware only of his deviation from the commanded position. Th? simu-

lated formation was moving at an average forward speed of 60 knots, which

set the flight condition for the longitudinal =ontrol dynamics, but random

commanded spled variations occurred in the control loop because of the pre-K• aumed manuev~ring of the lead aircraft.

A block diagram of the above described task is shown J u Fig. IV-I. The

Describing Function Analyzer (DFA)• was used to 6.nerate tne co.mmanded velocity (uc)

*An EI tromechamic-al Fourier Analyzer developed for thý NASA-PAnks ?,esear -h
Center. The measurement -theory upon whioh this device is based Jr gi-v,-. in
'Ref. 20,
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Input to the control loop, as well as to analyze the resulting velocity error

(ue) so as to give measures of system stability and bandwidth.

The com'and velocity input was a sum of sinusoids as described in

Table IV- 2. The input appeared random to the pilot and allowed dynamic

response measurements to be made at each of the input frequencies which

spanned the range from 0.2 to 6.3 rad/sec.

The pilot was displayed information on pitch attitude and combinations

of position and velocity error (xe, ue) as explained below in connection

with the description of the actual display formats which were employed in

the experiments.

The pilot controlled longitudinal vehicle motions by commanding pitch

attitude changes with fore-aft motions of a center-mounted cyclic stick.

The displacement and force gradients are described in Figure IV-2.

The longitudinal control dynamics were mechanized as a linear, two degree

of freedom set of motion equations given in Table IV-3. Stability deriva-

tives which were used corresponded to the dynamics of the CH-53 single rotor

helicopter as analyzed in Ref. 2. The basic vehicle dynamics are unstable,

and a simulated automatic flight control system (AFCS) was provided to

stabilize vehicle attitude.

The AFCS was employed in two different modes so as to give the two sets

of dynamics shown in Fig. IV-3. In the first case, velocity feedback was

employed in addition to pitch attitude. In the frequency range below 1 rad/sec7

pitch attitude response was approximately the derivative of the stick input,

and longitudinal position response was approximately the integral of stick

inputs. These dynamics amount to the rate dynamics used in classical tracking

research (Ref. 26). Appropriate pilot behavior in this case (as shown in

Ref. i0) is to make control defections proportional to displayed position

errors (xe). Some lead equalization might be helpful for these dynamics in

the neighborhood of one i-ad/sec but no low frequency lead is required within

the practical closed-loop bandwidth of the system (less than I rad/sec).

The second AFCS mode included pitch rate along with pitch attitude feedback.

This is equivalent to the CH-53 operational configuration. This system gives

a pitch response comparable to a first order lag (low pass filter) with a break

frequency at about 2 rad/sec. It amounts to a "pitch command" system where
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TABTA IV-2. COMMAND VELOCI T ( tNMYB

5

u,= LA sin(wit + qpj)
-~ i=1

•± Ai

SiniSoid Frequency Amplitude
(rad/sec) (ft/sec)

1 o.188 0.5

2 0.503 0.2

3 1.26 0.1

S4 3.02 0.033

5 6.28 0.033

Cc =0.389 ft/sec

qi randomly phased from run to run

•N•

tz

k 
oil



TABU, 17-3. ELMCOPM SIMLATOR EVATIONfS OP Mf)IXON

Idetrix

BI

Stablity fleriv~tives

-r -. 037 seecM = .003 ft sec

XB 23 ft/sec2  M,= -4.55 sece2
= 52.2 ft/sec2

rr~Ie 18>



pitch attitude is proportional to stick deflection. The resulting position

response to stick inputs is equivalent to acceleration dynamics used in

classical tracking research (Ref. 26). They require the pilot to make stick

deflections proportional to the derivative or rate of change of the displayed

position error (Xe), (Vide Ref. 10.) In this case it was very helpful to

provide displayed lead equalization such as with a flight director, or to

display velocity error (ue) explicitly.

b. SecomarM Tasks. The pilot was required to maintain a level roll

attitude and a commanded altitude with the dynamics shown in Fig. IV- 4 as

secondary tasks. The roll dynamics included a roll time constant TE of 0.2

sec and a small spiral divergence or instability. The collective control

was used to maintain a commanded altitude through dynamics which included a

flight path response time constant of 1 .4 sec and a slow divergence. Both

altitude error (from the commanded altitude) and rate of climb were displayed

to the pilot on vertical meter movements placed side by side.

Pilot induced noise or remnant was sufficient to excite the unstable

dynamics, so disturbance inputs were not required for the secondary tasks.

The level of instability was used to control the attentional demand or workload

on the pilot. As shown in Fig. IV- 3 two levels of instability were selected

which respectively corresponded to low and high workload demands on the basis

of the pilot's subjective opinions. Previous research (Refe. 2 5, 27, and 28)

has shown that high workload demands on the pilot teaid to accentuate observable

effects of differences in primary task variables. This was also found to be

the case in the present research and the phenomenon was used very effectively

in evaluating different display formats.

c. Cross adaptive Workload Task. A scheme employed by McDonnell (Ref. 25)

was used here to quantify the workload demands of various display formats.

This technique involved a variation of the above described tasks wrhere the

pilot was only controlling the lonritudinal axis and stabilizing roll attitude.

The variation was such that the divergence time constant of the roll axis

dynamics was adaptively adjusted as a function of primary task performance.

The adaptive adjustment scheme is shown in Fig. IV-5.

The performance measure was the absolute value of the sum of position and

velocity errors (xe, ue). When this measure exceeds the error criterion, the
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roll task divergence decreases, and when the performance is below the criterion

value the divergence increases. The error criterion was adjusttd to be

nominally 25% above the performance achieved during a preceeding period of

steady state tracking. (The same DFA input was used in both cases.)

The amount by which the roll divergence parameter, Xk,, increases over

the steady state trial is directly related to the increased workload which

the pilot can tolerate on the side task for a 25% increase in error on the

primary task. Presumably this increased workload will vary according to the

experimental condition in the main task, such as, for example, the display

format. Thus, the adapted Xq) will give a quantitative measure of the allow-

able excess workload a pilot can tolerate for a given display format. The

optimum display format is the one which yields the most excess capacity.

2. Displays

The configuration of the cockpit display panel is shown in Fig. IV-

The viewing distance to the panel was approximately 31 in. The CRT presented

an artificial horizon for pitch and roll attitude information as well as the

longitudinal display formats described below. The collective control (altitude

hold) task utilized the two vertical edge meters mounted to the left of the

CRT. The altimeter and airspeed indicator were provided for status information,

but they did not provide useful control information because of their relatively

insensitive scaling.

The primary task display formats presented on the CRT are shown in Fig. IV- 6.

The state format gave longitudinal position error only. Velocity error infor-

mation was added in the state + rate format so as to aid in the rate or lead

equilization required of the pilot in the primary task. As noted' in Fig. 1V-6

the ue scaling was proportioned to the lead required. Finally, the flight direc-

tor configuration gave a stick comnand signal which the pilot could track with

stick deflections proportional to display deflections. The flight director

equation took into account the equalization :,equired for the longitudinal

dynamics. Figure IV-6 gives the display gains which were used including

the various flight director equations tested.

D. MASUREMENTS AND PROCEDUXRES

A variety of mevsurements were performed both to investigate various
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techniques for evaluating displays, as well As to obtain comprehensive data

on a range oi display forma~ts. The measurements are divided into performance

and describing function measures obtained during steady tracking tasks, eye-

point-of-regard obtained during-these same tasks, pilot opinion ratings

obtained at thq end of the tracking runs, and excess workload capacity as

ieasured by the instability score obtained during the cross adaptive task.

1. Performance and Describing Function Measurements

During the steady state tracking tasks the pilots were instructed to

minimize ilongitudiilal position dev.ations caused by the command velocity

generated by th4 DFA (Fig. IV- I). Af~er a warm up period to allow the pilot

to reach steady statd, data were measured over a 100 second period. Mean and

mean-squared measures of a variety of variables associated with both the

primary and secondary tasks were obtained on the analog computer. These data

were then further reduced off line to give RMS values. The DFA computed

Fourier coefficients, and'additional performaaice measures during the measure-

ment period, and these data weie also further reduced off line to yield the

pilots' describing fiAtions, remnant, and describing 'function fitting para-

meters related to primary task'bandwidth. (These were crossover frequency,

03c, and stability in the sense of the phase margin, cpm.)

2. Eye'-Point-of-Regard (EPR)

The display arrangement (Fig. IV -6) required scanning betweeni the CRT

and the collective control task displays. It was desired to measure the

amount of time spent viewing each display and the rate of scanning between

displays as well as to see if the different longitudinal display formats

caused differencbs in these statistics.' It was also desired to see if the

different display formats might cause scanning among the elements of the display

on the CRT.

The EPR equipment consisated of three units: I ) spectacle frame-mounted
I

transducers and associated electronics for measuring eye angle with respect

to the head; 2) a goniometer gripped in the mouth for measuring head angles

with respect to'the display panel; 3) a special purpose analog computer for

combining the head a'pd eye angles to give voltage signals proportional to

the eye-point-of-regard on the display panel. 'This system is more fully
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described in Ref, 31. In the experiment described here we only measured

horizontal eye movements, This was because we were primarily interested in

scanning between +,he collective side task displays and the CRT.

3. Pilot Opinion Ratings

At the end of each tracking run the pilot was asked to record his sub-

Jective opinion of various display qualities on the questionnaires given in

Table IV -4. The pilot recorded his opinion by making a markt on the rignt

hand edge of the scale assuming it to be a continuum.

The scales were designed according to recent ideas on psychophysical seal-

ing of aircraft handling qualities. (Vide Appendix C and Ref. 25.) The scales

were designed tc measure a broader range of effects than were tested in these

multiaxis experiments. The approach here was to partition display factors into

several dimensions, in order to obtain a more comprehensive measure of display

acceptability than might have been obtained from a single rating.

.. Cross Aaptive Excess Control Capacity Measurement

The cross adaptive task described above wa- performed on each display

format after the steady tracking run. The roll divergence parameter (xq) was

started at 0.1 rad/sec and was held steady at the beginning of the run to

obtain a steady state measure of performan'ce. The error criterion was then

reset 25% greater and the adaptive adjustment of X commenced. The adaptive

rate ýCA (see Fig. IV- 5) wae set to obtain a rapid, stable adaptation. The

run vas allowed to continue either until the pilot lost control or until X

settled out at a stable level. The X occurring at loss of control or the

fii al, stable level were then recorded as a measure of the pilotIs excess

control capacity for a given display format.

E. SUBJECTS

'No exp-rienced Air Force test pilots, one with considerable helicopter

expcrient, were employed as subjects. Their background and flying experience

are sun:ntarLzed In Table IV-m.
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Table IV-5. Pilot Background and Experience

Pilot Background Flight Time

and Age Total Instruments V/STOL

PB Experimeatal 7900 650 4000
38 Yr. Helicopter Flight Test;

Opinion Rating of
Flying Qualities

FP Aerospace Research and 3600 300 100
32 Yr. Experimental Flight Test;

Opinion Rating of
Flying Qualities

_____________________I_____

F. TRAING AND TEST AGENDAS

Both pilot suJects were given a preliminary orientation session in which

they were told the nackground and obJectivea of the research and allowed to

famlin.ýwiz.i them-cives with the simulator and tasks. This wan followed by a

training session during which preliminary data were collected. The formal

data collection then occurred during two further sessions. The first session

invoived working with the velocity AFCS longitudinal task dynamics, and

included cross adaptive workload measurements. During the second test session,

the pitch rate feedback AFCS was employed, and the side task instabilities

were varied as indicated in Fig. tV-4 to give both low and high workload con-

ditions for the EPR measurements. The run logo for the formal data sessions

are given in Tables IV-6 and IV-7.

Each test session was conducted over an 8 hour period with the pilots

taking turns in the simulator at nominally 1 to 1 1/2 hour intervals. As

mentioned previously the test sessions were conducted on a shoot-look-shoot

basis and do not reflect formal experimental design prac,.%tce. The order of

presentation, however, was randomized. The main emphasis was on obtaining

data that were valid from both the experimenter3' and pilots' points of view,

and that would demonstrate the usefulness of the various measurement techniques

employed here for display evaluation.

G. ORGANIZAJTION OF THE RESULTS

In the previous subsection, we discussed four different classes of
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TABLE 1V-6. RMf LOG FOR THE FnWS F'ORMAL~ EMERDMB~TAL Sr.$SI0N1
WITH THE VELOCITY AFOS CONM~TJ.JM ELEMET

Lead Ttme
Pilot Main Task Consttnt, TL

Display ,S~(sec)

PB State -0-
State + Rate .5

"Flight Director 1.5,
FP State + Rate 1.5

State -0-

Lunch

State + Rate 3.0
State -U-

PB Flight Director 1.5
State + Rate 1.5

Flt. Dir. (no State) 1.5
Flight Director 5.0

Flight Director 5.0
State + Rate 1.5

•F State -0-
5A Flt. Dir. (no state) 1.5

____ Flight Director 1.5
State + Rate 3.0

'1A



TADLE IVT-7. RUN~ LOG 7MR ME BMW FORMIA M2MIM-kL
J 8&i'8ICN V M-MM PI C AMB CCM OLL E

- - T ead Time I -P

oMan Tk I SidePio Co•nstant, Task
Display (seL) Measurements Workload

State -0-

State -0-iB No
State + Rate 3.0
State + Rate 1.0

FP Flt. D4r., FD* 1.0

PB F.t. Dir., FD 1.0 Low

Lunch
____ i.DrF 3.0
PB Flt. Dir., FD 3.0

7t Fit Dir. , Pre 5.0B Fit. Dir., FDM 3.0
State -0-

____ State + Rate 3.0
State + Rate 5.0

PB State -0-
Flt. Dir., FD1 3.0• • "•Yes
"FP Flt. Dir., FDI 3.0

PB-Flt. Dir., FDI 1.0• .••PB State -O-

State e Rate 3gn0
•o State + Rate 3.0 High
I • • "• •State O-0

I• ••,•'Flt. Dir., FM1 3.0
"• ,Flt. Dir., "1 1.0

S'•• J•PB Flt. bir., F'DI 1 .0 No

, LJ'•*Flight Director equations given in Figure IV-6.
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measurements which were made during the course of these pilot experiments

fnr a theory of integrated display format. These four classes of measurements

are repeated below with a list of the specific forms in which the re&-aLts of

each class of measurement will be discussed.

1. Performance and Describing Functions

a. Tracking errors, coherence, relative
remnant, control and motion variables

b. Describing Functions

2. Eye-Point-of-Regard (EPR)

3. Cross Adaptive Excess Control Capacity

4. Pilot Opinion Ratings

Because of the extraordinary volume of results which has been obtained from

these experiments, we have chosen to call attention to specific observations

about each type of measurement in a terse illtstrated review rather than to

attempt to present all the results in detail. Following each review, we

shall endeavor to relate key results to the pre-experiment analysis which

was performed and to the theory of manual control displays.

Since we have also six display configurations and two controlled elements

to discuss, we have abbreviated the notation for each in the following ways.

The primary display configurations are denoted by alphabetical letters and by

a number which represents the lead equalization time constant, TL (see), used

to scale the error rate display or the error rate signal in the flight director.

These primary display configuration codes are repeated below with their

definitions.

S "State" without rate (no longitudinal error rate symbol)

5 + R "State-and-Rate" (longitudinal error rate symbol added to S)
with TL specified in aec.

FD "Flight Divector" with Tt, specified in see for Ye a K/s and
including pitch attitude feedback scaled at 4•/K ae -20 ft
for Yc a K/s 2

FT) "Flight Director" with TL specified in sec and K9/KXe - -100 ft
for Yc a K/s 2

FD2  "Flight Director" with TL specified in see and KN/KX - -50 ft
for Y. w 

K/s
2

t) "Director" display without .ong itudinal error symbol and with
TL specified in sec for Y. * K/i.

'm 0f3-2 7



The primary controlled element with a velocity AFCS is denoted by Yc = K/s.
Similarly, with a pitch AFCS, the primary controlled element is denoted by

Y= Y/s2
Yc F/2

H. TRACKING ERRORS, COHERENCE, CONTROL AND MOTION VARIABLES

This class of measurements is often termed "performance", because it
describes the pilots' control activity and vehicle motions as well as the task
error. Three types of error measurements were obtained in these experiments
1) average errors and 2) mean-squared errors (variances) over each 100 sec
run length, and 3) error-to-input describing functions at each of the five
input frequencies. Both coherent and incoherent error spectra were computed
at the five input frequencies by our on-line serial segment technique (Ref. 29).
These spectra revealed that the signal-to-remnant power ratio at each of the
measurement frequencies was on the order of 10:1, even though the average
-oherence might have been only about 0.5. This was because all of the input
power was concentrtted at the five frequencies.

The ratio of the, incoherent error variance to the total error variance is
called the relative reiztnant over each 100 sec run length. Since the computed
remnant error spectra have offered no new insight for display evaluation based
on the frequency distribution of uncorrelated error power, we shall not illus-
trate tne remnant error spectra here. Instead, we shall show some effects of
display configuration on the more compact average metric: relative remnant.

Figure IV-7 shows the velocity error coherence, p•e the relative remnant,
1 - pk, and the variance ratio, A /Aij as a function of display configura-
tion with Yc = K/s. The variance ratio is normalized with respect to the
leader's (input) variance, ai. The results for each run by each subject are
presented at the left when averaged over the entire 100 sec run duration.
Selected runs are presented at the right when averaged over the 100 sec run
duration in four serial segments of 25 sec each. Differences between the
coherence and variance averaged in these two ways for the same run by each
subject are indicative of non-stationarity in pilot tracking behavior. There
are evidences of slight differences in this regard in Fig. IV-7, primarily

with the flight director display.

Both subjects' velocity error coherence was less in using the flight
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Figure IV-7. Velocity Error Performance
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director with Yc = K/s, and both subjects achieved lower velocity error

variance with the flight director (Fig. IV-7), because both adopted higher

gain equalization with the flight director.

Subject FP's velocity error coherence was always less than subject PB's

coherence with Yc = K/s (Fig. IV-7), because of FP's higher gain equalization

technique. (Recall that subject FT had the much smaller amount of helicopter

time.)

Figure IV-8 shows the corresponding velocity coherence and variance ratio

with the controlled element Yc = K/02 c At least for the three runs analyzed

in serial segments, there is strong evidence for non-stationarity in FP's

coherence with the S and S + R formats. PB's coherence tended to increase

slightly on the state-and-rate format and on the better director format

(TL = 3 sec) with Yc = K/s 2 . His coherence dropped markedly on the off-

design director format (TL = 1 sec) with Yc = K/s 2 and on the off-design

director format (TL = 3 sec) with Yc = K/s.

For corresponding display configurations, the normalized velocity error

variance is always greater with Yc = K/s 2 (Fig. IV-8) than with Yc = K/s

(Fig. IV-7). Furthermore, both subjects mml 1lfied the leader's velocity

variance with the S format and Yc = K/s 2 (Fig. IV-2).

There is no ccnsistent evidence of the influence of low and high side

task workload on subject PB's velocity error coherence and variance with

Yc = K/s 2 (Fig. IV-8).

Likewise, there is no consistent evidence of the influence of low and high

side task workload on subject FP's velocity error variance with Ye = K/s 2

(Fig. iV-8). With the exception, however, of the preferred flight director

(TL 3 sec) configuration, FP's velocity error coherence was about 0.2 point

lower in replications of the primary task with the higher secondary task

workload.

Subject FP's tracking error variance and coherence (or relative remnant)

are more sensitive to display configuration with controlled element Yc - K/s 2

(Fig. IV-8) than with Yc = K/s (Fig. IV-7).

Relative remnant, although sensitive to display content with Ye M K/s 2

(Fig. IV-8) where lead equalization is required, is more sensitive to change

in the pilots' gain equalization technique than to display format (Figs. IV-7, 8).
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The lowest tracking error varience and the lowest relative remnant with

Y, - K/s 2 were achie,!,,d with a praerly equalized flight director having
TL = 3 sec (Fig. IV-8). This value of Tt agreed closely with the predicted

best value, TL = 5.3 sec.

The lowest tracking error variance with Yc = K/s was achieved with a

flight director display by both subjects .Fig. IV-7); however, the lowest

relative remnant with Yc - K/s was achieved without a flight director by

subject PB, because his describing function shows that he chose to adopt a

lower gain equalization technique with S and S + R. (Fig. IV-12).

The mean errors and root-mean-square errors from trimmed 4alues of cther

motion variables and control displacements, :shown for selected runs in Figs.

IV-9 and 10, are more sensitive to piloting technique than to display config-

uration. The FD, however, does help to achieve the lowest RNS longitudinal

displacement error.

The secondary task errors shown for selected runs in Fig. IV-11 arýe not

sensitive to primary display configuration with either controlled element.

Since most of the trends in the measures of performance presented here can

be "explainei" by the trends in the subjects' adopted describing function gains,

we shall defer the discussion of perfoimance until the describing functions

themselves have been presented.

I. ECSIBM FUNCTIONS

The amplitude and phase angle of both open-and closed-loop describing.

functions were computed from the measurements by the Fourier analyzer (DFA)

at each of the five input freque.ncies. The extended crossover model ()Xef, 10)

provided a good representation of the open-loop describing functions (Yc)

In the neighborhood of the unit-gain crossover frequency am. This parameter

determines the effective closed-loop tracking iandwidth. Therefore, we~have

tued an automatic computer-interpolation program to select appropriate values

of the effective time delay, Ted, and the low frequency lead-lag phase copf-

ficient, ac, for fitting the extended crossover model to the two mtasurements

nearest aW,. We believe that the extehded crossover model parameters (v',; Tec;

c; qI, and %4,) fittcd in this simple way adequately represent the dominant

describing function properties for the purposes of display evaluation.
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Phiots: '0 PB., L- F'P ;Replications, Tagg~d ;Yc K/s ;(710527)
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Figure IV-9j Selected Runs Showing Mean Errors and
Root-Meun-Squired Errors for Primary Task

Motion Variables with Velocity AFCS
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Pilots: 0 PB, 0 FP ; Replications Tagged ; Yc z K/s 2 ; (710528)
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Figure IV-10. Selected Runs at High Workload Showing Mtsan Errors
and Root-Mean-Squared Errors for Primary Task

Motion Variables with Pitch AFCS
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Pilots: 0 PB, 0 FP; Replications Tagged

40
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he 20 Error 20 -(ft) The
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0" 0" !
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Primary Yc = K/s 2  Primary Yc r K/s

(710528) (710527)

Figure IV-.1 . Selecbel' Runs Showing Mean Errors and
Root-Mean-Squared Errors for Secondary Task

Displayed Motion Variables
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e Observations on the Open-Loop Crosso-:r Model Parameters for YpYc with

Yc = /s.

The computed parameters are shown as a function of the primary display

configuration in Fig. IV-12. The measure, range of adopted crossover frequen-K fad
cies with the S format and Y.= - ",s 0.32 < wc < 0.57 12. The predicted

value was 0.4 rad 
sec

see

The measured range of adopted crossover frequencies with the preferredK rad

director (TL = 1.5 nec) for Ye was 0.7 < we < 1.0 ----. This higher gainLC s - - secexplains the lower velocity error coherence and normalized variance with

FD(TL = 1.5 see) in Fig. IV-7.

3ubject PB's piloting technique was more consistent then FP's technique.

Subject FP adopted very high crossover frequencies with the error rate display

configurations (S + R, FD) by taking advantage of the higher frequency

(Si~rce 2 s-d ) second order lead equalization inherently provided by this con-
sec

troiled element. FP's technique is reflected in lower effective time delays,

higher phase margins, and highe.r- unstable frequencies than those recorded for

PB.

The trends in adopted crossover frequency among display configurations

and between subjects "explain" the comparable trends in normalized error

variance and coherence shown previously in Figs. IV-7 and 8.

2. Obsirvations on the Open-Loop Crossover Model Parameters for Ypyc with

Yo a K/.2

The computed parameters are shown as a function of the primary display

configuration in Fig. IV-13. The measured range of adopted crossover frequen-

cies with the S format and Y. -8 was O. 3-< We<O 0.43 rd.e This agreed vell

with the predicted value of 0.4 ad.s

sec

The measured range of adopted crossover frequencies with the prmferred
K id

director (T- - P sec) 0or Y< -5 0.58 ---. This agreed welae

with the predicted value of 0.5

The menorured range Jf adopted crossover frequencies with the 8 4 R format
Krd

rnd Y,.,- K " " w 0.55 < :5 _< 0.62 .se

TP 1f3e-2
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Tbe .aeasured phase margina vere betwee~n 20 and .76 deg for the S and

FDTL a 3 sec) formats. Predicted crossover frequencies were bazed on phase

margina of 36 deg for the state format and 35 deg for the director. The

, 'If measured phase margins were greatest with the state-and-ratr format
S(' 1 o < %< 660).

The effective time delays for rsibject FP were greater than for subject PB

except with display FD(TL = 3 sec). The effective time delays were roughly

2omparable between the S and the 2 + 1 fo•Ats and appreciably lower with the

pref'erred FD(TL = 3 sec) format. The result with the preferrad director '.ould

be expected, since Fig. IV-14 shows that the pilots did not have to adopt low

frequency lead equalization with its consequent incremental time delay tc get

the recultus Aisplayed in Fig. IV-9. The results f(,r the state-and-rate format

a suggest that explicit presentation of the rate symbol integrated with the

position error symbol did not reduce the effective time delay accompanying the

adoption of lead equalization by the pilots, although it did reduce the scan-

ning workload required for monitoring speed variations, as the EPR measurements

will Show. An hy~pothesis for the state-.azx-rate result is advanced in Ref. ~4..

The efftectivc low frequency phase approximatior coefficients, lct for pilot

PB asze leas vriable than for pilot Mt. Those for PB are roughly comparable

between the state and the state-and-rate formats and appreciably nigher with

the best director. This result reflects the difference betweeL the lead-lag

I @equalization supplied by the pilot with the state and the state-and-rate formats

eand the similar type of equalization supplied by the effective controlled

41 -.lement with che preferred flight director display. The preferred range of

_ pitch attitutle feedback gains to the flight director shown in Figs. IV-14 and 15

was chosen by the pilots based on the relatively low rate of director null

axis-crossing required to maintain tVZht pitch attitude control while perform-

ing the primary task. The preferred range of KS/Kxe includes the value -62.5 fT,

which was predicted.

The measured phase crossover (unstable) frequencies showed great variability

among all display configurations, subjects and replications. Their rav'e was

lowest with the state format (Figs. 1V-6 and 7).

~~ J. E -hKTWT-OY-RBGARD M&ASMMIS
All of thb E a t ccre obtdoed with Yf, = for the longitudhnal

Pio-
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statlon-keeping task. However, two levels of workload were established for

the altitude-keeping task in order to determine the effects of a more and a

less demanding secondary task on the EPM measurements and pilot ratings.

Some effects of secondary task worklod, subjects, and display configuration

on the EPR are illustrated in Figs. IV-16 and 17.

Figure IV-16 presents examples of the time histories of the EPR on each

display format for both subjects at the two levels of secondary workload.

F'gure IV-17 compares some of the average fixation seopling intervals and

dwell times which have been estimated from the EPR data at the two levels of

workload. A complete summary of average scanning properties with high work-

load is presented in Fig. IV-18 and with lower workload, in Figs. IV-19 and 20.

Before we discuss and interpret some of the EPR data in the light of pre-

experimental predictions, we shall offer a concise suummary of observations

from the EPR data presented in Figs. IV-17 through 20 in terms of the most

notable effects of workload, subject pilots, and display configurations.

1 Concise Sumvy of MPR Observations from Figures IV-16 through 20

a. Workload -

0 More blinking (spikes in traces) with the lower workload
condition (Fig. IV-16)

0 Higher, more regular scan rate for the higher workload
condition (Figs. iv-16 and 18)

* Monitoring workload margins were measurably reduced by
the state-and-rate and director fornats for the lower
workload condition (Fig. IV-19)

b. Pilots -

* PB has a lower scan rate, a higher side task dwell, and
a more regular scan pattern than FP (Figs. IV-17, 18 and '9)

• PP did more monitoring than PB (Fig. iV-19)

* Definite scanning withir the CRT for flight director display
(Fig. iV-16) (looking between FD and xe symbols) with about
equally partitioned dwells of al'out 0.5 see for the lover
workload condition. (Fig. IV-20)

S! 8 • -2B 7
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Pilots: 0 PB, 0 FP ; Replications 'ragged Yc = K/s2
EPR Dwell Times and Scanning Intervals with Pitch - AFCS (710528)

Mean 3.0 0 ) 6.0 0
Scanning 0 0 TsInterval (see) 0
between
Primary 2.0
Display and
Side Task 0 CD

(sec) 1.0 
2.0 -

0 S 'S.R'FD 'FD' 0 S 'S÷R'FD'

0
Mean 2.0 0 4.0 0D -,ell 0 G TCRT
In te r v a l 0C R0
on Primary 

E(sec)Display 1.0 0 0 2.0-
TcRT

(sec)

0 S 'SR'FD 'FD ' S S+R FD
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Interval 

1.00 0on Side 0. T . 0Task (sThe
(seD 0 s c

(se) S 'S÷R'FD 'FD' 0 1 S ,R'FD
TL(sec) x 3 3 I TL(sec) i 3 3

Display Configuration Display Configuration

Hightrk1ga Low Worklood
Side rad
Tasks: /.h"x 0,25rod ;od
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Figure IV-17, EPR Dwell Times and 8eanni lnterva13on Two Pilots for Varlous Experimental Conditions
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Pilots: 0 PB, 0 FP ; Replications Tagged YC z K/s2
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Pilots: 0 PB , 0 FP; Look Fractions
Replications Thgged on Primary Display'
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Run No.710528- -9 -14 Less Demanding Side Tasks
Pilot 0 FP (PB /1h=O., rod ; X>=0.1irc.
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* Definite scanning between lie and h displays (Fig. IV-16)

• Scanning Behavior similar between pilots for low workload
condition (Figs. IV-17, 19 and 20)

0 CRT dwell time trends quite different between pilots
under high workload (Fig. IV-17)

* Fairly constant side task dwell times orer all display
and workload conditions (as noted in previous research,e.g. Ref. 9) (Fig- IV=17)

2. Discussion of EPR Results

The airspeed indicator was not monitored by either subject with the

more demanding altitude-keeping task. However, even with the less demanding

side task (Fig. I11-19), the lock fractions on the CRT and the side task are

nearly 0.5 each, so that very little monitoring of the circular airspeel

indicator and altimeter occurred with the state format. (More monitorins

fractions were predicted than occurred.) The monitoring fractions were

reduced further with the state-and-rate and director formats. Monitoring
dwell intervals and side task dwell intervals were seldom less than 0.5 sec.

The altitude control side task dwell fraction agreed iJLl with the

predicted value 0.57 under conditions of high workload in Fig. IV-18. Dwell

fractions on the CRT under conditions of high side task workload were slightly

greater than the predicted value (0.57) by the amount (0.06) predicted for

monitoring airspeed and altitude.

Under conditions of high workload inFig. IV-18, subject PB's scanning
frequency on the CRT for the state format (0.39 Hz) agreed well with the

predicted value (0.4 Hz). FP's scanning frequency, however, on the osew

format (0.84 Hz) was over twice the predicted value.

In an effort to coalesce the effects of the several scanning variables,
we have computed a unifying parameter combination which appears in several

derivations for finite-dwell sampling and is termed the "Scanning Frequency

Trrameter" 8: (Ref. 9 ani 18)

w O-'

where: •u),w a ratio of scanning-to-crossover frequencie,

/ dw-ll fraction



If we denote the average nonfixated period by T = T3 - Td, and the crossover

period as PC 2A/Wc, algebraic manipulation of the above expression gives

the simpler expression: S = P'/'•6 . This suggests a simple physical meaning

for S, as the ratio of the crossover period relative to the time-away from

the display. This ratio should be large to minimize scanning remnant effects.

The re3ults of this computation of S are shown in Fig. IV-21. Subject PB's

normalized scanning frequency parameter, S, was closely bounded (14 < S < 18)

for all display configurations at high workload, whereas FP's m~asured values

of S range(I between 19 and 35, when the dwell fraction on the CRT, rCv..y 'was

used in1 "he computation of S.

Scanning among symbols on the CRT (called "internal CRT scanning," for

short, in Fig. IV-20), however, is evident with beth Jow and high side task

workload. [Winblade (Ref. 28) also noted scannir4 among CRT symbols on an

intcgrated vertical situation display in previous research.) When scanning

'mong CRT symbols with lower workload is accounted for by using ranual control

theory tog( ther with the simplest of describing function measurements (exempli-

fied by th( crossover model, the partitioned scanning frequency parameter, S,

for the preferred flight director (TL - 3 sec) with Y, - K/s 2 becomes very neirly

the same value for both subjects, whereas S exhibits a two-fold difference if

otherwise based on CRT scanning as a whole (Fig. IV-21). This finding is con-

sistent with the close agreenent 'between coherence (Fig. IV-8) and Crossover

frequency (Fig. IV-13) for both subjects with the same flight director and

Yc - K/8 2 .

Velocity error coherence of subject FP (< 0.43) in Fig. iV-8 vat much lover

than predicted (0.75) with Yc K/s 2 for the state format. Since the normalized

eye scanning measurements (S - 35) for subject FP with the state format agreed

quite well with predictions (S - 39), another significant source of remnant such

as non-stationarity may have been present. The difference between whole run

length average coherence and serial segment average coheienee -ould tend to con-

form the presance of non-stationarity. Pilot FT's coherence increased about

two-fold on the state-and-rate format and increased to a level comparable with

PR's coherence (0.8 < Pue < 0.9) on the better director format (FD: TL - 3 see).

Velocity error echerence of subject PB was about equal to that predicted

(0,75) for the state format with Y. a K/s2. However, EPH measurements (summar-

ized separately) for subject PB with the state format shoved a consistently
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Pilots: 0 PB , 0 FP ; Replications Tagged
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lover foveal sCamning frequency parameter (Sf < 18) than the effective value

predicted (Se = 39) to achieve the coherence of 0.75. This roughly two-fold

difference in S can be attributed to-the two-fold difference between the meas-

ured (foveal) and predicted (effective) interrupt fractions on the pr.mary

display (M). (4asured I -- Y = 0.32; predicted I - Te = 0.16 to achieve

coherence of 0.75 which actually approximately agreed with the measured

coherence.) This difference is quite consistent with that attributable tc

the effects of parafoveal viewing. In fact, an estimate of PB's average

parafoveal-to-foveal gain ratio, 11, can be inferred from the relationship

(Ref. 2) between fl and the two interrupt fractions

S- (I - )
S----- = I .. ..- 0.5

This example shows how coherence (relative remnant), EPF., and crossover

frequency measurements can be gainf-ully cosbined with manual -ontrol display

theory to infer the effectiveness of a pilot's parafoveal visual ability

which cannot be directly observed!

EPR measurements alone are not sufficient to serve as a measure of the

i quality of an integrated display. Hove.vr, MR measurements are a necessary

adjunct in concert with coherence, describing function, and excess control

44,. • capacity measurements to help in discovering the rationale -ov ptiota' adopted

trackin% control behavior when confronted with an integrated display. Within
04 the constralnts of a precision flight control task involvirg high attentional

workload, the integration"' of the displayed variables required for control

and monitoring car help the pilot In two -ways. First. tht: integration maay

relieve a saturated (or potentially over saturated) scanning condition.

Second, the integration may help to increase the controlling scanning workload

fraction by reducing the monitoring scanning workload fraction, which is, of

necessity, small anyway. In either or both of thesp ways the integration may

4 effect a reduction in the whole-task remnant and effective time delay with f

consequent moasurable increas, it excess control capacity for coping with

unexpected workloed.

I~V



X, M CROSS ADAPTIVE MASTIRE OF E=8 CCOTROL CAPAC= AND SUBJEIV
RATno60r DISPLAY QUALITM

In our first application of the cross-coupled secondary subcritical task

for display evaluation, secondary scores reflecting a measure of excess control
K

capacity have been obtained with Yc - -. This is believed to be a fairly

sensitive test of the cross-adaptive tUak for the purpose of display evaluation

for two reasons, First, the controlled element did not require low frequency

lead equalization wi-h its concomitant incremental effective time deley which

is known to reduce the cross adaptive measure of excess control capacity. (Vide

Appendix A.) Second, the subjective pilot ratings of attentional demand in
K

Fig. IV-22 were not Pinsitive to display configuration with Yc " whereas
K

the same ratings were more sensitive to display configuration with Yc =-0
which does require low frequency lead equalization.

The secondary scores obtained on the several primary display configurations

are shown in Appendix A, Fig. 7 and described in the accompanying text of

Appendix A. The results for both pilots show that the cross adaptive measure

of excess control capacity appears to be a more unigM measure of display

quality than does relative remnant on ocanning workload fraction and a more
K

sensitive measure than subjective opinion with Yc u -'

Among the other subjective display quality ratings in Fig. IV-16, the

off-design flight directors (TL - 3 sec with Ye mid TL = 1 sec with Ye = -

were down rated for controllability and precision by both subjects, and the

director format (D) without task error was down rated for status utility as

expected. Pilot PB also recognized correctly that he had no basis for rating
"precision" of the task with format D. As noted previously, attentional demand

Kratings were sensitive to primary display configuration with Yc - and to

the workload on the altitude-keeping task in predictable senses. The following

table compares predicted and mersured ratings for "controllability-and-precision"

and "attentional demand". Other ratings by the pilots did not show distinct or

unique trends with display configuration.

State Format 8 Director Format FD

Predicted Ratingg C3 D4 C2 D3

14Maoured Ratings C3 to Cl D4 to D3 C3 to C1 D3 to D
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Pilots: 0 PB , 0 FP ; Replications Togged

C1 Cjf i0 E) 0DC
Controllubility

and C2 (D0E 0 0[ C26 to C 1)
Precision

C3~ 0 0 C3~ EfI

C4 "No basis" C4 El'

for E)
C5 / C5

S "S'R'S*R' FD "lFDR' D S ""FD 'FD

SI SI 0
Status
Utility S2 (0' )ED] 0 ) S2 ( (

S3U 10 I 0S3 lfC j

S4 0 S4 El

S5 El S5

S 'S-tR'S-tFD 'FD' D ' 'S StFDFD

KI"l KI'

Clutter K2 C 0 El 0 0 K2 IIn

K 3 0 J00 0 K3 Cf

K4 K(4

K5 KS

RS 'SR'FD 'FD Demondks
ph Pa.1

Atlentlonol DI DI 4901

Demand D2 0 0 D2 $Ide Tasks
u% a0.25

D3 lAD0 0 YM D3

D4 E 0 CA D4 C. More
ft Demanding

D5 D5

P 'S4R'S+R'FD FD'O' D S 'SR'o'F"D
TL(sec),l.5 3 6 1.5 1.5 TL(seC), 3 3 I

Valocity AFCS Pitch AFCS
(710527) YC I ,(I (710528) Yce /%I';

Figure IV-22. Diepley Qunlittes Rptings.
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8=0TION V

COMIZ3IO2T AND PMPZMMO

A. CONCLUSIONS FROM RESEARCH AND IMLCATIONS FOR A TUEOY OF
SDISPLAY FOYOW

The first (single-axis) experiment gave results which led to the

following conclusione with respect to the various formats which were

tested. The quantized format, at least with the comparatively coarse quan-

tization which was employed in the experiments, caused an incremental

effective time delay of approximately 0.1 sec under both foveal and para-

foveal viewing conditions. For this reason, this type of display is not

to be recommended for precibion tracking tasks. Use of the vertical bar format

(thermometer type) caused notably degraded performcnce, and the format

should preferably not be employed in closed-loop tracking tasks. There

were no distinctive differences in measures of pilot behavior, coherence

or error scores between foveal and parafoveal tracking wilth the line and

dial formats as long as the parafoveal viewing angle was 10 deg. At a

20 leg parafoveai viewing angle, however, These measures deteriorated.

For example, a display designer might be impelled to increase the field

of view of an integrated displa•r format to improve the pilot's lasis for

°omonitoring the situation. Alternatively, the designer might want to

increase the displayed field of view to reduce foveal clutter among symbols

in a dense format, if the content iiust be preserved and the field of view

scaling does not otherwise bave to be In the ratio 1:1 with the real world.

However. the results of che single-axis experiment imply that increasing

the field of view of an integrated display format greater than about 10 deg

w.ll produce diminishing returns throigh the relatively greater deterioration

of parafcveal tracking ability.

In connection with integrated displayi for multi-axis tracking tasks

(the second experiment) the theory of manu.1 z^zn-rol displays has bven

saccessfully employed in designing display evaluation experiments so as tV

1iolate the effects of the controlled elemenlt, the effect& of individual

pilot behavior and tle difficulty of the task from the effects of the display

itself. Use of the secondary cioss-adaptive sub-critical tracking task, by

separately identifying a measure of trackir<g precision from a measure of

-1 OC'



excess control capacity, can enable one to understand some of the heretofore

confounding effects caused by employing difficult controlled elements with-

4 out proper equalization in display evaluation experiments. The secondary

cross-adaptive measure of excess control capacity on the pilot's primary

task discriminates among examples of display format and content in a sense

which is predictable, because the cross-adaptive task can guarantee that

the pilot will be fully occupied with relevsait tracking control tasks

during the workload measurement interval.

Although eye scanning patterns are relevant to workload (e.g. Vide

Appendb. A), the relationship is not a simple one. Since there is a

minimum dwell time of about 0.4 sec for monitoring each instrument or

symbol under IFR conditions, it is possible to contrive saturated con-

ditions where the control task demands fixations by the pilot on too
many instruments too often in order to maintain control. However, even

without driving the pilot to his controllability limit, the interpreta-

-tion of eye-point-of-regard data alone will sometimes be ambiguous if one

is looking for a measure of excess control capc.ity. The ambiguity will

• oarise in the interpretation of the partition of scanning workload between

displays foi. controlling the task and for monitoring the situation. This

partition of scanning workload is not uniquely related to excess control

* •capacity because of the constraint imposed by "Parkinson's Law" for the

eyeball (vide Appendix A). The partition of eye-point-of-regard statis-
r •! tica alone may not reflect the partition afforded by excese control

capacity between the pilot's subjective confidence level in the situation

and the pilot's subjective impression of the difficulty of maintaining

the required performance on the task.

Measures of the pilot's remnant, although sensitive to display content

F'here lead equalLzation is required, are more sensitire to changes in the

pilots' gain equalization technique than to changes in display format. The

S0o• cross-adaptive m-asure of excess control capacity appears to be a more

unique and, therefore, more useful measure of display quality than does
o •either the pilots' remnant or the eye-point-of-regard by itself.

Th. theory of manual control displays already embraces the ingredients

for a valid theory of intcdrated display format founded on the comprehensive

behavioral measurement techniques (coherence, describing function,
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Seye-peint-of-reg-.rd, and excess control capacity) applied in these pilot
experiments. In particular, the theory offers a new technique for dis-

covering the suspected correLation among display format, a pilot's parafoveal

visual ability, and attentional workload in whole cockpit precision flying

tasks. There were four questions about an "integrated" display which were

posed to us by the JANAIR Committee in 1966 when research on the theory of

manual control displays was first initiated. We believe now that we have

answers to these puestions. The questions themselves and our proposed

answers are as follows:

What is an integrated display?

It is a combined presentation to the pilot of the proper
signals for controlling as well as monitoring the perfor-
mance of a task. Reference 3, which is included herein
as Appendix A, discusses the basis for this answer in
terms of the flight director (vide pp. A-I, -2 herein).
In the multiaxis tracking experiment reported in Section IV,
the highest measure of excess control capacity was obtained
on the properly equalized integrated flight director format,
a result which also supports the proposed answer to the
first question.

How may the proper signals for manual control of a task be
0 • predicted and verified?

This should be done by a combination of systems analysis
theory of displays, simulation and flight test. References
1, 2, 3 and 34 address the answer to the question of predic-

tion. Reference 3, which is included herein as Appendix A,
also addresses the question of verification with an example.

How is the display properly integrated?

Thii is done 1) by providing the pilot with sufficient excess
control capacity in a multiloop display, i.e., an equalized
display or a flight director, 2) by minimizing the scanning
workload for monitoring the task and 3) by choosing a content
allowing the pilot to satisfy all task performance requirements.
"This answer is also supported by results in Appendix A and by
the results of excess control capacity and eye-point-cr-regard
measurements in the multiaxis tracking experiment reported in

How Section IV.

How can tho display be evaluated?

This is best done by means of the secondary cross-adaptive
subcritical tracking task. This task measures excess control
capacity, including the effects of scanning workload and whole-
task effective time delay, while the pilot maintains the
required task performance. The basis for this contention is
described in Appendix A.

OP
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Four simple pilot rating scales for use in research on and evaluation
of manual control displays were derived and used in the pilot experiments
reported on he:e. The scales are of interval-scale quality and will per-
mit averaging and other standard parametric statistical analyses. The
use of four trait categories: 1) task controflability-and-precision,
2) status utility, 3) clutter, and 4) attentional demand should help to
separate subjective identification of these often confounded effects.

An "integrated" display does not necessarily eliminate eye scanning
between symbols and improve tracking coherence, but it may very well
increase the pilot's excess control capacity for coping with the unexpected.
This hypothesis deserves further investigation, test, and quantification
as a basis for measuring the quality of an "integrated" display, as well
as a whole display panel arrangement, in a sense having practical value to
problems of military and naval instrument flying.

3. ECO2MMDATIONS FOR FORMIAL I GRATD DISPLAY EXPERI,

Since it has now become clear that the systems analysis theory of
0 manual control displays already embraces the ingredients for a valid

theory of integrated display format, we recommend that the experimental
data base for integrated display design calculations be increased and
related to a practical common basis for evaluation, viz., excess control
capacity. To this end we recommend further development and practical
application of the cross-adaptive measure of excess control capacityK • described in Section IV and Appendix A for the purpose of formal display
evaluation by employing a weighted sum of more than one "primary" task
error variance. We also recommend that the stbjective display quality
rating scales, used in the pilot experiments reported herein, be employed
in future display-related simulations to provide the data base needed to
refine the scales and to provide a basis for separating tne identification
of the "status utility" and "clutter index" of a display as they relate

,4 1to excess control capacity.

We continue to recommend wirh increasing confidence that anyone cc.atemplating control-display evaluation or related research should apply
the systems analysis theory of manual control displays first to estab ioh
the ceontent, arn__ asiý ar_ resolution (as well as automatic



stability augmentation) for reducing scanning and lead equalization work-

load in the visual modality before attempting to evaluate the effects of

the format, i.e., the relative numberlsize, type, -olor, contrast, and

separation of symbolic elements in the displayed field of view.

A multiloop (equalized or flight director) format is recommended to

provide superior excess control capacity over the "'state-and-rate" format

for closed-loop tracking. However, the scaling and symboiism of the
"I "state-and-rate" format should be investigated for the acauisition

of a guidance-and-control tracking reference, because the excess control

capacity of the state-and-rate format for monitoring the acquisition may

be rel&nively greater than in pure tracking.

The subtended angular field of view of the display for controlling and

monitoring the primary task(s) should not exceed about ten degrees in

. I order to take advantage of pilots' parafoveal visual ability in tracking.

Within this field of view continue to use cathode ray tube line symbols

for the primary task(s); limit the use of the bar format to monitoring; avoid

alpha-numeric-, discrete-, or raster-quantization on the order of rms track-

ing signals; and avoid moving scale formats without a "command" bug for

tracking. Outside this primary ten-degree field of view fixed vertical

scale displays for monitoring the situation tend to reduce scaming work-

load by virtue of their compact width, but circular dials provide better

resoluttor tnd scale length within the ssre vertical (diametric) dimension.

After taking into account all of the foregoing conclusions and

recoitmendations, we further recommend the following Dlan for applying

formal integrated display experiments to a problem of immediate operational

relevance.

* Adopt recommendations for formal experiments based on the
reported "pilot" experiments re:

(I) content fo- reducing scanning and lead equalization
workload the visual modality

(2) effects or 3caling, resolution, :ield of view and
quantizati•. .

(3) tfrts of symbol and scale format
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* Use a coclpit scenario such as helicopter IFR approach with:
(1) three-control multiloop task

(2) three-color integrated display with selectable
line symbols for IFR

(3) describing function analyzer for forcing functions,

gain, phase and coherence measurements

(4) cross-adaptive sub-critical task for measuring the
level of attentional workload

(5) eye-point-of-regard system for measuring foveal
fixation statistics

* Investigate symbol color, coztrast and clutter effects of
display-related remnant

* Expected results are: definition of an integrated display
for helicopter IFR approach with acceptable workload and
sufficient excess control capacity.

IC'
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GLOSSAPY 0 S0M TEMNICAL 7ERN
USED I THIS MEMT

Axis (Axes) of Control - The manipulated variable(s) or control variable(s)
acted u on by the controller in a tracking task; the control
point( ) in a system.

Coherent Error Spectrum - The power spectral density of that portion of an

error signal which is correlated with the forcing function or

command input to the system.

Controlled Element - That part of a system to be controlleýd whose parameters

are usually unalterable by the display designer; the "pla.6 t".

Controller - That part of a system which implements a control law.

Critical Tracking Task - When the rate of divergence of an unstable controlled

element is gradually increased until control is lost on the sub-

critical tracking task, the task is said to be at its "critical"

limit of divergence, or "critical", for brevity.

Cross-Adaptive (Subcritical) Tracking Task - A subcritical tracking task

which incl,,des reans to measure functions of one or more variables

in a separ&te but simultaneous task and which uses such measure-

mnnts to adjust the rate of divergence of the subcritical controlled

element; also called cross-coupled subcritical task.

Crossover Frequency, pc - The frequency at which the decreasilng amplitude of

the open-loop frequency response becomes equal to unity with

increasing frequency. The name "crossover" derives from the

connotation that the desirably large but decreasing amplituce of

the open-loop frequency response "crosses over" unity to very

small values at this frequency. The characteristics of the open-

loop frequency response in the neighborhood of the crossover

frequency are of fundamental importance in the analysis of

closed-loop manual--as well as automatic--control taskm.

Crossover Model - An approximate representation of the open-loop frey-ency

response which is valid in the neighborhood of the crossover

frequency.

Describing Function - An operational (mathematical) description of that part

of a non-linear controller's output which is linearly correlated

with the input to the controller.

Display Content - The specific elements of display which art actually prieent

anc which are r~quired for guidance &A control of a tack or are

required for rnonitoring task performance and deA~ion-maktng.

Display Format - The symbolic code by whic1: each member of the display contCut

can be identified,
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Display Ratings - Subjective pilot opinion ratings of a manum.l control
display based on psychometric scales of "control.Jbl.lity
and precision," "status utility," "clutter," aMu "at:;entional
demand".

Dither - In the context of tracking control, a voluntary quivering of
the manipulator by the pilot at I to 3 Hz. (Cf. Tremor.)

Dwell Fraction, Effective - The foveal dwell fraction increased by the
cumulative effect of parafoveal perception.

Dwell Fraction, FoveEl - The proportion of all available time spent
looking tit a particular object of fixation; probability
of fixation.

Dwell Interval - The time duration of a particular foveal fixation.

Effective Low Frequency Phase Coeff.icient, a - The effective low frequency
phase coefficient in the extended crossover model represents
the influence near the crossover frequency of very low frequency
lead-lag dynamics with amplitude ratio break points which are
below the measurement bandwidth in many experiments.

Effective Time Delay, 'e - The algebraic aum of the pure react'ion transport
delay and high frequency neurcmuscular dynamics, equalization
characteristics, and (sometimnes) controlled element dynamics
which are sufficiently high in relation to the unit-amplitude
crossovec freqv.r.ncy that each contribution can be represented
by a pure deal•y near the crossover frequency.

Elements of Display - Forcing Functions or Cooaand-Input Signals, i
Contrý!.led Element State Variables or

Output Motion Signals, m
Error Signals, e a (i - m)
References or Background

Ensemble Average Value - The arithmetic mean of a collection of discrete
numerical values.

Equalization - Purposeful alteration of an open-loop frequency respond: to
achieve the best compromise (in the crossover freq.uency region)
between high gain over the input bandwidth and low gain beyond
the input bandwidh'.

Equalizatior. lemnant - A form of remnant &ttributable to the generation of
low-frequency lead equalization by the human operator.

Error Coherence - The ratio of the mean-squared input-correlated error
power to the total mean-squared error power. It is the com-
plement of relative remnant referred to the error.

FPeP lbrk fO'lectton - Tho technique of e uaitzation whereby "inner" loois
which are subsiditry to the 'outer" or task loops nre Intro-
duced.
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Feed.-Forwa~rd Control ."A contr'ol law specified in terms of only forcing
functions or command-inp-ot signals,; pursuit control.

A"
Foveal Perception - "Beeing where. you are looking"; 6ee iZ -that, upon which

one is fixating; or seeing the (object of the) eye-point-of-
regard (P)

Gain -T~he low or high frequveny asymptotic maplitude of s~ frequency response
to an inpxt.; If unqualified, usually means low frequency asymptotte
except in the case of a washout.

Loop Gain -~The low orhigh frequsency asiymptotic amplitude of an open-loop
frequency responsae; if unqualified, iusu&.11y means low frequency
asymptote.

Incoherea~t Error Spectrum - Tbý rower spectral density of that portion of
4 an error signel whith is uncorrelated with the forcing function

or command inaput to the system; the frequency distribution of
A uncorrelated error power.

Injected Errfor-Remnant 3ource - When mean-squared values of signals within
control loops are of prime interest, the remnant can be satisfac-
torily represented by a, signal source having a specified power
spectral density injected into the closed-loop system. When
considered as an injected signal, the point of application of

Q the r~emnant can be transferr-ad from the pilot's output to the
pilot's input, or error signal as long as no nonlinear elements
are passed in the process of transfi'eLal. At low freqjue~ncies01.11 P,, Ithe remnant data for a wide variety of controlled elements coalesce
best when ali1 of the iemnant is injected at the pilot's input

19] or e7ror signal. (Of. Observation Remnant.)

Integrated Display - A complete eomblned, connected or collective presenta-

tion to the pilot of the proper signals for ccatrollirig a~s well
as monitoring the performance of a task, The adjective "proper"
ap'?.liets to equalization, scaling, eodification; and consonance
in ways hypothesiz~ed by the theoryr of manural control dieplays.

Interrupt Fraction - The complement off the duell fraction,

Link Values - (Transition Linke Frobebilit.'.es) - The propor-rion of the number
of all possible fixation transitiona which occur between pai-s
of objects of ftxation link% values may be one-way (in one

dirctini o.- wo-waiy tesumi of both one-way values betueen
a pair of objects.)

(j~. Look Fraction - The proporti.on of the number of sll pocssible fixations which
are. dizected Yo a particulr (M6ject.

Loop Jlosure (or Feedback Control Loop) - A control Liw sppcifled '1n terms
of rontrolled element state variables or o'itpiit vmotion signals,
which are eompared w'ith input gignals in such a way that the
difference sigi~vil ean b,ý trsed ). the contro.liýr; -ompenaatoiy7
control.



Loop Gain -The low or high frequiency abym2ptoti c anplitude of an open-loop
frequency response; if unqu'~lifid usually areans lo frequency
esymptote.

Gai.n -The low or high frequency asymptotic amplitude of a frequency response
to an input; if unqualified, usually means low fr~equency asymptote
except in the csee of a washout.

Thteory of Manual Ccntrol Displays - A verbal-analytical theory for predicting
the diaplayeal variables, controller behavior and conitrol technique,
arid meeqvureia of performance and workload for pilots of manually
controli.eu vehicles, The theory is based on the notion that
display design is fundamentally a guidance and control problem
iviich has interactions with our knowledge of human psychomotor
activity.

Obnervation Remnant - Noise caused by poor coupling between the displayed
signal and the eye. Observation remnant includes scarning
remnant in multidisplay control tasks. (Cf. Injected Error-
PVemnant.)

?arafoveal Perception - "Seeeing without looking"; seeixig that upon which
one is not fixating; or seeing that which is outside the eye-
point-off-regard (E1'R).

P~ower Spectr~al Density -The frequency distributizon of the square of the
ampl~itude of (a) the (complex' Fourier coefficients of a
periodic function or (b the Fourier transform (if it exists)
of a non-periodic function. The power spectral density of a
random process is the mat-hematical expectation of the power
spectral densities of the~ iiidividual functions3 coanprising tie
process.

Quasi-Linear Pilot Model - A verbal-analytical describing function of a
class of humann pilot behavior with remnant.

Reaction Time Delay -A pure transport delay due to sensor excitation
(the retina in the visual modality; the semicircular cianals
and utricles in the vestibular modality, for examples), nerve

in the central nervous sinstem. It is closely related to, butK not Identical with certain kinds of classical reaction times.

Reconstruction (from the Sampled-Data) - The~ ext~rapolation of a cont~nuous
signel from discontinuous observations or samples of data.

eaive Rent (referred to the Erior) - The ratio of the wear'-squared
uný'orrelated error power to the total mean-squared error power.
It is the complement of the error coheren~ce. If so "'esign ted,
re.Lative remnarnt can alobe eferred to a control Ioint.

Remnant -That prt of a rion-ULneayt eontrolker's output. w~h._h is not linearly
c~rreln~ed witil the input to the controller.



i* IRemnant Error Spectrum - The power spectral density of an injected error-

remnant source.

Ynjected Error-Remnant Source - When mean-squared values of signals within
control loops are of prime interest, the remniant can be satisfac-
torily represented by a signal source having a specified power
spectral density injected into the closed-loop system. When
considered aa an injected signal, the point of application of
the remnant can be transferred from the pilot's output to the
pilot's inpat or error signal as long as no nonlinear elements
are ppased in the process of transferral. At low frequencies
the remnant data for a wide variety of controlled elements coalesce
best when all of the remnant is injected at bhe pilot's input
or error signal. (cf. Observation Remnant)

Saccade - The quick movement of the eye by which the gaze is transferred
from one fixation point to another.

Sampled Data System ,. A system in which at least one signal is observed
discontinuously at random or sytematically.

Scanning Interval (Look Interval) - The elapsed time between the start of
successive foveal fixations on a particular object.

Scanning Remnant - A form of remnant attributable to foveal scanning by the
human operator.

Separated Displays - I multipartite collection or arrangement of distinct
individual or disparate dispLys or instruments havirg at lest
a task or controlled element in common.

Subcribical Tracking Task - An unstable controlled element which can be
stabilized by a loop closure.

Symbol Density - The relative proportion of the total displayed field of
"view which is occupied by members of the symbolic format
exclusive of the background element.

System - A collection of interconnected physical devices or muthematical
operations.

Tremor - In '.he context of tracking control, the involuntary cuivering of
the manipulator contributed by the neuromuscular sfstem at
10 to 15 Hz. (Cf. Dither.)

Washout - A dynamic frequency response function having no response whatso-
ever to a static input.

Weber-Law Errors - Deviations from the linearity of stimulus-response
relationships in accord with the Weber-Fechner law. The law
asserts that equal increments of sensation are associat-d
with equal increments of the logarithm of the stimulus.

Zero-Order Hold - A type of continuous signal re,-nnstruction from samrles
"of data whereby the value of each observation is held constant
until the next sample is taken.
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Ba.t Cea, lforvlz 9W~

tiwoaf

A theo of displays, toethsr with vwIa" tchihqwse for e•tlysin cloed-loop pilot-rebeole al-
muId performance, providow i sytematic prooedure Ilo? Impraring the " =*cend control dispWla deoign

PsOesa* Central to this teory Is the notion thai displ aydsign Iv f~mdsinents1W a guidance and controi
problem vh'Ih has .'ntertatlcms with cur knowledge 4f hrman pmychomotor activity.

Tn ontlInivS the prirsiples of this &nsyvtio ;vAwroch eo disply design, sw review the inspirations for
op momven stoli in rM&Mt contavl sad Mnit. tooks end s rwisae the relatioship of eye scanng
phmewea to pilot describing functions md reamat. Several amearws of pilot vorklcad in control tooks
are dis•ussed. One maburoe in particular, has great promise in quantifying a practical defliAtion of w -
loed. this Is soxm coatrol cspaaIb. It it a meior orkl conSecor with pilot opinion rativa nd
whole-task effoecIve tim deays. We coocluU by, l~lutrsting the further co:nections with lead eqTAUlsatcp
scning workload, phyuiologicel measures of w-oJsonlar tension, sW the effectl of additioDal odalittl

ca visual vorklee.

the design of guidance an cmntrol displays which properly interfcve witn the pilot and tba control
system of a mwa aircraft or apaw-eraft is often based on Intuition and traditivn backed by & qualitativo
understanting of the potentic'-"y useful control Inornation. ntrurent arrangements, integrateA display
formats, and flight dirctor system are selected using this btagroi'r and experience sni we then s.b-
Jested to ,sdhustit and often expensive development and coMa.ison in s!ialators ea, ulti+toly, In flaiht.
fte simulation process usually reveas shortcomings in the econceivd disply system which re overao•me
by pyrogr'astve modification. retestftg, renvalution an4 reassavsnent. This procedure is often tim*
oocstai ead costy. UntV. recently however, It Ie ben entiraly ruceesary for neleotion of the bWet
copomise 41SPlav systet

A tb-=r for guldUc arA couttol displays (e.g. Ref. 1 and 2) together with valideted techniques for
anaplag cloed-loop nilot-vehinlo d ¢namic performece (e.g., Ref. 3 and I41 now provides the aans for
considrably Improving the display design process. A first step Sn the application of %he thebrY In to
translate the verbaly, understood purposes of a guidance and control 3isplay system into •re syscific
.engineering term. For the display designer, this firat step has been most difficult. Although be nor
no- m- that hbma.% unmliability is roelaed to vorhlood, he can o verball quaify wrios, beer-ue he
"does not presently hve a quantifiable expression of the penalties asociated Y. human rror in Pe
w.nen.m which is tveamns.ate with the cumtary performance metrics of mision ruiceba.

P== C7 A U XDO Ei AND COV7tL DMSPIA OEM

otAts brood~y; the purpose af a new gaiamoemand control display systea. shaildl be to improve Piloted
system parforcanco to a point where at lest a subset
"r even the whole set of mission requirements can be

£ ~satisified. In qystem engineering terumthe inprole-
1-,1 A c ,,ut of performance Implies geoater froqueacy band-

LAS 3 FALTwidths "n correso odingly reduced closed-loop s~vutem
Slags and errcrs in following commasnd . Xt alto Implies

improved supprension of the effects of extoirnal distt-

37bances. in terms 'ýf pilot behavior the imnrovesmont of

S04 performanct, implies reduced effectiw. time delay;
0 • / •reduced pilot-induced noise insertion (%Lated omtrol

I action); ircreased allovable range of pilot-gain vat-
at istion consistent with closed-loop sytetw stability;s h and reduced workload to a 7.evel where bo is efficiently

and gainfully occupied, yet able to cope to a Vre-
a, S,• COAM M, C scribed •e~lree with the unexpeotfd.

o For examples the yrol otype Zero Reader(Dflight

director, like its counterpart, the automatic pilot,
Inspired awe rather than confi,'ence in professioral

Q. ¢pilots, be.sause it falles to display the confidence-
g inspiring situation or st Atus information to which
isa pilots have always been accustomed. Sitte the %'plot

0 tiU vent to his separate displays for stetus infor-
+ +nation, use of the prototype flight director for

to $9 uidance and control seemed to be an extra task. Many

Ov, experiments (Ref. 5-8) have Proved that the coateaporary
integrated flight director can nd does inprove over-all

-+IO sM eystm performance. Howver, even without significant

Q o. performAnce improvement (scmetimes di' fcult to MOiAre
experimentally) the flight director system should &I-
way make the pilot's job easier. That is, it should

A O reduce his vorkload from that required to irfom tt-

task ua'ug no-rmal cockpit ir trumeftatit.3. This il'
eludes boch the ecenning workload twA the perceptual
vorkuad required, e.x. a for pilot CeWratioO of low

Yjade I. tpic• Eyea Fpinion A ltio LAW% freueny Squalltsotio. The result of such reductlow

Vectors ena Nel Pratctiams Measured in 3iasIis fgproved pl~ot ratjrin, thyvic¶i inerrmed Itoniem

.Tat Ty rpovt virtriseet A~~hsIn t1* O'teplv O Ind ck"Va~ed C -trotAO .rAiuity

Th i3~-2A-i



for cupia with uwapiezted voitlacd.
A~n ezxiJs of tbs rdtwtioa In scumi:u workload Cewsmlifid by transition linkYt vaoo to and from

=6 4wfl fracio ca tbo Smoriutal 11ituatical Waiostorffia lope Miaps M@ (ESi/&) I obtained with a
f~l4t dlreaW., pressutV.ton can be found in ef.f M. lii I (from Rot. 6) is incluMe here to sbov the
o.aeze In acacniM vorklosi ~the fraction of total tig spent on eaoh instrumA is Ineidiota" tburaazý is
goig fhoz a ==I nES task top 114) to a fligtt director config'uration (-mr figuirs). !5is coaran
tic=1J flJ~t airecta~ OwtiJuration vas alaec wed La preliminary simAsltion studies parformm at Mn
QUtisiC3 the results of VAhe tweed Mog~t diroact desi props. at Rlef. 9. ln the aftneed direct=r
sy&U trivedela from thu study, rA pilot leet eqjmlizetfion(a pnedcted, and miniwed In One sanclator by
pilot Semelbics LiaotiorsI wes eqOLUzad. %ae OINaLUUM reMuts aboad go IrovMWnt in P"lo rating of
I to 1 1/8 pozU nt-s tfa 1/2 to 2 cc the Cooper Scale) acd Ogruml-1 Iss±ulop boon-folloving performance
for various inpts as Indicated In YUg. 2.

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ d AdaodDrco em Errr from G3U. Blope
COMMUt MIo BLY2to 0 2 6Ica1

5 10 15 20 RP VAOft

Rond= Vertical Oust Nw) IOt - 3. tt/aso (.07 ag/a) 0to

ToXWAnpzJ Pilot Mae Tztetional 10kt(5J.15.i/s)
Opeed Cbsie______________ 0

SIedvind MJbnr 15 kt/10 too (7,,'2 u/a/t0 iso)_ ___0
step, Vertical oust 10 ft/Wa (3.0)5 814)0

7Igure 2. Simlat d R &M o vs-Yollcvin& ofr~ Undur ibnunl Contol witU Various !upato.

Slth regard to its IEm.at on closed-loop system performsuce, end pilot uorkload, a smio flight directox,
system is coapetittvv with an autametic flight control systda. in fact, for approach iii CAT I .NA TI occm
6itiono Flight 6i.'aotors offer lezs welpt, vcLm, andi poter Penalties sand are more raJiieolc am less tvaL4i
nt a given level of redundsanay then tbuir automatic equivalents. Also, M, ght director eyatem parfonuneif~
csan be wAiely eq~uul to that cf automAtic syutemc for beam command foUowi* and distui-bance suypreb~olon
Yor "ertalu other ioputt, such ca overflighits, the flight director/pIlot oystes perftrtof2 sw4 be saperior
to that of a fuly aiwtomatic system. Furthermore, t3e flight diroactor permits better utilimation of the
pilot aaý covilut to their uormal roles Gsa active ocutrollers and monitorr, of the situation. In tWe vWy
they arw ka.k in the loop In cese of aircraft or Ayaten failures. Miiever, assusdAg e au tonatic fliot
coutral. syvte5 Is iretelled and used, an additional purples of thi flight director is Uo prolide an Overall
sonitor on the automatic system's pierformance both to Instill c. .Idence In the pilot and to perrilt b~im to
tkAY9 over in case (if system m~nalotion.

The extent to isbiob tba ab-jva purposes arn octualy acoqmlinbed deffinas 0t3 'oodn@5s' of an integratod
flight dirrector system as an cminsol of a guidancil &an control &ispln. &Vwiceexpree*4 the purposes nr
daeysej avsign in GysteM enginvering terms, VU coo apply an &analtical debign approAdh siwh as that Mrse-
trate in Refs. 2, ý and 10. In what follows, ws shall only be able to sumwril# the principles of this
approch to dispis; tesisa, By sem of thIs aaulyt5.ca.e ra~vch we caa acbiina a Z~oittr u21dersbad-4 Arg of tre 49teractioas wwon tba p~ot, the displo~, system and the vhchl~e. Putting, thimunderstonding to
work -ell in t.ahitrr direct and izrportmnt savings in the display desIgn and e"valuWa L Pi prces.
FWjWPZ 07 MUDAl= MlE Cai3iML DISPIA

MiSVWo design, Ic tour view, iig I'Nclamentally pirt of a guidunce and control ;robleti which has Later-
sotiow with cur knowledge of hizuun psyslhwotor activity. Oux trootmet of the display-pilo-airc.raft
as~tem rests on three Ifundwental hypotc1 avqs~:K ~I . T. accouqaUsh guidance al IS control. fumctiont, suzab as flying s desired track in ' ho

prosnce uf 6isturbsncev maintraluing precisllon contrcl (us iu formations or refuelind)#
flying intocepteý or approachems, atte., tho huse pilot sots up a varisty of cloecd-loopsKabout the aircraft which,, by ituelf, could hot other-4se accorsplieh ttesa tasks. in
control systeims eueineerii* terms his contro~l actions arm functions of desired end sotrAl
aircraf+ motions.

2. To t* satisfw~tory these oloWe-locp sysLhu, coepris~ag both animate erA iranizmcs 006-
pccnts, azstt. share certsin oa! the qualitetive dynamic fsittures of "good" clooed -loop
system -f a solely iaeniemt. natuvi. k4 the adaptivu mezu, to wanoarpliak this eirI,
the pilot must make up for sty dynamic defiaiencien of thd aircruft by appropriale
adj.otmento of his dynamic proparties. (3cr. the "alrcrrft" includes the disps controls).

M.whre to a nost to tisi adjratsexuL--in workload-Iinuced ntrosap in concentretion of
pilot faculties, andii n rsduced potential for copiw with tbo unexpected. Thic coat
can also .ve tre~ed ta~r the cost of autcuatic controls. In making this P~rcde-oM', or~A

ay kllocatc part of the tasck to msmnal aLi part. to automatic . ootrol.

TNoaeoirl olotrA-loop thsoi7 ooe miat have *emc gito of ao~si to describe ;ilot behavior. Our models
bave evwvekd %1rom sisale 4ingl~e-loop, fixed base aituations to represent multilobp fixnd and noving bass

sce~r,307 My arT7 'eyUPe-Al 'A' predictiOd Pa6tantieJ bksndling quality probleums f'O. cw mod uneloi'"
areas and !or flight control sysaeu/airplm coi~natioae vhioh are not of the 'oLiai..el- var$.ty. 5%Yei
can P~.18o be uWed to WAuAyM &A erý11UA' Nimala~tln reSUlts after the fact. Via isaefulnees has luoreassad

overtyearisr enI sic tomly Gr wavr cooncrte. 0 ý'ex a decade of restsL-h and appl: catim (seate " iblin.-
4~~ WO&~ 4n? )# ins both Avr~e rAl 3urd b-e. es resulted tn 00dols Of Pilot behavior that eas%4hW

*ittlI 6-;,3 "v *on be used to tr.oat wiry COeOln ecM a f' Igt OUrW poe.~eeo

~f. ~? 18>?A-2



19* The disrplaed variables and control display associations required for the task from
the likely loop. closed by the pilot to moomliab a given task (i.e., Instrumeents used
In 3Yi, visual cue In Mh);

2. One dynaric bqhaviar require of the pilot (egdescribiag functions), end hence the
piloting techniques exhibited III the given tasks for tized-bee operations;

7.Effects of certain motions on the pilot dyandoi behavior Lncluding cewe likely to be
utilied or ignored;

~.Pilot *=aenitr and ratins;

6. uema ionual control capacity, i.e.j, measures or Wak workload or additional workload
tbxt couid be accomplished; preferred coafinations of displaye variables which ame
compatible with the physial scannin workload constraint.

7. Sa~m patterns (for TIF) Includiing proportions of time spent on eacu i notrument and
link probabilities from instrument to instrument.

This is &a wry impressive list, but w. chould note, of course, that not every i~om ca it can be predicted
with equal ecrofidence, largely because of tha ±ifferc&.es in the underlying empirical bases. Consequently,
wbile estimates nan be made for everything listed, the depee of precision in these esticatas will vary.
Nonetheless, the point we wish to mobe Is that all of these thing can be, and have bten, do&ne. They are
very useful for pre?.iminary design analysis, for predicting of key problems Lu novel situationa., for exper-
lnsnteal planning safi guidance and for the Luterpretatloa tF experimental results.

Remarkably, the theory in, generally speaktie, fs.. more advanced than the usual measurements pvcticod
in ex:perimantel simulation. Theme are noiw4.-y based on s, state of art appreciation which is at :,east a
decade behind the appreciation afforded by dedicated closed -lool analys... Often the onl.y measures taxken

-' an ar ymtem performance and pilot rating. Such wasui usmts can at best give only a grosm smoothed-oyez rnew.
%mey ..e, of course, enonmouly useful Lu determdioig whether a parti%.a~lar system is satisfactoryj but they
2a5m mocb to be desired in determining the causes and corrections for difficulties except by ad hoc adjust-
montb etich may be vmduly influenced by 'artificial"e aimaicWn charecteriýtics. We believi. tha#t may of the
coclexities which devolve from the h~ro pilot'a presence are now a proper and useful siflbJect of engineering

41L enalysýs. frls *!lw Is amply supported by the reports end papers listed In tha Bibliogrophy In Ref. ii.
~ I We shan~ now turn to a brief discussion of som principles at the fringe or low-confidesce side of the

theor. these are display saspling and ascanning, and workload assessments.
MAMMZ~j FOR MY NNVMMI 'MISSIN8 MONL CWM¶~L AN~D HMlI''OnM -1AM~

Use uiasurement of pilots'* eye fixations and movements about the Instrument panel within the cockpit hat

-ttracted research for over a quarter of a century (e.g., in Ref. 10, see Ref. 67-77, 8e8 93, ad9)

z.Uy sit1gn~tlY~ diff.zont experimental iesulto on the two different panel arrangements, an embuyonic
~~ ~ display arrangement hypothesis was set forth in 19t9~ "Differences between the time spent an the vorious

ilstr~ment* in the tv., panel arrsxtementostmy be explairnsd by the hypothesis that pilots tend to &~pend more
I tise on the centrally located instruments, and particularly on the instrument located In the top center

position. t.iile not definite, this finding suggests that iiatrumnt pawel designs should place the moou.
_40important Lns*ruaet for Instrument flight In the to; center position of the panel, amd the next Mort impor-

Unat instrument in the lower center position." (From Ref. 67 In Ref. 10)
I Oher earl.' studies of eye movements of flight personnel were concerned with open-loop signal detect~ion#

0 gor example, searching for targel.s on radar scopes, monitoring multi-engint performance for threshold-
arceedencez.,, and establishing miniona visual angles external to the cockpit ander visual flight rules.

SNoever, the inspiration for much of this eye movement work was fouddothbae httecessd
a-by the ya.ot in 9gaWMMn flight would be reveale by noting the (separated) instruments upon Which the

foves. of the eye was fixatiAg !ns'do the cockpit under instrument flight rules, &.4 by correlating the dir-
eation of fixations ".ternal. to the cockpit with significant ground-based cues Inr landing approaches under
vlsaml Ci'ght ruleps. Information sbu~ut the useful instrument flight, control cvms vas believed to be funds-
mental to ea understanding of the function served by flight instruments. It was expected that this
zgeratundu.6 would, In turn, rvrm a basis for improving the design of aircraft Instruments, Increasing the
off latency of instrument flight ti-mining, and simplifying the task of instrument flying.

Today we are stL. working to fu'lfill this expectation, because the premise on which it was founded
twenty years ago has been shown *.o be on;4 a partial truth for several reasons. Pilots develop an ability
to opervate effectivel~y on parafover.lly and peripherally perceived Information (Ref. 11), albeit with acow

'No ilaitatxtah (Ref. .2), and, of cours.., on reinforcing (i.e., nonconflicting) motion amc aural cues. lFurthex,
thaia is c-,asiderieble indirect evidence (e.g., Ref. 13) that In "stare mode" circurbmac..es fixiL5 the eye-
point-of-regard serves merely to stabilize the eyeball1 for good parafoveal viewing, so that the fixation
poin'. say be uncounected with the ineormotion actually used, or even perceived, by the pilut. We cannot say
that what !As betng fixatftd necessarily corresponds to an Input.

C 111A2inspiration for the varlieat pillots' eye vermment studies--that scen pftttr-no might be Useful for
vorkload mseh*urco-4ra, evived wore rwcently in Ref. A~. While scez Patterns -r Indeed relevant to work.load,
the aonnect.on Is w~t simple. Tv eyp requires fixation to keep the eyeball stabLe, so there is a kind of
ft,-kLUsCn UaV for U14 LAIebA1--the @A01 V the fixation dwell times on the instreanta expands or contracts
to e~ial the tiezz available (nso..otlia facc Aclie s) There is, of course, a minimum dwell time of about
0.4 fee p, Lmtriument, 6,6, it is possible tc, contrive saturated conditions where Lhe control task deaar.ds
pilo.ý fiKAtioe, on too many iootnmants too rften in order to malatalo cortrul. Zut the interpretation -f
suoll esaulta vaut: often be mzbiguowa 1: o*2 Is lookrina for the pilot's inputs.

~e erly~ r~vemut .tutex eferavaMed bov .,onaldered UftixAtb sosm a fnactioil Of ths Onveel 9il0t.
w~rrrNaie t,% WMNc ea X*-Air s-ya~ocb but aooQwte&y *ýAr frvn QA~ -v'trUOfa 61seazo eqwct

A-



14 ~~~To get at the totai. Opilitabilit' problem t V~s ed0 ~ son years W0 tht pilot-aircraft system 4ynamic
techniqus be aplied to tw display area. Under coordinated NM-M and JAU3 na•nmbyip %n !tav in the
las tou years developed, refined# sad elaborated a theory (Refts. 2, 10 emS i15 aspued It to -_ nuber of

Intrtsingaltat~m (aft 2,15and 16), sW have avvpported sand ww=nW ths theOretical dev1coms& in
cru•ial areas with ;*erimental efforts (Refs. 6, 16 and 17).

SCAM=~ PEMOMM TO MR WSU
besides imatrument-to-Lnctrnmnat scans, ocaninog cecurs between elearat with•m colized or intairated

symbolic and pictorial displays. lor exmple, secordary ftixatioF transitions within the two-axis attitude
director on various s•yaol, indices end scales have been observed in the experiments of Bet. 6. henc
several pictorial examles of pilot's scanning patterns on different inatrument pael arrngemnts in Ref. 13,
ter Is shown an internal pattern on an Integrated contact uAlog display. Ovious•y, one wult spuk of a
oveal scanning pattern s m symboloa In the ccae cf the contact analog or soma other integrated display,

rather than among instrumate" as we shall do -in most of vbzt tollovs.

Furtbraorea, an observable roveal scanning pettern may be accoaenled by a pmrafoveal scmning pattern
of rwrnass whIch I# rnotrectly observable by meauring eye movemente. However, the presence 2f parafoveal
vreness is Indirectly observable by its influence on the pL.Lot'u deecribing function.

Altboug ve 6k.11 be easking primarily about the visual modality, the pilot can also *o-eA to use or
Spore action %A auz•.-A oes. While this is not quite like sampling, the more or less continuoms use of the
vestibular or sural aodality is akin to a process of seleotion when these cues reinforce the visual modality.

T1 proportion of the total ra . of fixations which fall upon a varticular instruent is called the
averae look fraction for that Instrument. It# uppe. bound t one-half, which inplies that every other fix-
ation or look is on that instrumant having a lck fraction equal to oe-belf.

the proportion of the total time during which fixations dwell on a particular instrument is called the
average dwell fraction for that Mtntrwnt. Since the cumulative sum of all dvell fractions, including blinks
ad distractions, t equL unity, by definition, the dwell fraction is also termed "fractional scanning
workload" or "probability of fixation."

The proportion of all fixation transitions which go In the mame direction between a pair of instruments
(arrows in Fig. 1) is called the "one-way link-value" in the specified direction. The Sa of the two one-way
Ulink-values between a pair of instruments is celled tte "two vw link value. In 19, new research extended
the display arrangemnt kYpothesiu of 19&44 to suggest that the pattern of link values between instrunents is
indicative of the goodness of different panel arrangements. Since, in point of fact, the *caning stat iUsics
ar Vite stationr t rir measurement intervals as short ma 100 sec, d4.ffore,4 one way link values between
the cane pair olt instiaente are also Indicative of determinism in scan patterns. The results in Ref. 6 show
no evidence of circulatory determinisp in scanning traffic. This simplification proves useful In making
pr~edition of scanning beabaior.

As f ane nin tell hirre.tly w have not discovered a w relationship betveen observable foveal

scanning statistics Qnd the accompanyin pilot's deecribir# uction and remnat. Instead, we have two
different limiting form for -a&tiloop pilot models in contrm +Asks. In experiments in Refs. 11 and 17, the
pilot's describlve function dynamics ia closing the several loops are not much degrada. with additional time

delays because of the scan, althongh the pilot gains are
reduced from those that would be expected on a single-

ATT lwop basis, and the foveal input information samples are
obtained from a finite dvell period with an average
minimum dwell time of about 0.4 sec. This is not what
one would obtain with a simple zero-order-hold sempled-

Ott .0j date system, so the sampling and scanning theory required
to elaborateibe the pilot's eye movements has been quite

With these empiricel facts as starting points, two
likely mental procedees have been proposed (Ief. 17),

U I called the "switched gain" model end the "reconstruction-
hold" model. For the switched gain process the quasi-

linear describing functions in the several loops incur no
6) P,.dlerd time delay because of the scanning and sampling processes,

srethouah the gain switching (multiplexing) from loop to
loop reduces the effective gain in each. In the recon-
struction-hold model a sampling delay is incurred, but

ATh may te largely offset by lead equalization as part of the
.03 signal reconstruction process, which tends also to restore(3j) 4 part of the average loop gain lost in the sampling proces.

03 :The principal cost of th4 scanning, s•mpling, and
1 reconatrvilion (or switching) behavior is an increased

"remant." This depends on the sampling frequency, fix-
"0 ation dwell time, and sampling frequency variations, as

.04 wal as the signal variance. Since the hypothetical
S••0 signal reconstruction process attenuates sampling remnant,

"35 .s the switched-gain model will produce relatively more
• remnant, if other variables are equal. The remnant

represents pilot control movements which are Incoherent,
i.e., not linearly correlated (via the describVi-

•tAfe•s'd function) with the externally imposed forc ng functions.
The renwat acts like an injected noise, and it t;,c real
cauat of saturation in malti-instrument dlsplaqs. Do,

fle•wv i. P*veiated sO V- Kaev Dv*L Fractions as we maid at the outsot, meanureesut of eye fixation
&-A lc" Y.I'A Poogbilities for X~nu&1 IM is certsAinl conwected with pilot Inputs and workload

but tihe cooe.otlco3 ts by no w&"~etl
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As it nov stands, the theory of multiaxls mourning Caon be used to estimate fixat~ion proabilities =
1OstruUmflt-to-inatrument link probabilities fairly accurately. As an example, Yig. 3 shows oms prediatfas
"sad with the reconstruction-bo3.d version of the theory fflef. 10) for a landing approach tuming Moving 707
aircraft dynamics, as compared with wasasurementa (14f. 6) mae usming the DC-8 landing approach simulator
at Ames Research Center. The reseemblance is quite good, especially considering the Infant state of the
theoryf at ths time.

This concludoy a review of the Inspirations for eye movement studies In flight control and monitoring
taaks, a description of scanning phenomena, mod a summary of this relationship to pilot describing functions
wad remnant. Defor* discussing some other measures of workload in control tasks, we shall sumarize the
procedure for applying the multiaxia scanning models to a display design problem and relate key steps in
the systematic procedure to predictable display design Characteristics.

A YSTftaTIM C OUIAhWC AND CON~TROL DISPLAY MOM10 PIIOCE11WR

11-e principal steps in the procedure for predicting wnltisxis gremming behavior during preliminary Coo-
trol (iloplay design are ordere numerically in Table I- The required information which serves a" a starting
pc~nt for predicting scanming behavior Is drveloped in step 4. The general principles of closes-loop system0
synthesis and the required analytical techniques which help to complete steps I through I. have been described
In Refs. 1, 2, 3, )4, 10 and 18. The resulta of step 4. will Include & quantified block disgram for ons or
more nuixual control tehnique(s) appropriate for the tpsk and closed-loop frequsnoy responses for all of the
displayed variables required for controlling and monitoring the task in responise to all Comma inputs,
diaturbance inputs, and to models for remna~it. These remnant models make J'. practical to consider the ob-
served remniant as resulting from equivalent injected noise fources at the pilot's perception and control
paint@ in the multiloop structure.

in stop 5 the effective dwell fraction and scanning frequency for eacL required Point Of fixation
(instrument or dtaplayed symb~ol) are Predicted in A waLy which minimizes the total error Yariance Vector.
This prediction must be B'Jbjeot, of course, to the time-available constraint on the cimuOative tov*el dwell
fraction, which will be ultimately verified In step 10. Two different techniques exist for.performing stleps
5 through 10: one, based on the physical insight afforded by classical feedback control theory, is described
arA applied in Refs. 2, 15 and 19; the other, based On optimal control theory, is described and applie in
Be f. 20.

The cohererke determinant in step 6 governs multiloop stability in the mean-square sensee therefore, It
must be greater Lhan zero. A value for the determinant which ts much lees then unity mea0- that incoheren~t
error power due to sampling renment will be much greater than the coherent error pwwr due to inputs and
disturbances. If the coherence determinpnt, approaches unity (its upper bound), the arzor power will become
increassingly coherent.

The coherence determinant depends on the display scanning statistics as veil as the closed-loop frequency
rfespon~ses to models for sources of remnant. Therefore, it is desirable to obtain the coherence determinant
in analytic form first, so that the average scanning statistics can be estimated in conjunction with their
influence on scanning workload (cumulative dwell fraction) in Step 10 and mean0-squared errors in steps 7 and

TABtE I. PTOEXr" O PREDICT=~ WMLTAXIB sCAJINDI XIV70B ON A PRELTIMDARtT CCSTRL VISPIAY D

eM1 NUUMU AND PUBIJRO PIMEICTABLZ RESULTS FOR DISPLAY =Br=1111M

1. Define the Control Problem lad Task Forcing Ftmutions, Task and Outer-Loop Variables, 2ý
Controlled Element Transfer Functione, 2
Performance (Error) Requiremsnts8

2. Prepare a Prospectus of Control Locrw Se9lected LOOP Candidates i
by Numerator Inspection

3. Assume Stabcility Margin Requirements i
ii, AnAlyse Loops Using Adaprtive Feedback Seecte Autoaticand DisplayedFedback@ T - --

selection orypothesis etituent Signals, Reference Systems, sand "Quicken-
ing" Equalization for Displays), a'ilotieg
Techniques, and Describing Functions in Saub Loop 5
Pilot Opoinion Ratings

____________ ____________ Closed-Loop tesponsesT

C. ccpute Ettective Di 'play Scanning Effective Dwell Interval, Dwell Fraction. seaeming
Behavior which MInmim~es Total Frequency for Each Display 6,9
Error Vector________________________ -

6. Compute Coherence DeterminAnt AMd Error Coherence (Relative Remnant) 8
Tost for Reasonability ________________________

.r. Compute Input-Correlated Root-Gin- Coherent System Error
&Vuared Error Vector ________________________

. computo To*tal Rloot 4ua-Squared Total System Error 13
Xrror Vector andi Test Againet
Performance Requirements___ _________- -

r;. CAmpte Foveal %la~ming behavior Foveal Dwell aw4 toot Fractions for sec. DisPlAY 10

01') Test twoulative deeaming Workload Potentially Saturated an Overeaturated Selemming
for Sattirstion or Over-Saturation Requi remoentL¶1,. Compute FiXAtion Probabilities ami Distribution of Seeming Workload Awft Displa4" It

13, aabrlis mteYO Nait W t folvU5 Resulting Preliminary thsplay 0*eip
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Sometime the sun of th* affective dwell fractions will exceed unity In the scanning worklo.d conetrailrt.
This to called ovierseturation. MIore often the trial @su will exceed (i~,where V. is a margin of seaiming
'workload for mrAitoring, communication, navigation, search, identification, fuel management, "n supervisory
tasks. Iffeooiv* dwell fractions, the surnof whsich apparently exceeds the scaiming workload constraint, emn
be achieved oith lover roveal dwell fractions if perefovoal. perception of the appropriately displaws si.VlAl
Is not inhilited. Reduced feveal dwell fractious and look tractiona, in stay 9 are based on the relative
n-.;,*er, %tj, contrast, and separation of symbolt, eloments in the displayed fieald of view.

If the sum of froyeal dwell fractions in stop 10 2=i1l remains oversaturated, It Imay be necessary to com,-
bioc displays, allocate more work to automatic loops, or, In sowe comes, assign teasks to ýnoither crew am-
ber.

,_step 11, the coriputation of probabilities of fixatinn end eye movement link values follows tbe sBas
prc, A.ure as in already documented In Tables 19 and 20, p. 1ý4-176 of nre. 10.

TD step 12, ame shcu~l be guided by logical siplty-control saaaýeiatima~ andi the D)isplay Arrangement
LrAUothsis in Pef. 10, p. 62.

Finally, in step 13 one may establish the display scaling and resolution by following the rationale se
forth on p. 60 of llef. 2.

This conoluden a summary of the procedure for determining average multipexis scanning behavior on a pre-
liminary display design. In view of the experience which we have with Its application to five different
aircraft to date, we have high confidence of Its value in display problem-solving as well as preliminary
design. Let us now finally discuss sarc models for quantifying pilot workload in control tasku.

PTIw WOiMOAn MDM'A
Someone ha~s observed that one of the prerequisites for ccnducting research in any discipline should be

acst of accepted def,#nitions. For example, in the "hardware vorld" much terme as reliability, failure,
KW7, an performance measure,-ent hove acquired disciplined meaning. Yet no such established glossary of
tiered exists for anaysis of L.Iman reliability, workload, or performance. In practice many messuzenents C*

iyitmerror in human factors studies fall to distinguish adaptive properties of human behavior eas
even a simple measure of workload such as mean-square control activity, which is sensitive to adaptive
behavior, is not Included. In thai spirit of offerin a sr eeal definition of workload which can be
measured sod predicted, we suggest that the abilit~ orcapaity) to aeemplis. additional (expcted or
u:Expected) tasks is a suitable definition of work;.oad. For example, the pilot opinion rating scale satin-
fie:, this definition up to its "uncontrollable" limit point. The fractional scanning workload also satisfies
this definition as long as there exists a, marstin which can be reliably traded for additional tasks. Purtber-
more, -. nvaber of cauxiliary tasks, the decrements In scores on which, from the unloaded &tate, give an Inde
of theA demwad of' the primary tasX, will Also sAtisfy this definition of workload. However, one Particular
measure has, at the moment, very great promise in integrating many of the measures Into one basic context.
This 14 excess control c~pecity, the major connector with pilot rating and main task effective time delay.
From this, w~e h~all thendevlop the further connections with scanning workload, Physiological measures Of
nieuromusc':-lar 'tension, knd the effects of additional modalities.

pilot 'Rating and Excess Control Capacity

Several scales for use in handling quality ratings exist; the most widely used, the Cooper Scale, con-
tains ten ;robablY unequal divisions. In spite of its tin subdivisions, it is probably fair to say that the'
Coopeir ftcJe deliberately senphaci9es three categories of Increasing workload. nhe category boundaries ser
b.2tween gastiutactory for normal operation and acceptable for emergeIncy operation (a nuwwrical 5.5), anM
between the ewergency Operation category and unacceptable (a nwumricaL 6.5). Its limit Point Of' 10 Iieplies
th~at the pilot had no excesm control capacity--even for survivall The considerable pilot ratinZ data avail-
aLble in Rlef. 21 for the estimation of handling qualities indicate that, where closed-loop co.,cnsnt~ory
trarking is the tank, the pilot's increments in rating are indeed based on the relative difficulty with which

hep~ obaA n iti~ the specified performance. -pp
The noti(vi that among the causal factors of pilot rating are the pilot's atte,,pts to ,Int in prformance

%Iy vorking to control In spite of the increasing difficulty w#4 further supported by an exprinewnt which
wmeAured a parameter uniquely related to ekness control Capacity (Heri. 21). A secondary auberitical tracking
teask was used to "load" the pilot so that his performance on the primary task began to deteriorate. A block
dIlt~a,. of tl"'se tasks is shr'vn in Fig. 6. The difficulty or the secondary task was made proportional to
primary teak performance. Thus -Awn the pilot was keeping primary task error performance less than aI .riter-

ion value, the secondary task difficulty was automatic-
ally increased by increasina the Iate of dive!rgence of
the secondary InqtabilitY. Conversely, when the Pilot

-e was so busy with the secondary toejit that pri-vry error
-c Pilot be bev as larger than the criterion vAlue, the secon,1-ry task

VP#Evelucied e(pitch) dirficulty automatically dtecrsee, The final sation(T-
e c, ry level of' seconder) difficulty vms determined by

*e Pilt 8 e ,1(R ) the sensitivity of the primary task performane* to
Plt b sdloading. T1e final "score" Is letesainr aue

- YPs k014) of the secondary unstable pol (SI" red/ee TheyV ] scok-#@ obtained from this croes-COUPlOd s1condakry task
represent its degree Of diffic ultyl consequently, they

_____________ -also represent the "degtee of ease Of' the Primary tmeak
or the excess control capacity available with respect
to the primary task.

IGO lThe achievement of the critical 11F41,11"' score I"I the cross-couFLpled seCOndary teak Irdieales a "ondtion
of matimu available oepee ontvi i'ep'ity *~ *10il
of the specondary teask as a "Critical' Wak th this l1011-O tring dease. The critical taok PrOV104ea a divettrget Co"-

?igue k.Singe-to PrmaryTeaktrolled element of a ferm Oaet tightly eonstrains the
with SsI.Mder Cr,,es-cevPl0d Loadin PeeTak alloweble pilot e0"1156 nnarte eino gt

ereeeiever. Thisi p,(11erty of the eritical twit )etwee
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the pilot's effective tvms delay, T,,
ma the ao01 det4rmlnant of system etebil-10 0.8 0.6 0A 0.2 0 l'()50/)h) Attentlonol itY. When the divergence is grouellyI I I I I I until controlis t the

0 02 0 .8 1.0 , Excess Control i oo.,tthis "criticar divergence02 • -8 .0 Zl/¢ •X(IllCopo tro| .maw cootlat 18 4 meaure of To. (hef.2!
I I 0  I 1 I city the pilot which

demands ~ ~ ~ r onIces n440 the wh~ole""oy to Ooy Range of A., tas) . .n b expected to premo hu-7-rMThe Criticol,LlmitIng ScCore achieving his critical limiting scoreon the croes-coUpl04 secondary task. We
shall return to partition T. for the

Controlled Elements: vwole teak after Illustrating soe0 K/ results which we have obtained with theOroes-coupl,. subcritical task.+" K/['2('7)(7.8)se(7.8)'] Secondary scores obtained for a
X K/[St2V7)(16)s*(16?2] variety of primary cwotroll•d elements.
SK/s(s2) presented in Ref.' 21. Fipuro 5 shoio

K/s~s.4)how the scores for the best gain config-S• K/s(s#4) urations of each controlled element cora-
7 K/s(s.•K I Pae with the Cooper rt.nps.; The

agreement is extro ly good. Zen tjeo K/t suberitical teak itself in the role of8K/(4-2) the primary taek, which has been a
notable culprit in other correlations,
seem to Ube correlated linearly with the. -.- J.... _...L... other data. In Fig. 5 a score )-.

0 .1 2 3 4 5 6 7 corresponds to 100parceftt of the
xs(rod/sec) pilot's-attention being devoted to tie

primary task or no excess control
capecity, vhereasa lluiftirn score
(4 Z 5.5) means that no attention isFiure 5-. Subjective Pilot Rating Versus First-Order Cress-Coupled roquIled to maintain primary task per.

Instability Score formance or that 0 percent excess
control capacity is available,1- our first application of the cross-coupled secondary subcritical task for display evaluation, secondaryscol. 114e been recently obtained for JAMAIR (Ref. 22) using several Integratea display confiuration. shownin g 6. The primary t•sk was longitudinal station-keeping with simulated helicopter dynamics in a forn.L-tirn approach using a cathode ray display. The primary controlled elm nt remained the saiw throuj*umt thetests, In eddition the pilot svbjecta were required to maintain the ssign* altitude by revulatt'g againstdisturtaences with the collective lift control using the altitude and vertical speed displays. -The secondarystucritical task via employed as the controlled element for motions in roll attitude presented on the arti-ficial horizon and was crss-c•ouPled to loiq0 tudinal separation error on the priary taek. 2he pilot sUAJeqct""re aked to maintain as level a roll attitude as poesible while trying to maintain the seilgsed altitudeand to mimllse their longitudinal separatim error in following the quai-randei volety fluctttons of thelesaer of t.* formaion.

The secondary scores so obtained are shown in Fig. 7 as #% function of the pri m..- display for-.t. Wotlcethe tndei-y of measeured excess control capscity 'o increas•, If explicit rante n•n-rntiom (8 * R) is eCe-binad with a display of the "state" (8) of attitude and the tack error. Both eye--oint-or rocerd meur,-cmnteMAd pilot comment confirmed that in using the "state-and-rate' (8 + P) f/rrnst the subJects were not momitor-ing the airspeed indicator am much u with the "state" (8) format. Hence, ve nmay Infr that this memured

C•ATIIXm RAY DISPTAY

Vertical [jn d irator

RAY " Artificial Maltrionez'gl PAY UiKA¥ FOT •

_ .,. _ _ ,poitton _ - - velocity, -_ -rctor
-- -_ rrr I --rror trror -

otate *ti64e eed Rate Flight Virr'ctorI OI ,, PD

Format D to semilar to l) wttweiht the position errer &Y1601
Flotwre g. ?tfrette# bleplay Arrsgmet with lnqils o4' of rsmt teetel e, P e e, rol "IC It,
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Pilots: OPB 0"? Replications Tagged Increase in excess control capacity is attributable to
a decrease in the monitoring workload marien, because

S.O the subjects' effective time delays did net decrease
in using the 0 t R format. The excess control capacity
mesa&urement in ?Ig, 7 exhibit. a further increment, if

Excess only a director command (D) having the proper lead

0 equa1..zatkon tii constant (T•, - 1.5 eec) is displaoro
capaity 0.6 0 0 0 ihattd nfralE bamasrdicvaýI

0] •excess control capacity my be attributed to a dicreaae

El/ to in the whole-teak effective tia delay. When the
(tad/arc) 0.4i confidenje-Lonpirizg task error display is integrated

0 w" with the fl~ht director display (PD) harIng the proper

0.2 - Q, lead equalization (TL a 1.5 etc), the meaured excess
control capacity tends to increase e•eai more. This

'0 01 ,application of a secondary task has an excellont

S 5+R +RT D YD FD potential of beccuing an objective measure of workload

a 1.5 3.0 1.5 3.6 1 lea In multiexis dispLay control tasks by using a w•eihted
quadratic sum of primary task errors to regula'e the

Displhy Configuration and Displayed Lead Tim secondary instability.
Constant, T (sea). (Bee Text tor Definition of Excess Control Capacity and Vhole Task Effective Tim
Con•tiguratiKW) I Delay

Figure 7. Cross Adaptive Task Measure of Excess Th4 effective time delay for continuous attention
Control Capacity on any task can be partitioncd as follows:

. [proportional• + L" 3v-frequency
Scontrol I + (1 load generation)

4 (nmuromuscular)
+•\ tension

I These are the principal components for effective time
"-delay in a fixed-base single-axis situation. Each of
the incremental components, 6rT aS blev, can t)•emselves

8.0- be considered as demanding an incremental workloid
•' change. The AT[ has in the post been considered a

S~c oufe Of perceptual vorkload. A plot of 1/5ve versus
Sthe order of lead equalizatio', is shOVn in Fig. B. no

IW, component vhýCh is relatid principally to neuro-
muscular tension is accordigly itself one of the best&60 w vrk~osd ashociations with physiological measures°

Figuie 9 shove that the average effective time delay
Sdecreases as average ne -romuscular tension Increases.

rMultiaxip . i•in', an also induce significant"•- additions to ;.;. effective tim delays necede to

S4.0 accomplish the e'ntire tosk. To the extend that the net
"w time delay increment due to scan is a predominant scan-

1 ining effect, the scanning workload can itself be
considered as an increment in To for the vhole task. It
can then be measured, In principle, as a change in the

! excess -ontrol capacity because the attainable score,
ko, on a side task will decrease as Te lncrtases. ror
inst ance, our multiple-loop results for both late-0.
and longitudinal aircraft control with integrated dia-

I I. Iplays, i.e., altitude and pitch attitude for elevator

None First Fecond aid bank angle and yaw rate for lateral control, had
ruter-loop pilot describing functions which were

Order of Lead Equolzotlon i sub" tantially the same as those for single-axis equive-

lent tasks (Refu. 21, and 25). Rowever, with separation
Figure .. verse Effective Time Delay as a of the variables about the panel and with the scanning
FUnctfon of the Order of Lead Equalization then needed, the excess control vorkload measured nn a
Required bf the Pilot oross-coup)ed side task would presumably increase. The

ditference between the separated and Integrated display
exceo,% control capacities would then be an Indication of

S.22•- the L innin workloa.

WI i other modalities are available, such an rotary
notion cuos from a moving base simulator or actual air-
craft, certain of the visual vwrkload requirements can
be reduced. In the case of rotary motions gre*P:, thang .20 semicircular canal threshold levels, the lov-fre"Peny

Slead generation requirement. are reduced (Peo. P6). to
aesvence the rotary motion cues petrit the pilot to
clae* an inner lotV akin to 'hat of a rate Ipro. 1%

S.1 net effect is to reduce the ,ffeetive V"ole-teak tim
60lay by about 0.1) see (vhceh also hbppeme to be tte

l I I, I. I I I l I l l Ae inertment requir*d to develop a tirst-amrer lo-
tj 30 40 so too IS0 frequency leoad). TIMs the total visual vorlkleat vi"

Av gere Netuomvucvlei Tenair•nNewlsI havw been rdue*A by the additi ofn motion. One eoa
seay that the toted. workload has "t beet 0h1"e beesme
wbet hod prevtou.ply been dona with the vistual eaiml

FIvir. 9. Pffective Tim Delay as a iaettiom was Vow accomplishe by te Visual plus motio ehmelsl
of Ataeree Ieuromeavlar "niomj stiimg together. Homer, the mtion In"" aKt
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esecntlally hutomatic--nearly reflexive in nature.--o the presence of the additional modalit. really reducest;o eooaclous workload as reflected by pilot ratings. The reinforeing we of aural an l otir modalities alto

Sa qu-1itatively similar effect.

CC1nMrJ TTK&IK
Ve believe that many of t)e complexities which devolve from the human pilot's Presence are "ow a proper

and aseful subject of enginee-ina analysis in guidance and control display design. The closed-loop tiwory formanual control display systems proviees a rational basis for orienting tois engineering analysis toward apredictable practical measure of pilot workload. This meusvre Is excels contrul eapacity., Pilot workload
lDcremantu duN to lead generation, acanning, alternate modalities, and that compog~nt of pbysiological stressixb1.b1ttd In neuro-uscular system toneion can all be subsumed under n wholo-task effective time delay, ve,and the croeg-adapt.ve side teak as a masure of excess control capacity is, in principle, a cowv-.aiet ladi-
cation of pilot workl.•,d. Comprehensive measures of workload in this nontext can then be the components and/
or totality of To and the associated side task scores.

To the aeronautical diuplkwy designer unfamiliar with or unpracticed in uting the mathematics of feedback
control theory 4 the we of verbal-analytical mode:1 of pilot dynamics still seem to be a cumbrsome and
Aitficult "art' to learn. Hovnver, these "difficulties' are gradually disappearing as more rapid computa-tional side appnar to reduce the artistry in applicatiou. The bluest challenge for the practioners rdaimns--
to attract more users by simplifying the application of the theory without compromising its scope or validity
and the physical insight for problem-solving provided thdreby.
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF PREDIC•TD PILOT, LOOP CLOSUR8

FOR THE MJLTIAXIS EXPERIMENT WXTH

CH-53 AnUTRAA. DYNAMICS
Contributions by Richard E. Blodgett

A. LONGrI~JDrNAL SEPARATION CONTROL CLOSURE ANALYSIS

A general block diagram for the loops being closed through the

human pilot is 3hovm in Fig. B-i. The block indicated "augmented

CII-5 airframe dynamics" is obtained as shown in Fig. B-2 by adding

the effects of rotor and actuator lags, and AFCS feedback to the bare

airframe dynamics. The resulting numerators and denominator for the

various closed-loop transfer functions have been obtained from Table IX

of Ref. 2 and are listed here in Table B-1.

The order in which the loops in Fig. B-i will be closed is: first,

O -0 5b, and then, u - Oc and x - uc simultaneously. The augmented

airframe transfer function * e/Fb is

o 4.41 (o.()o.668)(-10.3)
"1 = (0.o284)(0.717)(6.48)[0.509; 2.275]

The first loop 0 B 6b is a 'ow gain manual loop with effectivE time

delay To = .33 sec. Although this manual closure may seem redundant

and deleterious because of the pitch AFCS, the purpose in making this

cLosure is to investig&te the effects of trensfer of training in adopting

a 0 -. 5 b loop by helicopter pilots who may not be accustomed to the

autmented airframe "short period" dynamic properties provided by the

pitch AFCS. In terms of the block diagram in Fig. B-i, Gq a e 33 s and
F0 - K0. The objective is to choose K0 such as to reduce the damping

ratio of the "short period" complex pair (0.509; 2.275) to not less than
about 0.3. For the purpose of analysis, the exponenti&l will be repre-

tiontred by a first order Pode approximation.

"*Abbreviated notation is used throughout this Appendix for
polynomial factors of each transfer function in root locus fcrm.
flumbern unclosed in parentheses are first order factors, viz., (s + a) (a)

Qun/ratic factors are enclos, a in brackets, viz.,
+ 2.c + a? - ([ ; w]. Prefixed numbers not en-'-osed are the

hIgh fNequency ghtno of the transfer functions.
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TABLE )-I
AtKGHMTED LONOMDflAL TRANSFR FNOTIONS RESULM

FROM ArCS MPLEMSTATION 3I3 MI. 13-2 (Ref. 2)

Denominator

A=(o.o28 4ý)(o.717)(6.48)(io.o)ro.509- 2.275)

Selected Control Input Numerators

N bb= 4 . 4 1(o.ooos6)(o.668)(IO.O)(-I0.314)

Nb = -1 6 .9(o.693)(10.O)(-19.112)[o.o34, 2.M91 ft/sec (see

rad footnote)
-sh

NC,= "3110o,(O.o267)(6.77)[O.449; 2.279) ft/sec
rad

NBC = -32.1(0.477)(15.2)[-0.66 3 ; 2.3121 ft/see
rad

N sd =N-sh I~ oNBC B c -O.1N for a i:10 glideslope

Selected Gust Input Numerators

o 2ug = -0.oo32•0(.o)(o.643)(1o.o) rad

NUg 0.0227(O.681)(9.4)(Io.O)[o.0351; 2.1681

UgU

*The numerator Nb is approximated as

N -16.9 1- 19.112(0.693)(10.0)(.0o034; 2.09J1jfor use in the

loop closure calculations.
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2
e -i (2)

+2
Te

The effective time delay To includes the effect of higher frequency

neuromuscular lags and visual delays in the human pilot. A detailed

explanation of the components of this effective delay is given in

Ref. 1. Since the longitudinal gust forcing function bandwidth is so

low (0.2 rad/sec), we expect virtually no reduction in time delay from

prefiltering by increased neuromuscular tension.

Combining equations (2) and (I) gives the approximate open-loop

expression

Of . -4.4I(0.0) (-6.0) (0.668) (-I0.3)
S= '0.0,294)(0 ,.717)(6.0)(6.4&8)10.50,); 2.2751

Closing this loop with a gain KO - -. 2 gives the closed-loop denominator

Al = (o.O-55)(o.700)jo.316; 2.2911o.949; 7.o04iI(6.0) (3)
where the damping ratio of the short period oscillation has been reduced

to not less than about 0.3.

The next loops to be closed are for perturbed position and velocity.

The column for the "state" display format in Table B-IX indicates the

predicted appropriate block values for the diagram in Fig. B-I. The

open-loop transfer function for this loop closure is

.(o. 73 + t•LAD•

= 23.0 Kx T e (1/TL,)(0.693) (6.o)(0.o34; 2.09)

xe (o.o)(o.o225)(o.700)1o.316; 2.291 Io.94&9; 7.o•1,
(4)

The additional increment of time delay AT will be taken aw 0.2

sec. (Ref. 3). This results from the pilot having to generate first

order lead an indicated in the transfer function GXe in Table B-It. The

required lead time constant TLx typically ranges from two to five see with

five sec being about the measured human upper limit. The location of

the zero at -1/TLX is very critical with respect to closed-loop system

stability margin. Larger values of TL, lead to more heavily damped

dominant closed-loop roots. The cases to be considered are listed

TP 1835-2B5



TABLE B-II

Predicted forms for the htunan pilot describing functions in Fig. B-i with

changes in Display Format.

DISPLAY FORMAT

DIAGRAM STATE STATE -AND-RATE DIRECTOR

G o e " • 'e s e " •O G " e

Fe Ke K

Gu I1 1

Fu 0 Ku * K*

Gxe KX(TLxs + 1)eeALEAID Kx * Kx*

*The last two entries in the State mid Rate and Director columns

are equivalent to OX, - KX(T~s + 1), where TL - Kw/Kx, if Fu is

changed to zero and command input x. is changed to Y, in Fig. B-i.

Tp 1S3-2 1;-6



below with their corresponding open-loop transfer functions.

TL 'A 5.0 sec (AT LEAD - 0.2 sec)
x

X - -1615.o 0-377)(o.2)(o.6k )(6.o)[0xo•; 2.091
Xe Ko(0.09(0.,0225)(0.700)(3.77)[0.316; 2.29][7.979; 7.041J

(5)

%X = 3.33 sec (ATLEAD = 0.2 sec)

x -1075.59 (-3.71)(o3s)(o693)(6 .oii. i 2.09J
Xe K x(o.o)(0.0225 )(0. 700)(3.77)[0.516; 2.29J0O.949; 7.041]

(6)
The resulting root loci are shown in Figs. B-3a and B-3b. From the

corresponding open-loop frequency response in Tables B-ITla and B-MIb,

values of Kx can be chosen to yield the gain crossover frequency for

maximum phase margin. The results are given in Table B-IV. They repre-

sent the predicted loop closure characteristics for the pilot with the

atate display format.

The final case to be considered is for the pilot to be given a

display of rate as well as position. This is indicated by either the

state-and-rate column or the director column in Table B-II. It may be

noted that A&T = 0 for the reasons that the pilot does not have to

generate his own lead information and no incremental scanning delay iE

predicted on the integrated display. The open-loop transfer functions

are

TLx 0 5.0 sec (trrLEAD - 0)

x K -1615.o( -6.ol( 0.2)(o.69ý)rO.034; 2.09J
xe T376Tx( .0225)(0.700) [0.316; 2.29J[O.949; 7.011]

(7)
TLx - 2.5 sec (ATLEAD - 0)

- K -807.5 (-6.o)(0o.)(o.693)[0.0534 2.092
x"e" Kx(O.0)(0.0225)(0.700) [0.316; 2.29][0.949; 701

(8)
Table B-IV again given the values of Kx which yield the gain crossover

frequency for maximum phase margin from the corresponding open-loop

frequency responses in Tables P-IIc and B-III. These results in

TR 1 83-2 B-7



a) TLX • 5.0 Sec c) TLx 1 5.0 sec

A rLEAD Q 2 sec (pilot- generated laod) ArLEADL 0 sec (director- generated lead)

" 3 .0 -3.0

0 \~x.00331 Kx a0033 I
ofK (pilot)(pi

Closed- loop , K .0.00 . C osed- ,oop."short period" it .phugoid" branchbranches \v /is very. sensitivefor two values 0.005 0 .-1.0 to pilotA gain Kx • 0 ,050 1.0of KO (pilot),, ".
Closed-loop Kx 10.0033• 

Kx .0.003 71

"phugoWd" branch is sensitive • (rad /ft)
to pilot's gain Kx OO17 0.0017

I I 
I• G-o I

- 2 0 - I_ . - 2 0 -1 .0 0
TLX TLX

b) TLx - 3.33 sec d) TL z 2.5 sec

ArLEAD z 0.2 sec (pilot-generated lead) A&T LEAD = 0 sec (director-generated lead)

0 0
4416 00 3.0 4 0-j3.0

\ KX\ 0 033 Kx  1.0033 ICU, t o]
ICU (JIul

. 001.0
O-Ke (pilot) (pilot)

Closed- loop Closed- loop
"plugold" branch "phugold" branch 0

Is less sensitive Is less sensitive
to pilot's gain Kx -. to pilot's gain Kx 1 0

K W0.0 4 2  KxDO050

(rd/ft) 0.0033 (rod/f t) 00033
-2.00 QOV 7 X a,'.

-20 .1.0- L , 
" + %

Figure B-3. Root joci for x o. Loop Clorure with K as the
Variable Gain and the Effective Time Delay T e 0, . ec
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TA=BL -fli (a)

Open-loop frequency response IX/xel for TL = 5.0, AVLEAD= 0.2 sec

Ix/xeI Lx/xe
ri•d/sec dB deg

.100 71.03 -14'.o

.200 61.16 -13b.3

Probable
.30,J 56.24 -I J4.*e

.400 ,53.09 -2: ]: Crossover

*5JU 50 134 • ange

.600 0 49213.4'100 47.,2 -13*.4

*Q0 46.00 -1136.1

.0)U 44- 76 - 1 Wi. ?.

1 6000 431 a f 0 -I l3 of

I .I00 Ile @ 4 -1IS6.4

1-2•00 ill • 3 "1 - I At ,l .)

1.0300 4U.24 -I U

1.400 3.004 -

1.500 3". 71 -1 th

1 .1 4aO3'• )" •. C

1 *7 00 J4. J14 -

m -



TAMZ B-lIII (b)

Open-1.op frequency response I x/Xel for 7j , 3.33, A&r -AD O.2see

IX/XeI X/Xe
rad/sec 0 deg

, 1)j 70,50 -153.6

S200 54,75 -14. *P

- . Probable

/O3 - 143

.- 1 Crossover

- .j Range
• ?:O qa •3 1/j(..°/

III) 404. -1S3,1

0 0 2 -1'1.1

1 ./•)0 ;t7•=, -1 '-,$ 1'

I. 0 -I.• -I 1.

).• 03 A• 7 , -e 3.0 •- I

I .7j, 3 .71 OPe
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TADLE B-zI (c)

Open-loop frequency response Ix/xe1 for T = 5.0, ATFAD 0 0.0 sec

SIX/XeI Lx/xe
rsd/sec dB deg

•.~0U 61•6 -136.1
• U00 e.H -I .IJ.c5

ProbableeI
o i Crossover

500 ! S • 'I 'I I

> 4 d -t e ,I Range

4-73 9I. "i

• .u /46.01u -I J-4. J

• 9 0 0 i l " - ! 3 . 4

I.U00 43.6U "1lO.o

1.100 42.4b -1'14.*

1-5200 41l.37 - 1 4ce 0

1.300 40e.24 'I!,3.4

1.400 34,04 -1 5682

1,500 37.71 "I163o3

1.600 36.19 "I)bG6

1 e700 34034 "1736,0

1,80•0 31.998 - I 7d #b

1,900 u8,7b -160.4

R 183.1e



TAkSE 13-M (d)

Open-loop frequency response Ix/x4l for TLx 2.5, ATLEAD 0.0 sec

Ix/xel Zxlxe
ri/Isec t deg

• ~7 ;- 7) 3?, -1 Sf.

St * II-1ý4

.3 1 So.. l-

•/4J1 ~ 4.1 i1 -1.d7 .1 1 Probable

S-14 5* •S Crossover

44 dQ34•.U/4 -I 4.J J Range

1 0) P. -14b. 6

0 /I ('r 40 614I •

•O 0 jf, O.I 3'#191 -I 34

. o : 1 3 J .5* ')-15 - kii.

I J3*I -1660

I • l'JL) JU•.•3 -I 54/

1 3,1- . 1 700
I ./i 1t 3. A' -1 6.
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TABLE B -IV

Sumnary of parameter choices for maximum phase margin ir the outer

longitudinal separation loop closure.

LEAD TIME Gain CROSSOVER APPROXIMATE APPROXIMATE
CONSTANT Kx FREQUENCY PHASE MARGIN GAIN MARGIN
Trx, sec 6TLFAD, sec rad/ft deg dB

rad/sec

5.0 0.2 0.0022 0.4 47 16

3.35 0.2 0.00•2 o. 36 15

5.0 0 0.0022 0.4 51 214

2,5 0 0.0050 0.5 35 17

TR 1f13-2 B-13



Table B-IV can be used to predict the best displayed scaling ratio between

state-and-rate signal content and to establish the best feedback gains

for the director commancd 'law'^, so as to relieve the pilot of generating

the necessary lead equalization solely from a state displuy of longitu-

dinal separation error xe.

Since the lead equalization time constant Tjx equals KuJKx, the

proper displayed scaling ratio between rate Xe (" u, if xc 0 0) and

state xe is given explicity by TLx. In other words, the gain of the

u-display should be TLx times the gain of the ::e display. Then by

controlling longitudinal cyclic pitch so as to match the u and xe

symbols in the state-and-rate format or to null the director command in

the director format, the pilot will be assurod that the proper lead

equalization is being provided to null xe. The results in Table B-IV

show' that 2.5 < TLx < 5 sec, depending on the adopted phase margin

(or damping ratio of the closed-loop phugoid shown in Fig. B-3). Com-

parison of the corresponding root loci in Fig. B-3c and B-3d shows that

a value of Tx " 3.3 sec should provide adequate phase margin in excess

of 30 deg. (Table B-IV) and a closed-loop phugoid damping ratio in

excess of 0.4 which is less sensitive to the pilot's gain variation

than if a larger value of TLX were selected. A separation error loop

gain on the order of Kx=0.0032 rad/ft will provide a crossover frequency

in excess of 0.4 rad/sec to regulate against the longitudinal gust

forcing function bandwidth of about 0. 2 rad/sec at 60 knots true air

speed.

The root loci in Fig. B-3 also show the effects of the pilot's

adopting a low gain (K9 = -0.2) pitch attitude closure through his

longitudinal cyclic pitch control stick in addition to the loop clomure

for the pitch AFC3 described in Fig. B-2. The root loci show that the

pilot will reduce the damping ratio of the "short period" characteristic

oscillation to between 0.3 and 0.4 with the recomnended AFCP. in Ref. 10

And depicted in Fig. B-2d viz.,

Rotor and
Actuator Leg AFCS

lo. s(a) - 0.14(s + 2) 0(81f (9)
a + 10

wh-re 331 in the longitudinal cyclic (rotor blade) pitch "ngle. Further

".'p l $ )-2 fl-I14



incrt-ftoe in K0 by the pilot will reduce the short period damping ratio

unfavorably. However, the second order lead equalization provided by,

the complex zeros, [tu; %Ou1, in the speed response will tend to reduce

the sen1itivity of the decreasing short period damping ratio to further

increase in the pilot's pitch attitude gain, K0 .

The flight director command equation can be implemented with the

aid of Tsble B-I1 by forming a linear combination of all of the human

pilot's feedback and feedforward transfer functions which contribute to

the signal labefle3 0e in Fig. B-I, viz.,

ee -K09 - Kuu- Kxx, if xc = 0

- -Kee-K (TrB + 1)x (10)

where -0.2 < Ko < 0 for command consistency with mid-frequency pitch

attitude motion, K. . 0.0032 rad for adequate gust upset sup-ession
ft

bandwidth, and TLx - 3.3 sec for adequate closed-loop phugoiL damping

ratio (0.4 < t < 0.5). The relative gains of the various contributions

to the flight director are now established. The actual flight director

command signal on the display is given by

Bx = ee K(01)
"K8PILIT9C88 TICK DISPL~AY (

where the values for gains KDI8P•.f and K8STICK must be 1.artitioned in

the experiment to the personal satirfaction of each subject following

the procedure outlined in Ref. 5.

This completes the analysis of predicted pilot loop closures for a

longitudinal separation control task in landing approach with CH-53

dynamics. The following secAion in this Appeidix presents a simplified

approximate analycls of a decoupled altitude deviation control task.

B. ATI•TJ•DE C0FM0L CLOSUIE ANALYSIS

Thp oimplified transfer function to be used for simulating the air-

frrmwe altitude deviation (h) response to collective lift control (be)

csn be spproximated from Table B-I as

3oZ1o _LL (12)
e '.0)(0.717)(10.0) rad

T7R 7) (t,,o)



The pure integration in the altitude deviation response tc collective

lift control. will be approximated as a slow divergence, (-ii), where

;A" 0.1 rad/sec, so that the only forcing function necessary for this

task will be the pilot's remnant. Therefore, the simulated controlled

element transfer function for the altitude regulation task will be

h - 55.o ft (13)
Sc (-0.1)(0.717)(10.0) rad

Mock diagrams of the altitude deviation feedback to the display

and of the pilot's loop closure through the collective control to regulate

altitude deviation are presented in Figs. IV-2 ana IV-4 in the text,

Section IV. Although it will be displayed, the altitude rate (or

instantaneous vertical speed) feedback will probably not be needed by

the pilot for equalization, as the closure analysis will show subse-

quently. Instead the altitude rate (or instantaneous vertical speed)

display will probably be required only for monitoring rates of change

of the state of vertical error.

The bandwidth of the vertical gust forcing function which would

normally upset altitude deviation at a speed of 60 knots true air

speed is about 1/3 rad/sec. This is only about one-half the bandwidth

of the helicopter's heaving subsidence at 60 knots and suggests that

adequate altitude regulation can be achieved with a pure gain closure

or perhaps a closure with only high frequency lead to reduce the pilot's

time delay. In the actual experiment, of course, the much broader band-

width of the pilot's remnant will serve as a forcing function. In order

to try to predict the gain crossover frequency and equalization which

the pilot may adopt in performing the simulated altitude regulation

tank, we have examined the sensitivity of the closure to several values

of' gnin and high frequency lead equalization.

The pilot's effective time delay (Te) for this closure can be

entimated with sufficient precision by partitioning the delay in two

pnrtP: (I) the pure latency, T ; 0.1 aee, and (2) the effective low

frequency ing of the neuromuncular system coupled with a free collective

stick, IN I 0.2 see,

Root loci for two illustrative closures are shown in Fig. A-4.

Corrnponding open-loop frequency responses including the probable gnin

B3-16



Effective Timedeloy re artTN

, 0.1 +0.2 0.3 sec.
Subscript "N" Neuromuscular 0 6
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TL =0.333 sec
r =0 3sec -0.0013
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'°'°0°9
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Phase Margin -0.0008 Instead of
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crossover frequency range are listed in Table B-V. The probable cross-

over frequency ranges are bounded from below by the gains for maximum

phase margin listed in Table B-VI.

The effect of high frequency lead equalization (0.1 < T L < 0.333 sec)

i presented in Fig. n-4a and 1-4b and Tables B-Va and B-Vb. The estimated

crossover frequency range is from 0.3 to 0.4 rad/sec, if the pilot should

adopt lead equalization such that TL - 0.333 sec. Otherwise, in all cases

examined, the estimated crossover frequency range is from 0.2 to 0.3 red/sec.

Closures without lead and with 0.1 sec additional effective time delay,

presumed due to an additional scanning delay or neuromuscular leg, exhibit

Elightly smaller stability margins (and damping ratio) as shown in

Table B-VI.

Since we do not expect the pilot to adopt lead equalization below

2 rad/sec and requiring significant perceptual motor workload in the

simulated altitude regulation task, the displayed signal gain for the

instantaneous vertical speed display need be only one-half that for the

altitude deviation display.

C. EXCESS CONTROL CAPACITY (A 0NTI0IAL WORcLOAD) ANALYSIS

The result5 obtained in Ref. 5 with a secondary cross-cou'pled

subcritical roll tracking task as a function of various single-axis

controlled elements will form a basis for predicting excess control

capacity for the present pilot experiment. The score obtained from the

cross-coupled secondary task is the steady-state value of its unstable

pole, which represents its rate of divergence or degree of difficulty;

consequently, the same score also represents the "degree of ease" of
the primary task. The ubscissa in Fig. A-5 illustrates the secondary

task scores obtained Irom Rrf. 5 as a function of several forms of

controlled element denoted by the symbols along the ordinate. The

secondary tbak scores also correlated well with the subjective pilot

opinion rating of the primary tasks.

Two interpretations can be given to the secondary task score by

normalizing the score with respect to the critical or limiting score

whJch the subjcct cnn achieve if the aeccndnry task i the onlY task.

Then(, two interpretations of the normalized score are shown on scales
nt th,' top of Fig. A-5. The normalized ,,-ore itself can be interpreted

r1 18> ii-1,



TADLE, 1-V (a)

Open-loop frecuency response Ih/Bci for TL 0.333p -e - 0.3 sec

Te = ¶ + TN, where the latency, T = 0.1 sec and the effective low

frequency neuromuscular lag, TN = 2.0 sec. The lead equalization is

represented by the first order factor, (1 + JU1RL)

I h/Bcj I h/8c
rad/sec dB deg

(A .,. Probable
Croesover

•~~~~~ ,J1 , •1o -14 Cý. Range

0,07
60 ?1/'. 7A• "1IS

40

•0- 461519 1
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TABLE B -V (b)

Open-loop frequency response Ih/BeI for TL - 0.1, Ire - (0-3 - TL) see

Se = T + TN - TL, where the latency, T = 0.1 see and the effective low

frequency neuromuscular lag, TN - 2.0 see. The lead equalization is

included in the effective time delay.

rad/sec deg

•.10') (•. 50 1O•
"o- Probable

*200 • 65e27 -135.6 |Crossover

jRangeS3 00 619 •89 - 1 3 6-3• _Ia

-1400 59 419' - 1 O. 1

b50j 50,.71 -1449h

• 6,.)514 •b9 - 149 7

-7-) "2'(- o '/ "-1540 5

• o:0 50. -) L 5-15.0

•-) 00 49 •31 - 16,30

1 0)')') 17. bl -1 6'1.2

•03 i4,•o42 -17029
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TABLi B-VI

Summary of parameter choices for maximum phase margin
in the altitude regulation closure

Pilot Api Gain Croover Approx. Approx.Effective ea PhaeGaenCGosine
Time ve Constant K Frequency Phase Gain

Te' sec TL, sec (radjft) wc, rad/sec Margin Margin
T e Ldeg dM

0.3 0.333 -0.0008 0.3 48 25
(0.3 - Tr) 0.1 -o.oo063 0.2 414 22

0.3 0.0 -0.0oo63 0.2 43 -9
0.4 0.0 -0.00063 0.2 42 17
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as the excess control capacity which the pilot has available for perform-

ing other tasks while maintaining performance on the primary task(s).

If the normalized score is subtracted from unity, the resulting scale

can be interpreted as a measure of the pilot's fractional attentional

workload required for performing the primary task.

At the preoent state of our understanding, the "best" partition

of controlled element and display gains ("control gains", for short)

required to produce the results in Fig. A-5 must stil.U be empirically

determined. Over a wide range of control gains, however, research in

handling qualities has shown that the average absolute tracking error

is nearly constant, whereas the pilot's gain varies inversely with

the control gain. The subjective rating of the task and the secondary

task score show a distinct optimum, which is not revealed by either

the error score or the pilot's gain. (Refs. 4and 5.)

The principal cauuse of the trends shown in Fig. A-5 is due to the

increasing attentional workload which accompanies the generation of

low frequency lead equflization by the pilot as the controlled element

form progresses from K/9 to K/s 2 . However, the extremely high atten-

tional workload (low excess control capacity) associated with the

unstable primary controlled element K/(s - 2) in Fig. A-5 is probably

associated with a different cause. This cause is thought to be the

increasing neurcmuscular tension which accompanies the consistently

reduced effective pilot's time delay measured with this type of con-

trolled element for which low frequency lead equalization is not required.

Gince the present experiment involves two simultaneous piloting

tanks for which we wish to predict the excess control capacity, we

shall adopt a technique from Ref. 6 for predicting pilot ratings for

multi-axis control tasks using single-axis rating data. This technique"

ia bazed on an empirical relationship between measured excess control

capacity and the pilot's generated lead time constant, T,. The single-

ay.i prediction technique is illustrated graphically in Fig. B-5 using

reaults extrapolated from Ref. 5. The upper portion of Fig. -.5 is

entered at the ordinate corresponding to the estimated pilot's lead

time constant predicted from diepl~y-pilot-vehicle closed-loop analysls.

Then by following the indicated arrows, one can estimate either the

attf'ntiontft workload fraction or the excess control capacity for the

'm i ", P- 7-.
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single-axis task.

Reference 6 predicted imiltiaxis pilot ratings of handling quanities

using a method proposed by SIT. in Ref. 7. The predictions were then com-

pared in Ref. 6 with two-ax's pilot ratings obtained experimentally and

the average correlation %as shbowv to be excellent. When the same method

(Ref., 7) is extended for predicting excess control capacity with the aid

of the lower portion of Fig. B-5 for each axis, multiaxis excess control

capaitv, (xscc)m, is obtained from the equation

N

(xscc)m f fITBASE + K 1 f1(Xs' c) - TLA (14)

where Xs/Xc - f(TL) is defined by Fig. B-5.

XsMAX/Xc = maximum excess control capacity among the single

axes comprising the multi-axis situation.

We shall illustrate the use of Eq. 14 by predicting a multJaxis excess

control capacity for the experiment. The estimated pilot's lead time

constant for the longitudinal control axis is TL - 3.3 sec from topic A

in this Appendix. (The effective controlled element is K/s 2 .) By

entering the ordinate of the upper portion of Fig. B-5 at TL w 3.3 sec,

we can use the optimistic extrapolation of Ref. 5 denoted by the broken

line labelled "0", to estimate an upper bound of 0.35 on the excess

control capacity for the longitudinal axis. We can also use the pessi-

mistic extrapolation of Ref. 5 denoted by the broken line labelled "P",

to estimate a lower bound of 0.19 on the longitudinal excess control

capt•city.

The estimated pilot's lead time constant for the vertical control

oxIn is Ts < 0.5 Dec from topic B in this Appendix. A glance at Fig. B-5

ahows thnt, if TL < 0.5 eec, the predicted single-axis control capacity
would be Xs/xc > 0.58 for the vertical axie from the dits of

'TB 1F35•-2 .1



Ref. 5.. However, the effective controlled element for the vertical

axis is K/s(s + 0.7), which is approximately like the controlied
element K/s(s + 1), for which a measurement of excess control capacity
is plotted in Fig. A-5 as Xs/Xc - 0.46. This measurement corresponds

to an inferred pilot lead time constant, TL = 1 sec.

Since either task could be performed with an effective director
display-and-controlled element K/s, we shall adopt the excesi control
capacity of 0.73, corresponding to K/s in Fig. A-5, as XsMAX/xc for

use in Eq. 14. Reference to Fig. B-5 will show that XsM•/Xc = 0.75

corresponds to TLBASE - 0 in Eq. 14. Hence the indicated summation in

Eq. 14 becomes simply a sum of two single-axis values for TL, corre-

sponding to the longitudinal and vertical axes in the experiment. The

estimated range for this sum is

2
4.3 >_ TL > 3 sec (15)

i-2

The corresponding optimistic range for the predicted multiaxis excess

control capacity in this experiment is

0.08 < (xscc)m < 0.35 06)

and the corresponding pessimistic range is

0.08 < (xscc)m _< 0.19 (17)

There is a much simpler empirical way to make these multiaxis
cotimates from the single-axis estimates of excess control capacity,

viz., to mrltiply the single-axis estimates, if they are different,

and to use the single-axis maximum estimate itself when the ejtimates

for each axia are equal to the maximum estimate for display-and-con-

trolled ele,,ent K/a. To illuutrate how closely thin rule approximates

the peaaimiat!.c range in Eq. 17, we shall form the indicated products

in Eq. 18.

(0.46)(0.19) :S (xscc~m < (0.t:,18)(0.35)

0.09 _< (xscc)m < 0.2 (08)
Although 1ef. 6 presents none of the ningle-axis expr'rimental data

by which the accuracy of this "product rule" could be testedp it also

worki; quite well on the dntn cited in Ref. 7 on thr. basic of Which

Eq. 114 wa derivePd. In the form of an ,,quntion, the product rule ror

TR 1if5-2• 1-2



multiaxis excess control capacity is

' N
I (Xsi Ac) Xsi < XBA

(xscc)= 1 (19)S )XsWA Xsi = XsBA

p J i•I, 2, • . • N

The optimistic estimate of multiaxis excess control capacity is less

than 0.35 for the longlitudinal and vertical control tasks. This optimis-

tic prediction corresponds to L. Cooper Scale Rating of less than 6. The

pessimistic estimate of multiaxis excess control caphcity is between 0.1

an1 0.2 for the same tasks. This pessimistic prediction corresponds to a

Cooper Scale Rating between 7 and 8., The corresponding subjective rating

of mult'Aaxis controllability and precision based on the scale proposed in

Table IV-5 is estimated to be about C3: "Control',able, with less than

adequate precision." The correspo-iing subjective rating of multiaxia

attentione;l demarA based on tie scale proposed in Table IV-3 is estimated

to be about D4: "Qiiite demanding."

Estimates of excess control capacity and .ubjective rating with the

director format are expected to be more favorable and less demandlng of

attentioh. The multiaxis excess control capacity is predicted to be about

0.5 ± 0.1; the sub;jective controllability, about C2, "Easy to control, with

fair precision"; and the ,subjective attentional demand, about D3, "Mildly

demanding."

Measurements of excess control capacity and subjective rating with the
I

state-and-rate format are expected to be between those for the state format

and those for the director format.

D,. Multiaxis Scanning Pehavior

The general principles and analytical techniques for predicting multi-

axis scanning behavigr and perfomance 'on a preliminary control display

denign are described and applied in Refs. 8 and 9. Four points of fixation

will b6 hypotheiized In the pilot experiment: two for the purpose of control

end two for the purpose of monitoring. The two fixation points for control

will be the integrated display and the pair of vertical 3cale displays; the

two points for monitoring will be the airspeed indicator and altimeter.

Tm 183-2 1B-26



The effective dwell fraction (ne) and the scanning frequency (as)

for the integrated display will be estimated by hypothesizing three

conditions, viz., (1) the look fraction on the integrated display will

approach its limiting value, 0.5; (2) the average scanning frequency

(and look fraction) on the integrated display will be approximately the

name as that on the pair of vertical scale displays for height control,

because these are the only two points of fixation for the purpose of

control; and, (A) sampling remnant power for the integrated display will

be suppressed to the same order of magnitude as equalization remnant

power for the longitudinal position (x) display.

The third hypothesis enables a lower bound to be estimated for the

effective sampling-to-crossover frequency ratio, S, defined by Eq. 20.

S = ws/C(1 - nle) (20)

Experimental results in Ref. 11 suggested the following ranges of values

for S:

4 < S < 6 for separate displays amorg which parafoveal
perception is inhibited

6 < S <10 for combined displays among which parafoveal
perception may be significant.

However, recent measurements in Ref. 12 suggest that S > 15 for the

outer (position) loop and that 6 < S < 15 for the inner (attitude) loop

under simulated instrument flight conditions.

A physical interpretation of the ratio 8 can be gained by converting

the circular frequencieu wc and as in Eq. 20 into their respective periods,

P, and Ts, through the substitutions: Gc - 29/Pc and s - 2n/Ts. Then

by using the definition of effective dwell interval (Trd) from Eq. 26

below, the ratio 8 can be expressed as the ratio of the crosoover period

(Pc) relative to the effective fixation interrupt. interval (T. - Td) or

time-away from a display, The ratio S should be large to minimize effects

of scanning remnant. An integrated display should help the pilot to adopt

ai large ratio G.
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In order to suppress sampliig remnant power to the same order of

magnitude tas equalization remnant power in the x-display, the third

hypothesis can be expressed by the inequality

1 rs~ -1ei1-'Sxai (21)

where aTsi and (1-ne)i are internal values for processing remnant adapted

from Table 11-3 in the text. cTs will be taken as 0.1 sec Snd (1-ne)i

as 0.9 for making this estimate of S.* The value for %.Cx, 0.L rad/sec,

and the value for TLx, 3.3 sec, are from Topic A in this Appendix. The

value for the longitudinal variance ratio (a2/a2) will be estimated from

the performance calculations which follow subsequently in Topic E of this

Appendix. The lcngitudinal variance ratio lies in the range

0.o6i < < 0.214.

The lower bound is the ug-gust-correlated value; the upper bound is the

uncorrelated variance ratio governed by remnant. After substituting

numerical values in Eq. 21, we obtain a range for Sx: 25.9 < Sx < 52.3.

Since this range exceeds the measured values for S obtained to date, we

shall adopt a value Sx - 39 near the mid-point for making predictions

of the effective dwell fraction and the scanning frequency on the inte-

grated display. The predictions are summarized in Table B-VII. There

it is also shown that a value of Be * 8 in the range of Ref. 12 for the

inner (attitude) loop (which is also presented on the integrated display),

when multiplied by the inner loop crossover frequency, Cc., - 2 rad/see,

satisfies the equality wcxSx - a -b0 %/(I0-0 e) required by Eq. 20 for

the integrated display.

Now the adopted foveal scanning behavior is still unknoim. It

depends, for example, on satisfying performance requirements and the

physical upper bound on cumulative visual foveal. fixation dwell fraction

(scanning workload) expressed in the following equation of constraint.

M
M+ N +• ; M separate displays; with an optional (22)

scanning workload margin Mo for
non-control tasks
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Thig equation is called the "scanning workload constraint." It is

appl.tl tL Table B-VII by summing the foveal dwell fraction column, 'jf.

'The sum of the effective dwell fractions will exceed unity in the

scanning workload constraint. This is called overseturation. Effective

dwell fractions, the sum of which apparently exceeds the scanning work-

load constraint, can be achieved v.th lower foveal dwell fractions if

parafoval perception of the appropriately displayed signals is not

inhibited. A reduced foveal dwell fraction is estimated in Table B-VII

from Eq. 23.

'ie -lf = I -ne (0 < 0 <. 1) (23)

"-where n p OC/mcf, the average parpfoveal-to-foveal gain crossover

frequency ratio.

n is largest on a combined display with two signals and homogeneous

equalization. Increasing display separation reduces n and increasing

the number of displays also reduces n. A predicted parafoveal-to-foveal

gain ratio, n = 0.63, makes it possible to achieve a high effective dwell

fraction, le 0.84, on the integrated display with a smaller foveal

dwell fraction, nf - 0 57, listed in Table B-VII.

Predictions for the two monitored displays, airspeed and altitude,

in Table B-VII are based on two different hypotheses, viz. (I) a foveal

dwell fraction (nf) of 0.03 for each; and a foveal dwell interval,

Td = 0.4 sac for each.

Predictions for the pair of vertical scale displays, h, ti, are based

on the remaining foveal dwell fraction (he - 0.37) required to occupy

fully the pilot's time with less weight given to parafoveal perception.

3ince n = 0.22 by hypothesis, a lower value of the Rampling-to-crossover

frequency ratio, 0 " 17, is assumed for the height display-control task.

The average scanning frequency, (f.), scanning interval (T.), amd

effective dwell interval (Tde) follow from their definitions.

Ts - If. (sec) (25)

Tde "IeTa (aec) (26)
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The predicted probabilities of fixation are Identical to the foveal

dwell fractions whose sum is unity in the central column of Table B-VII.

The sum of the dwell fractions is unity because all of the pilot-subjects'

time will be occupied by the controlling and monitoring tasks.

Likewise the sum of look fractions in the extreme right column of

Table B-VII is unity, because all of the pilot-subjects' fixations are

predicled to be on the exper•iieatal displays. The look fraction on the

Integrated display, 0.42 is estimated to approach its limiting value,

one-half. The greatest proportion of fixation transitions will be

between the integrated dLsplay and the pair of vertical scale displays.

The transition "link value" for these two displays can be estimated as

0.79 from the predicted probabilities of fixation by the following

relationship from Ref. 13.

2 ýi 0 2(0.57)(0,37) = 0.79 (27)

2 1-o.4641 F

Other lesser link values between the control displays and the monitored

displays can be estimated in analogous fashion as shown in Fig. B-6.

S0.065Summation of Link Values

0.79
t 0.065
tude0. 0640.0Ve

ooo

1.00
?. 73-6. Predicted Link Values for the Multlexis Experiment.



E. Multiaxis Performance

The total error variance vector ,.2-11ts related to the coherent

variance vector le21 by the equation

(As 1~ (28)

where [L~J is a square coherence matrix contain. - elements of the form

Eij (a2i f~ (+d ~] (9

with i states in the variance vector and j displayed variables and

iji i)s the Kronecker delta.

Equation 28 incorporates from Table ll-3 in the text that portion of
processing remnant power spectral density which is identified with the
lead equalization time constant TL and which is expected to predominate
over other types of remnant in the multiaxis 1ask with the integrated

display. The determinant of (A] 0 6s Is called the characteristic

determinant of stability in the mean-square sense, or the coherence
determinant. Each component of the coherent variance vector has the form

72
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where tK = xc' ug, wg, for example, for N - 3 independent longitudinal

inputG such as separation measurementnoise, and longitudinal and normal

gust velocities. Thus the vector I 41will, in general, be a column

matrix of linear combinations of input-correlated mean-squared errors.

The formal result for the total variance vector is

c2 a Jbs Ce2} (31)

The coherence determinant governs multiloop stability in the mean-

square sense; therefore, it must be greater than zero. A value for the

determinant which is much less than unity means that incoherent error

power due to processing remnant will be much greater thanthe coherent

error power due to inputs and disturbances. If the coherence determinant

approaches unity (its upper bound), the error power will become increasingly

coherent.

We shall illustrate the estimation of the coherent variance vector,

c 2 -, for two forms of a longitudinal (ug) gust velocity input, viz., (I)

a random input having a continuous power spectrum and (2) a quasi-random

sum-of-sine waves'. Both spectra will have the same root-mean-square (rms)

gust velocity, aug = 5.1 ft/sec. The required open-loop transfer functions

and closed-loop roots, power spectra, signal variances and rwc values are

listed in Table D-VIII. Bode diagrams of the required open-loop transfer

functions are illustrated in Fig. B-7 for typical values of the pilot's

pitch attitude and longitudinal separation loop gains selected from

Topic A in the Appendix. Ratios of the correlated rate-to-displacement2 2 2, 2
signal variance ratios, au/ ap and a V /o can be estimated from the

variances at the end of Table B-VIII. The coherent variance vector for

this example with the indicated ug-sum-of-sine waves input is

2 3.26 ft (32)

e2 O.;1E-0o4 rad2

",2 o.141•E.014 rad•

-ibvior.1y, thn minually-cortrolled separation-keeping task is not
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TABLE B-VIII
Open-Loop Transfer Functions and Closed-Loop Roots, Spectra and Variances
for Manually Controlled Inner Pitch Attitude and Outer Longitudinal

Separatton Loops with a State Display and Longitudinal Gust Disturbances

INNER LOOP 0 - 5b with K0 = -0.2

TRANS. FUNC. ON . iT F I .NUMERATOR
910UMERATORHigh Frequency Gain

.91on0E I - Pade' Zeros
.15703E- 1) ..•JOOE i) ,-.12121E 2) (-.12ý2 2)(I/T1) I(-zw) (-4/.To )-4/Te)

DENOMINATOR
1O E High Frequency Gain

.10000E I r- Pade ' Poles -

.42999E- 1)( .10000E I .!2121-E 2)( .1 :21r-,( I Tl)(-,)(4/Te)c /
.62799E 0 .18918E 1

N.S. PRFG GAIN MARGIN
PAD/SEC DB

2.941 19.575

NO WC

CLOSED LOOP ROOTS (NU)M+DENOM)S

.i0OOnFl 1

.3730fF- 1)( 1O0000E 1)

•48277R .20614E 1
.986.51C 0 .12485E 2

OUTER LOOP u.-.• +8 with Kx Y. 0,,00317 rad/ft with inner loop closed

-':ANS. FUNC. ON OUTI.'IT FIL.E
Nt .El- High Frequency Gain

.17.,,&&- I

.30i,3r 0)( .10000E 1)(-.12121E 2)(-.12121E 2)

1 .21311E 1

DENOMINATOR (from closed-loop roots for inner loop above)

•,1000oE 1
.OoonOE 0)( .37300E- I)( .100,,OE 1)( .50n0oE 1)(1 I TUCD)

•'148277E 0 .2061t4E 1
.9fh51E 0 .124135E 2



TABLE B-VIII

Open-Loop Traasfer Functions and Closed-Loop Roots, Spectra and Variances
for Manually Controlled Inner Pitch Attitude and Outer Longitudinal

Separation L-Jops with a State Display and Longitudinal Gust Disturbances
(Conttinued))

N.S. FREO GAIN MARGIN
RAD/SEC DB

1.285 14.093
2.103 38.197
4,211 26.193

WC PHASF" MARGIN
RAD/SEC -DEG

.414 36.263

CLOSED LOOP ROOTS (NUM+DENOM)

•10000E 1
.1O000E I1)( .215857E 1)

.47914E 0 .39387E 0

.65033E 0 .216o9E 1
.96085E 0 .13467E 2

UG--,IM OF SINE WAVES INPUT RMS" .5100E 15.( ' , ,(

X /UG TRANS. FUNC.

FREO MAGNITUDE PHASE REAL IMAGINARY
.19 -7.98 -36.56 *3207E 0 -. 2378E 0
.50 -12.13 -133.05 -. 1688E 0 -. 1808E 0

1.26 -32.34 -197.63 -. 2301E- i ,7313E- 2
3.02 -50.80 -157.39 -. 2662E- 2 -. 1108-- 2
6.28 -61.14 -170.31 -. 8647E- 3 -. 3476E- 3

VARIANCE RMS
X (F'T) .32509E 1 .18055E 1
U (I:T/SEC) .20065E 0 .4•479E 0
THETA (RAD) .34122E- 4 .58414E- 2
Q (PAD/eEC) *83898E- 5 .23965E- 2
D8 (Itl) .I167(E- 4 .6'401'9E- 2

" 1 93-P. B.36



TABLE B-VIII

Open-Loop Transfer Functions and Closed-Loop Roots, Spectra and Variances
for Manually Controllkd Inner Pitch Attitude and Outer Longitudinal

Separation Loops wi.th a State Display and Longitudinal Gust Distrubances
(Concluded )

UG RANDOM INPUT RMS: .510 E" 1 I/TCR= .3142E 0
,11

C.L. SPECTRA ON OUTPUT FILE Half-Power Frequency (rad/sec) of first

DErIOM I NATOR Order Spectrum.

.31,417E j) ( .lOOnOE 1) ( .25857E ±)

.1*7-?14E 0 .39387E 0
.6903AE 0 .21669E I
.96085E 0 .13467E 2

x NUMEP TOR

j.IOOOE 1)( .50000E 1)

.22°. 5E 0 .21085E 1

.99' 9E 0 .12256E 2

THETA NoMERATOR

-. 68F' •5 - 2
S.18JE 0)(-.37324E 0)( .10000E 1)( .14623E 2)

.98956E .7483SE 1

OB NU'I4ERATOR

-. 58227E- 2
.34365E 0)( *10000E 1)(-.12121F 2)(-.12121E 2)

.57170E 0 .16674F 1

UG PAN)OOM INPUT RMS= .5100E 1 !/TCR= *32142E 0

VARIANCC RMS
X (FT) .25175E 1 .15807E I
w) (FT/SEC) .16519E 0 .4064'fEC 0
THETA (MAD) .12779E- 4 .572931%- 2
0 (RAO/SEC) .14765E- 4 #36425E- 2
OB (RAn) .33647E- 4 .580%oE- 2
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upset significantly by the longitudinal gust rms velocity of 5.1 ft/sec.

We shall illustrate the estimation of the total variance vector,

21for the same longitudinal gust rms velocity of%1 ft/sec with

three sources of processing remnant nx, n0 , nrb, depicted in Fig. B-1

or page B,2. The injected remnant nx will inclu4e the contribution from

rt .'hich is appropriate for the state display format wherein the pilot

must suppl.y lead equalization in the outer-loop. Table B-IX presents

estimated closed-loop spectra and variances for each source of processing

remnant having a unit rms value and first order input noise spectrum with

the indicated half power frequency, 1/TL = I/TCR. The results in Table B-IX

provide the values Cor the nine integrals required in Eq. 29 to

estimate the elements of the 3 x 3 coherence matrix:

S0.7411 -35.2 -38.27 1
[-]s -1 .91E-05 0.9987 -3.02E-03 (33)

-3.85E-05 -4.28E-03 0.980

The coherence determinant •J -* 0o.732, therefore, we expect that

at least the outer-loop error power will be primarily coherent, i.e.,

due to the gust disturbance.

The coherent variance vector for aUg 5.1 ft/sec in Table B-VIII is

.I-3E-O4 rad

After the operations required by Eq. 31 are performed, the resulting total

variance vector is I721 X244 ft2  (5
119E-o4 radp
214iE-o~4 rad 2

The coherence vector then becomes

2 086

Pol o.P-96

919-

rr P,2 l.1



TABLE B-IX

Closed-Loop Spectra and Variances for Manually Controlled.Inner
Pitch Attitude and Outer Longitudinal Separation

Loops with a State Display and Remnant DisturberAces

NOB RANDOM INPUT RMS: * 10()E 1 1/TCR= . lO00E 2

C.L. SPECTRA ON OUTPUT FTLE

DENOiM ATOP

.l0OnnE 1
,OflOOnE 1)( .25857E 1)( .1f000E 2)

,4791L4E 0 .39387E 0
.65033E 0 .21669E 1
,96085E 0 •13467E 2

X NUMERA rOR

.81'497E 2
( .l O0fE 1)( ,50000E 1)

.383.5E- 1 .21311E 1

.l10o(OE 1 .12121E 2

THET1, NUMERATOR

- :. A(P, 2

.0 1 " O;)( .15703E- 1)( .ifnOOE 1i) .500,)OE 1i ( 22-? 1E 2)

.121?lE 2)

0B NUMFRATOR

.25231E I.
( ofQnonE 0) ..42999E- 1)( .1C ;1 0OE 1)( .501nO0E 1)

.62799E 0 .18918E 1

.10000E 1 ,12121E 2

NOB RANDOM INPUT RMS= .1000E 1 2/TCR= ,1000E 2

VARIANCE RMS 41

, (FT) .38271E 4 .- 6 I186,17" 2
U (FT/SEC) .44'597E 3 .211 IM" 2
THETA (RAD) .30184F 0 tL49,1,,:i ,:
0 (PFAD/SEC) .87526E 0 6(135. .
D3 (RB A) I 07u11E I 2 O3$I ,. 1
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TABLE B- Ix

ClosedL-Loop Spectra and Variances for Manually Controlled Inner
Pitch Attitude and; Outer Longitudinal Separation

Loops with a State D splay and Remnant Disturbances
Continied)

NTHETA RANDOM INPUT RMS- .lnl;)E 1 1/TCR- .40(0OE

C.L. SPECTRA ON OUTPUT FILE

DENOMINATOR

.1 OO0E I
S.lOOOOE 1) ( .25857E 1) ( .40•;)oE ,i)

.•47914E 0 .30•387E 0
,65033E 0 t.21669E 1
.96085E . .13467E 2

X NUMERATOR

-. 10309E 2
.lOOlnOE i )( .50000E 1)(-.121?QE 2)(-.12122E 2)

.38325E- ! ;.21311E 1

THETA M 'MERATO'R

'14. ,2E 1
.00 OF 0)( .15703E- 1)( .10000E. 1)( .50000E 1)(-.12121E ""

(-.12 .IE! 2)

DB NJME:,ATOR,

-. 31015E 0
'.0O-iOE 0)( *4299qE- 1)( .lOjOfOE 1)( .500nOE 1)

.6279qE 0 .18Q18E 1
-. lOOr, E 1 .12121E 2

NTHETA RA1,")M INPUT RMS" .100i-" 1 1/TCR- .UOO,,EI

VARIANC.E ims
X (CT) .38045E 3 .1950!," 2
U (FT/SEC ' .*3327E 2 .165823C 1
THETA (RAD .27110E- I .1646.E 0
0 (PAO/SEC) .6318FE- 1 .2M137E 0
08 (RAD) .q6305E- 1 .21519E 0
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TABLE B-IX

Closed-Loop Spectra rand Variances for Manually Controlled Inner
Pitch Att..cude and Outer Longitudinal Separation

Loops with a State Display and Remnant Disturbances
(Concluded)

NX RANDOM INPU,.T RMS= .100()E 1 1/TCR= .3003E 0

C.L. SPECTRA ON OUTPUT FILE

DENOMINATOR

.10000E 1
.30030E 0)( .10000E 1)( .25b57L 1)

.47914F 0 .39387E 0

.65033F 0 .2166qE 1

.96085E 0 .13467E 2

S NUMERATOR

.74541E

.30030E 0) 1 .i0O OE 1) (-.1,' 1 1E -)(-.12121E 2)

.38325E- I .21311E 1

THETA NJMERATOR

-. 1 050;1E

.O00nFE (i)( .15703E- 1)( .3030E O)( lOw;11lE 1)(-.1?91.E 2)

(-.12121E 2)

DB N1,1EI-iATOR

.23T7RF-
*OO.nnlE . ( .42999E- 1)( .30030E 0)( .lOnnOOE 1)(-. 1E 2)

(-.12'?1E 2)

.6279.E 0 .18918E 1

NX PAIJ,4O, INPUT RMS= .1.0OE i/TCR= .3003E 0

VARIANCE ,iMS
X (FT• .12763E I .s1297E 1

U (FT/7EL. 914644E 0 .38268b 0
THETA (RA1; .94506E- It .97214C- 2
0 (RA/I/SEC) .23570E- 3 .15353E- 1
DB (7RAD) .19041E- 3 .)3799E- 1

TR 183-2 I3.i~



The predicted gust-correlated and total rms values of the five variables

listed in Table B-VIII are summarized below for bug = 5.1 ft/sec and including

contributions from processing remnant as described above.

Gust-Correlated Total rms Value Relative Coherence

rms Value with Processing P2
for c Ug = 5.1 ft/sec Remnant

x (ft) .18055E 1 .210 E 1 0.74

u (ft/sec) .44794E 0 .970 E 0 0.21

o (rad) .58414E- 2 -. 090 E- P_ 0.29

q (rad/sec) .28965E- 2 3.520 E- 2 0.007

Bb (in) .64559E- 2 1.460 E- 2 0.2

S.... . . . ... .42
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APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF RATING SCALES FOR
DISPLAY EVALUATION

by Henry R. Jex

The purpose of this appendix is to derive an appropriate set of rating

!;cales for subjective evaluation of the control task difficulty and the

attentional demands of the display in simulation programs involving display/

pilot/vehicle interactions.

A. BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE

The technical approach employed here derives from the well established

ait of aircraft handlir.6 qualities assessment; pioneered by Cooper (Ref. 1),

refined by Harper (Ref, 2), put on a rational basis by Ashkenas (Ref. 3),
and connected to the equally complex art of psychophysical scaling by

McDonnell (Ref. 4).

Our rationale for selecting the scales and scheme was based on the

following criteria:

1. It is necessary to separate out the difficulty of the
task (situation, criteria, forcing functions, control
and vehicle dynamics) from the attentional workload of
the display, per se (related to its perceptual properties,
dynamics, viewing conditions, etc.).

2. The problem is less "global" (more specialized) than
overall handling-qualities ratings, and the scales
should reflect these constraints.

3. It is desirable to have a scale known to be of "interval"
typo, to permit simple arithmetic averaging and classical
statistical analyses.

The first two criteria result from the realization that, whereas overall

handling qualities evaluations lump all oi' the system characteristics

uinder one evaluation, display quality evaluations must be able to isolate

dinplay defects from (say) controlled-element defects. Consequently, r.n

Independent ,ubjective evaluation of the latter in required. ror the

majority of foreseeable situations, the primary task-related traits will

'I' I 0' ,- ( -1



be the "controllability and adequacy of precision" obtainable under the

ideal display con6itions, as well as the "attentional workload" of the

display itself.

The third criterion (inte,,val-type scales) is based on practical

considerations. 'Ranking" scales require nonparametric statistical

analyses, which are less well developed and less available as computer

sub.routines than classical parametric statistical methods (e.g.,

analysis of variance, linear regression analysis, etc.). Interval-type

scales permit all these efficient subroutines to be used. Ratio-type

subjective scales have been evolved and used successfully, notably by

Vercace (Ref. 5) and Nordstrim (Ref. 6). However, ratio-type scales

are needlissly complex for the intended ex1periments, because each

evaluation requires return to the reference configuration. In our

experiments, which would involve resetting a large number of parameters

for each data point, this technique would consume too much time.

The research in Ref. 4 showed that an interval-type semantic scaling

of specific evaluation phrases could be derived via the "Method of

Successive Intervals," basing these intervals on the "discriminal

dispersion," oa, (standard deviation of subjective numerical ratings

for a given phrase among a large population of pilots). The resulting

semantic scale is called a "*-scale" and has the properties of an interval-

type scale with roughly homogeneous rating variances (a2) across the scale.

In light of the foregoing considerations, the display rating scales were

based on the pkrases and *-scale data in Ref. 4.

B, SELECTION OF THE SCALE

The array of 64 handling qualities evaluation phrases in Ref. 4 included

gradations within several "trait" groups, such as: overall handling

qualities, controllability and precision, vehicle response characteristics,

demands on the pilot, etc. Most of' the vehicla-specific trait groups are

not of interest here, but the (task) Controllability and Precision and

Demands on Pilot groups are directly applicable to display rating.

Within each group a selection of five phrases was made, according to the

following criteria:

Tpi- I ,,- 2 C-2



1. Roughly uniform intervals across the total range of

* from I to 10.

2. Roughly equal discriminal dispersions.

3. Context relevant to the display task situation.

4. Simple terms with consistent adjeci'ves.

Five evaluation levels are conriidered quite adequate for the simple

traits being rated (9 or 10 are required for global handling qualities

to provide more contextual degrees of freedom). The selected phrases

are shown in Table C-I, arranged in their semantic relationship (T) as

determnined from Table B-I (Col.. ,))of Ref. 4. Also shown in Table C-I

are the corresponding discriminal dispersions, a . It is clearly

apparent that the goals of uniform coverage and variance are met.

Furthermore, there is an approximately 2a separation between phrases,

implying clear semantic distinctions.

The five levels in each category are given rating scale numbers from

I to 5 from best-to-worst, in line with established handling qualities

rating practice. Task Controllability and precision ratings are coded

as Cl-C5, while Display attentional demand ratings are coded as DI -D5,

as shown in Table IV-3 in the text.

C. USE OF SCALE

For proper evaluation of a display, it should be tested in the context

of the intended operational situation. PracticaJly speaking, this means

specifying a realistic "scenario" for the simulation and using similar

mission criteria, commands, disturbances and controlled elements. All

subjects must be told the same scenario and criteria.

Both the task controllability and display workload must be rated, to

be able to soparate out the demands due to controllability (of task and

vehicle origin) from those of the display itself. A specific forula.

for this separation is not yet available and will be one object of pending

experiments.

To guide the controllability and precision rating, a three-stage

declnion proceaa has been indicated in Table IV-3 in the text:

•- •8•-• -,



TABLE C-I

SEWMANTIC RELATIONSHIP OF DISPLAY RATING PHRASES

DEMANDS ON PILOT CONTROLLABILITY
SEMANTIC '...of pilot attention, SEMANTIC #..and precision of

SCALE skill, or effort." SCALE control

See Notes:

2.

2-

SCompletely undemanding Very easy to control,
(relaxed and comfortable) with good precision

- 3-

21 Largely [mostly]
undemanding

Easy to control, with
fair precision

6- Mildly demanding...

6- 6-
Controllable, with...
inadequate precision

7- 7-

6 Quite derm.nding...

8 8

16 Completely demanding... 15 Marginally controllable

9 9-

10j 10 28 Uncontrollable

Notes: (Data are from AFFDL-TR-68-76; Ref. 4)

1. • denotes semantic scale obtained by method of Successive Intervals.

P. denotes the "semantic discriminal dispersion" (standard deviation
of * scores).

0. Qdenotes code number of phrase in Ref. 4.

TH- 1F3J-2C-



1. "Is it ,2ontrollable?" Separates C1-Ch from C5.

2. "Is the control precibJ enough for the mission
criteria?" Separates Ji-C2 from C3-CO.

3. "What remaining phrase best describes the evalu-
ation?" Selects the specific phrase and rating.

A corresponding decision tree is not useful for the display workload

rating, because the 5 levels are simply gradations along the continuum

of demands on the operator's attention, skill or effort in using the

display for the task at hand.

in use, experience has shown that at least two replications per

configuration should be made with two or more experienced operators

to provide a measure of intrinsic variance and remove learning and

chance artifacts. A typical comparison between objective (performance)

measures and subjective display rankings among four pilots is givea in

Ref. 7.

CONCUISIONS

A pair of simple rating scales for uae in research on manual control

displays has been derived (Table IV-3), based on the extcnsive Ceundat~on

provided in Ref. h. These scales are of interval-scale quality and will

permit averaging and other standard parametric statisticsl analyses.

Use of two trait categories: "task controllability-ar.d-precision" and

"display attentional workload," should permit separation of these often-

confounded effects.

It is recommended that these rating scales be used in all display-

related oimulations to provide the data base needed to .?-.fine them and

to provide a formula for separating the controllability and display

workload factors.

T1- IW)3-2 C-5
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